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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. The Design Problem 
We start with describing the general situation to be considered. It 
is assumed that there are real variables , X2» •••> x^ such as tempera­
ture, pressure, .height that are under control of the investigator, 
who wishes to determine how a response variable y is determined by the 
experimental variables. It is assumed that y is equal to some function 
of x^, Xg, •••» Xj^ with parameters to be determined plus an error. It is 
2 
assumed that errors have the same mean, zero, and the same variance, a , 
and are uncorrelated. 
The possible value of each experimental variable is usually finite. 
The collection of all possible values of the experimental variables, (x^, 
£ 
..., x^) is thus a bounded subset of R . This collection is called the 
experimental region or design region, denoted by x, which is assumed to a 
H 
compact subset of R . 
In general, the function T] has the form 
k 
•n(x) = s f,(x)gO) , 
i=l 
where x e x» f^'s are linearly independent and continuous real-valued 
functions defined onx, P' = ^2» •••» vector of the unknown 
parameters and g^'s are real-valued functions defined on the parameter 
space. 
In the work to be described, we shall consider only the linear 
k 
function ^ (x) = E f (x)3.. If N observations of y are observed, then 
i=l ^ 
the model is taken to be 
2 
k 
Y = 2 f (x )g + e , j=l,2, N (1.1) 
J 1=1 ] J 
where the {ey} are uncorrelated errors with mean zero and common variance 
2 J ^ 
o , and Xj € X • 
We shall use the notations f'(x) = (f^(x), fj^(x)), P' = (0^, 
Y* = (y^, y^) and e' = (e^ e^) and let X denote the 
Nxk matrix given by 
f^(Xj^), fk(Xi) 
The matrix form of model (l. l ) i s Y = x P + e  W e  n o t e  t h a t  t h e  v a l u e s  
x^€ X y i=l, N, are not necessarily distinct. Naturally, if we are 
to construct a design with N points, then, necessarily, we have to pick r 
points from X for some r, say, x^, x^, ..., x^ and then, take n^, a 
positive integer, observations at i-th point with Sn^ = N. An intuitive 
idea of determining a design is to choose x^, ..., x^ from X and decide 
n^, n^, ..., n^ with n^'s all integers. 
The basic design problem is how the values of x^, .x^ should be 
chosen and how many times each x value should be chosen such that the 
design will be best with respect to a chosen criterion. 
There are two types of designs, one is called discrete or exact 
design, the other is called continuous or approximate design. The one we 
described above is an exact design, which requires the number of times 
n^, that each value x^ is chosen, to be an integer. An approximate 
design (a design measure) consists of a set of points x^, .x^ chosen 
3 
from X with associated probability masses p^, i=l, r, p^ > 0 and 
Ep^ = 1. The difference between an exact design and an approximate 
design is that the number of times that appears, Np^, is not required 
to be an integer for an approximate design. Kiefer (1959) first extended 
the concept of exact or discrete design to the idea that a design is a 
discrete probability measure. In describing designs over the experimen­
tal region, we follow Kiefer. 
A design measure is a probability measure, denoted by K» which is 
defined on the Borel field generated by the open subsets of x• The set 
of all possible design measures is denoted by 5. Given a measure K in 5, 
we define M(%) = [m^j], i, j=l,2, ..., k, where 
m =f f (x)f (x)^(dx) . 
J X J 
The matrix M(C) is usually called the information matrix associated 
with the design measure K. The set of all possible information matrices 
is denoted by ^  . 
If all the k parameters P are to be estimated, the BLUE of P is 
given by B = (X'X) ^ X'Y. The variance-covariance matrix of P is 
(X'X) ^ 0^. Representing X'X in terms of M(%), we have 
r 
X'X = N 2 p f(x )f'(x.) = NM(K). A good design should enable the 
1=1 ^ 
statistician to estimate 3 as "accurately" as possible. This amounts to 
minimizing some function, <f, of M(C). The general design problem is thus 
to find a design ^ from 5 such that 
<^(M(e*)) = min . (1.2) 
Such a is called a ^-optimal design. 
It is seen that any M(K) is a nonnegative definite symmetric matrix. 
4 
and the set Tf^±6 a closed convex set. In addition, according to the 
Caratheodory Theorem, which says any element in the convex hull of an 
arbitrary set, S, in can be represented as 
n+1 
X = 2 X X , 
i=l 
n+1 
2 X = 1 , 
i=l 
> 0 for i=l,2, n+1 , 
€ S for i=l,2, n+1 , 
for any design measure in 5 with the corresponding information matrix 
M € 7?^ , there exists a design T) supported on k(k+l)/2 + 1 points which 
has the same information matrix M. Furthermore, if M belongs to the 
boundary of ^, the design t] needs only k(k+l)/2 support points 
(Fedorov, 1972). This result tells us that we need only to consider 
designs with finite support. For the polynomial regression problems, the 
design 'H needs only k+1 support points (de la Garza, 1954; Guest, 1958; 
Karlin and Studden, 1966b; Escobar and Cornette, 1983). 
It is not necessary that the function ^(') be differentiable. 
However, most of well known optimality criteria are differentiable. The 
general theories of solving (1.2) were studied extensively by Kiefer 
(1974a), Gribik and Kortanek (1977), and Silvey (1980). They applied 
differential theory and used the directional derivative approach to solve 
the problem. The other mode of attacking the problem is the so-called 
geometric approach (Sibson, 1972; Silvey and Titterington, 1973, 1974; 
Titterington, 1980). The problem of nondifferentiable i(*) is much more 
difficult. It has been studied by several authors (Silvey, 1978; Pazman, 
5 
1980; Pukelsheim and Tltterington, 1983). Among these different 
approaches, they all assumed the function ^(*) to be convex (or concave) 
to ensure the existence of a global extreme. In the work to be 
described, we shall also assume that ^(") is convex and differentiable 
unless noted otherwise. 
1.2. Ordinary Optimality Criteria 
A number of optimality criteria have been proposed and discussed in 
the past (e.g.. Smith, 1918; Kiefer, 1958, 1959, 1974a, 1974b; Fedorov, 
1972; Silvey, 1980; etc.). Optimal designs related to polynomials have 
also been studied extensively (e.g., de la Garza, 1954; Guest, 1958; 
Kiefer and Wolfowitz, 1959; Karlin and Studden, 1966a, 1966b; Atwoad, 
1969; Stigler, 1971; Kiefer and Studden, 1976; Studden, 1978, 1980, 1982, 
etc.). A very important characteristic of optimal design problems for 
polynomial regression is that the elements of M(%) are moments of the 
design measure. Moment theory has been applied to design problems. Many 
analytic solutions are obtained using moment theory or canonical moment 
theory. 
We now summarize some of the popular optimality criteria. 
(1) i^^-optimality (Kiefer, 1974a) 
1 
4p(M(K)) = tr(M"^(^))]^ 0 < P < ~ . (1.3) 
Another way of writing Eq. (1.3) is the following; if {Xj's} are 
the eigen-values of M(%), then, 
1 
6p(M(5)) = [1 z k-F(%)]P . (1.4) 
6 
This family of criteria is useful if all the k parameters are to be 
estimated. There are several important special cases of optimality. 
(a) D-optlmality 
If we let P + 0, then 
4o(M(%)) = [det . (1.5) 
A design which minimizes this is generally referred to as a D-
optimal design. It minimizes the generalized variance of g. This 
criterion has been emphasized very much because of its nice properties 
(Kiefer, 1958). 
(b) A-optimality 
If we let P = 1, then, 
<1>^(M(0) = I; tr(M~^(^)). (1.6) 
An A-optimal design minimizes the average variance of the 
o k 
estimators 
(c) E-optimality 
If we let P ^  00, then 
(j> (M(%)) = maximum eigenvalue of M ^(K). (1.7) 
An E-optimal design minimizes the maximal variance of {c'3} 
over all c such that c'c = 1. 
If we are interested in estimating some estimable functions of P, 
say, A'P, where A' is of sxk matrix with rank s, s _< k, we define the 
following family of criteria. 
7 
(2) <i>.^-optimality 
1 
Define = [1 tr(A'M"(OA)^] ^ 0 < P < «, , (1.8) 
where M (^) is any generalized inverse of M(%). 
We note that (j>p-optimality can be considered as a special case of 
^^p-optimality by letting A be the identity matrix of order k. A'M (%)A 
is proportional to the variance-covariance matrix of A'p. We note that 
A'M (K)A remains unchanged for different M (%), and the nonsingularity of 
A'M (K)A does not require M(%) to be nonsingular. Singularity, however, 
leads to nondifferentiable problems. Silvey (1978) and Pukelsheim and 
Titterington (1983) studied these problems. We now give several 
important special cases of (|>^-optimality. 
(a) D^-optimality 
Let P i 0, we have 
1 
<t>^o(M(C)) = 1A'M"(Ç)A 1® . (1.9) 
(b) D_-optimality 
Let A = [IgjO], we have 
(A'M"(C)A) ^  = M^^(K) - (1 .10)  
M 1 1  M 12 
where M = 
"21 ^2 
and is a s X s matrix. The D^-optimality criterion becomes 
_ 
4l0(M(S)) = I ^ (1.11) 
A Dg-optimal design minimizes the generalized variance of 
(c) L-optimallty 
If we let P = 1, then 
<t)Ai(M(D) = 7 tr(A'M~COA). (1.12) 
The L-optimal design minimizes the average variance of the 
elements of A' p. 
(d) E^-optimality 
If we let P -+ oo, then we obtain the limit 
= maximum eigenvalues of A'M (%)A. (1.13) 
(3) G-optimality (Smith, 1918). 
The criteria we discussed are all based on estimating parameters or 
linear transforms of parameters. The G-optimality criterion is based on 
the fitting of the curve rather than the individual parameters. Suppose 
now our interest is to estimate or predict f'(x)P over some region Xq of 
R . Let f'(x)P be the fitting of the true curve f'(x)3, were 3 is a BLUE 
of P , and consider the following 
max E[f'(x)3 - f'(x)3]^ . 
XEXo 
This expression can be considered as a measure of accuracy of the curve 
fit. The expected value E[f*(x)P - f'(x)P]^ is simply the variance of 
9 
f'(x)P and it is proportional to f*(x)M ^(Ç)f(x). So a possible 
criterion to measure the "goodness" of fitting f'(x)g is 
max f'(x)M l(S)fCx) . 
XEXg 
The set Xq can be a subset of x, a set consisting of x or even 
equivalent to X. If XQ X » then we are interested in predicting the 
curve over some specific region within the experimental region. If 
Xg 3 X, then we are interested in predicting the curve over a region 
which is larger than the experimental region. This leads to 
extrapolation problems. If Xq " X » then our criterion is 
= max f'(x)M"^(Df(x) . (1.14) 
xex 
This is the so-called G-optimality criterion, which was first discussed 
by Smith (1918). There are two very important properties for this 
criterion: one is that G-optimality is equivalent to D-optimality 
(Kiefer, 1959); the other is that G-optimality criterion is invariant 
under linear transformations of f(x). To see the invariance property, 
let T:f(x) -• Tf(x) be a linear transformation with T nonsingular, we have 
(Tf(x))'tÇU)(Tf(x)) 
= (Tf(x))'[/^(Tf(x))(Tf(x))'^(dx)]~^(Tf(x)) 
= f'(x)M ^(K)f(x) 
10 
1.2.1. Equivalence relations 
de la Garza (1954) showed that the G-optimal design for polynomial 
regressions of degree m with x = [-1,1] is given by the design which puts 
equal mass on + 1 and the (m-1) zeros of the first derivative of the 
Legendre polynomial of degree m. Guest (1958) obtained the D-optimal 
design for polynomial regression, which is exactly the same as the G-
optimal design. Kiefer and Wolfowitz (1960) gave a proof of the equiva­
lence relation between D-optlmality and G-optlmality for the general 
linear regression model (1.1). Whittle (1973) applied the idea of 
directional derivatives to find some equivalence relations for a design 
to be optimal for problem (1.2). Kiefer (1974a) gave a very extensive 
study on the general problem (1.2) and obtained some useful equivalence 
relations for optimal designs using also the directional derivative 
approach. The idea behind the equivalence relations is that there cannot 
exist any Improving direction at the optimal information matrix. We now 
state Kiefer's equivalence theorem. Using his notation, the directional 
derivative of <j) at M(S) in the direction MCH) is given by 
D4(M(n); M(Ç ) = lim ^ [()>((l-a)M(?) -KX M(n)) - *(%(%)] 
a 
= tr(*(M(S))(MCn) - M(%))) 
= r d4(M(T] );N(S))n(dx) . 
Define d(x, ^) = d(x, M(%)) = -f(x)9^(M(%))f(x) , 
d(%) = max d(x, ^) , 
X£X 
d*(%) = -tr( *(M(%))M(S)) , 
11 
= {M: M £7^, 4(M) < 00}. 
Theorem 1.1 (Equivalence Theorem, Klefer (1974a)) 
Under the assumptions that <}> is diff erentiable in a neighborhood of 
and there exists a strictly increasing function G on (}»(•) = {r: r = 
^(M) for some M c which is continuously differentiable at ^(M(%*)) 
s.t. G»^ is convex on the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) is ({(-optimum, 
(b) minimizes d(%), 
(c) d(%*) = d*(%*), 
(d) %*{x: X E X , d(x, ^ *) = d(^'')} = 1. 
The usefulness of this result is this: (b), (c), or (d) are usually 
easy to obtain. Therefore, if we want to know if is optimal, we need 
only to check if (b) or (c) or (d) holds. For example, in finding D-
optimal designs, by taking <^(M) = -log(M), we have 
<^(M) = -M ^ 
d(x, K) = f'(x)M ^(%)f(x) 
d^CO = k . 
Hence, is D-optimal iff f'(x)M ^(^)f(x) = k. To determine if Ç* is 
D-optimal or not, we need only to check if f'(x)M ^(Ç*)f(x) " k. This is 
very useful particularly in numerical algorithms. It provides a very 
quick and easy check for optimality of any design. 
Pukelsheim and Titterington (1983) developed a more general class of 
equivalence relations which includes the cases of nondifferentiable <i>(M) 
by using the concept of subgradient and the theory of convex analysis. 
A rather different approach for finding equivalence relations was 
12 
given by Gribik and Kortanek (1977). The main result is the following: 
is (jr-optimal iff tr[M( Ç*)V<j)(M)] tr[MV<^(M)] for all Me . 
(1.15) 
This result says that no M e is made worse by moving slightly in the 
direction of M(ç*) if is optimal. 
1.2.2. Numerical algorithms 
For some design problems like polynomial regressions over an 
interval, quadratic regressions over a rectangle or a circle, there 
exists symmetric optimal designs for <}ip-optimality (Kiefer, 1975; Galil 
and Kiefer, 1977; Pesotchinsky, 1978). The optimal designs of these 
problems can be found analytically. However, many other problems do not 
lead to explicit solutions. The use of numerical algorithms appears to 
be the only way to solve them. The basic idea of an algorithm is the 
following: choose a direction along which the value of the function will 
drop substantially, and move along that direction until it reaches a 
neighborhood of the minimum. The algorithms must involve two procedures, 
one to determine the new design measure, the other to determine the new 
support points for the new design. 
Given the design ^  with support on n points, the new design point 
is the point such that 
max d(x, K^) = d(x^^^, ^ ) 
xex 
The new design measure is then constructed by 
13 
where ) puts mass one on the point The step length a is 
chosen so that the function ^(M) decreases substantially. In searching 
for D-optimal designs, Fedorov (1972) suggested that one should find the 
a which maximizes |N()|, while Wynn (1970, 1972) suggested use of a = 
. In fact, Fedorov (1972) indicated that any sequence of 
satisfying 
2 = oo, lim OL = 0 (1.16) 
i=l i-K» 
will also guarantee convergence to the D-optimal design. According to 
Fedorov or Wynn, we start with a nondegenerate design and add points and 
modify the design measures until we obtain the optimal one. In the 
procedure, there is no support point that is removed. Atwood (1973) 
suggested that one removes those support points which minimize d(x, Ç^)» 
These improvements are useful in eliminating undesirable points of 
support. 
Algorithms of a family given by Wu (1976, 1978) are rather different 
from the previous ones. His methods are based on optimization theory. 
Different gradient methods, such as gradient projection methods, 
conjugate gradient methods, conjugate gradient projection methods, quasi-
Newton methods, were used. The general idea behind his methods is the 
following: 
Assume the algorithm starts with a design measure supported on n 
points with 
M(Ç ) = 2 , 
^ i=l ^ 
where v^ = f(x^)f'(x^) and ÇQ = (%^^), ...» > 0 for all i. 
14 
Given the initial design and its support, a typical procedure of getting 
the next iteration 
n , 1. n 
M(Ç,) = Z X V .  is to find a direction of iteration, m = (m ) . with i i ^ _ 1 1 i 
^  ( 1 )  
2 m = 0, do a line search along m and obtain a scalar Ô to form X, = 
i=l 
+Ô for all i. 
1.3. Restricted Optimal Designs and Others 
In addition to the ordinary optimality criteria, optimization taking 
into account several criteria simultaneously has been studied. One 
approach is to combine several criteria by assigning weight to each 
criterion. The weights are usually assumed to be known from prior infor­
mation, though it is not at all clear how weights would or should be 
chosen (Kiefer, 1974a; Lauter, 1974, 1976). Robust optimality criteria 
consider the problems arising from possible contamination of data or 
allowing for the detection of inadequacy of the models, etc. (Stigler, 
1971; Box and Draper, 1959, 1975; Kiefer, 1974a; Evans and Manson, 1978; 
Jones and Mitchell, 1978; Pesotchinsky, 1982; LI, 1984; etc.). One 
direction of work considers problems with restrictions of the 
experimental region (Cook and Thibodeau, 1980; Constantine, 1981). 
In many experimental problems, we may want to predict or to estimate 
some values of y using some x's which are not in the original 
experimental region. The design problems related to estimating or 
predicting these y values are called extrapolation problems. For further 
investigation, one may refer to the references, Fedorov (1972), Ruber 
15 
(1975), Galil and Kiefer (1979), Huang (1983). Atkinson (1982) gives a 
rather complete review of this area. 
There are, of course, many other branches and applications to 
classical experimental designs which are related to optimal design 
problems. Much classical design may be termed classificatory or 
categorical with the control variables being categorical. In this case, 
one has optimality criteria defined over a discrete space, and the 
mathematical techniques for optimization over a continuum are not 
available. We refer the reader to the work on optimality of the balanced 
incomplete block design by Roy (1958) proving what John (1971) called the 
Kempthorne conjecture that this design is optimal in a certain sense. We 
also refer the reader to the extensive work of Kiefer and coworkers, 
which is reviewed and extended by Kiefer (1974a), with later work too 
numerous to be cited. For much of this, see Wynn (1984). 
We shall suzmarize briefly some results which are related to our 
topics. Stigler (1971) proposed that a good design should meet 3 
conditions : 
(a) The design should allow for a check of whether or not the 
assumed model provides an adequate fit to the true regression 
function. 
(b) If it is concluded that the model is adequate, it should be 
possible to make reasonably efficient inferences concerning 
that model. 
(c) The optimal design should not depend on the unknown parameters. 
He then proposes a new criterion that satisfies the conditions 
mentioned above. This criterion is called C-restricted D-optimality, of 
16 
which we shall discuss a more general formulation in chapters 2 and 6. 
Studden (1982) used the method of canonical moments to find a general 
analytic solution for Stigler's criterion. Lauter (1974, 1976) intro­
duced a compound criterion, S—optimality, for multipurpose designs. Sup­
pose that several models are to be considered. Then, for given nonnega-
tive weights w^, according to prior information, the S-optimality is to 
minimize 
E w^ log det • (1.17) 
This criterion makes possible the design of experiments for simultaneous 
estimation of parameters in a variety of models. 
Constantine (1981) considers four types of restrictions on the 
design region x • 
a) The E-problem 
Consider the case that E is a compact subset of % HQ = 
{S|S(E) = 1}. Equivalently, HQ = {g|g(x - E) = 0}. Such a restricted 
class of designs would be applicable to the situation where observations 
can only be obtained in S. 
b) The (<t), <J;)-problem 
Consider the case that ^ and ij; are measures on x with property that 
<t>Cx) < 1 < ^(x) and dcj) dij), i.e., <})(A) ^  ^(A) for any Borel set A C X. 
Let -Q = {?ld4 _< dÇ _< d^}. Thus, 4 impose lower and upper limits 
on how observations may be allocated within 
c) The P-problem 
Consider the case that {G |w e 0} is a collection of disjoint sets 
w 
which are open in X and e (0,1) for each w s 0 . Let 
SQ = {SI (G^) _< w E ^ }. Thus, only a limited proportion of the 
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observations may be obtained from each G^. 
d) The marginally restricted problem 
* 
Consider the case that X = % Xg and a measure 5^ on X^ is 
prescribed. Let 5| (A ^ X^) = 5^(A) for all Borel sets A c X^}. 
* 
Thus designs are restricted to have first marginal equalsS^. Note that 
since d$(x^, x^) = dCj^CXj)dC(x2lxj^) , the restricted design problem is to 
determine the optimal allocation of observations with respect to for 
* 
each x^ e support of 
According to Constantine (1981), the restrictions of these four 
problems may be seen as linear inequality constraints, i.e., 5q = 
{çlL^(ç) < i £ 1} n H. 
1.4. Constrained Optimal Designs 
In general, several optimality criteria are relevant to the investi­
gator, and it is often the case that a design which is best with respect 
to one criterion is extremely poor with respect to another criterion, or, 
at worst, useless. It appropriate, then, to require a minimal quality of 
design with respect to one or more criteria, and then to determine the 
design that is optimal with respect to a particular criterion within the 
class of designs that achieve at least that minimal quality. This ap­
proach leads to constrained optimality problems, and takes account of 
several criteria simultaneously. It is to this approach that the present 
thesis is directed. 
To illustrate the constrained optimal design problems, we first give 
a simple example. Consider a quadratic polynomial regression 
2 y = BQ + g^x + g^x + e. Let the design region X = [-1,1]. Then, the 
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information matrix associated with design Ç is given by M(O = [m^^], 
i,j=l,2,3 with ^C(dx), i.e.. 
M( Ç) = 
1 P, ^2 
^2 ^3 
^2 ^3 \ 
Let Çp be the D-optimal design, which maximizes Then Sp puts 
equal mass, on each of the support points {-1, 0, 1} with |M( | = 
4/27 and tr(M ^(5^)) = 9. Let be an A-optimal design, which minimizes 
tr(M ^(S)). Then, puts masses on the support points 
{-1, 0, 1} with tr(M ^(5^)) = 8 and |M(Ç^)| = 1/8. 
Comparing these two designs, we see that tr(M ^ is larger than 
tr(M ^ , but on the other hand, jM(Ç^)| is smaller than |M(|. 
Hence, it may be useful practically by finding a compromise design 
between D- and A-optimal designs. The compromise design, denoted by ÇQ, 
should have the property that 1m(ÇQ)1 is close to at the same 
time tr(M "()| is as small as possible or on the other hand, 
tr(M ^(ÇQ)) is close to tr(M ^(5^)) and ImCCQ)] is as large as possible. 
For example, if we let tr(M ^(5)) = 8.5, then, the best we can do in 
maximizing |M(C)| is given by which puts masses + y J^f' 
y -  t - i '  °  =  i l  ~ 
0.142 < |M(Çp)| . We have |M(Cg)|/|M(&Q)| = 0.958 and 
-1 -1 tr(M (Ç^))/tr(M (C^)) = 0.94. This says if we require to have a design 
with 94.1% as good as A-optimal design, then the best design which 
maximizes |M(S)| is 95.8% as good as the D-optimal design. The design 
is a compromise design with high efficiencies comparing with the ordinary 
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D- and A-optimal designs. Practically, this compromise can be considered 
as a robust optimal design. 
According to the previous example, it is thus reasonable to consider 
constrained optimality which seeks to maximize |M(^)| subject to the 
condition that tr(M ^(%)) < c with c Ç [tr(M tr(M. We 
shall call this problem the A-restricted D-optimality problem, and it is to 
find D-optimal designs with a restriction on the trace of M 
Similarly, we define three other types of constrained optimality: 
(1) D-restricted D-optimality 
This criterion is developed for finding D-optimal designs for 
multiresponse model. Suppose that there are £ different models are 
considered simultaneously. Let for i=l, ...,£ be the set of 
corresponding information matrices. The D-restricted D-optimality problem 
is to maximize a determinant, say subject to the constraints 
that the determinant 1m^(^)| are greater than some constant for all i=2, 
J0. Thus, a D-restricted D-optimal design is a compromise among all 
D-optimal designs for the different models. A special case of D-
restricted D—optimality problem is to determine D—restricted D-optimal 
designs for several polynomial regressions simultaneously. Analytic 
solutions for multiresponse polynomial regressions can be obtained by use 
of canonical moment theory. 
(2) D^-restricted D-optimality 
We find D-optimal designs for the full model under the condition 
that is greater than some constant, where is given in 
(1.10) and 1m*^(K)1 is the D^-optimality criterion. Thus, a De­
restricted D-optimal design is a compromise between D- and D^-optimal 
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designs. It is useful if we are especially interested in estimating a 
subset of parameters while at the same time the full model is also 
important. 
(3) E-restricted D-optimality 
E refers to E-optimality. This problem arises when we try to find 
D-optimal designs given the restriction that the maximum eigenvalue of 
M ^ (E,) is less than some constant. Since an E-optimal design can be 
viewed as minimizing the maximal variance among V(c'3) for all c s.t. c'c 
= 1, an E-restricted D-optimal design makes the elements of {vO^)} close 
to each other. 
The reason of using the D-optimality criterion as objective function 
is the nice properties of this criterion, particularly, the property of 
invariance under linear transformation. 
These problems can be viewed as the following general constrained 
optimal design problems: 
Minimize <j)(M(^)) 
subject to (j)^(M(C)) <^0, i=l,2, ..., m . (1.18) 
Here, 4» are optimality criteria. They are not necessarily 
differentiable nor convex. However, if we assume convexity and differen­
tiability, the Lagrangian theory and directional derivative approach can 
be applied to develop many useful results. We shall assume ^  and 
are convex and differentiable unless noted. 
The D-restricted D-optimal designs for polynomial regressions can be 
solved analytically by using the theory of canonical moments. The theory 
has been applied to solve ordinary D-optimal designs, D^-optimal designs 
and Stigler's C-restricted D-optimal designs for polynomial regressions 
(Studden, 1980, 1981, 1982; Lau, 1983). 
1.5. Outline of Thesis 
In Chapter 2, the problems of constrained optimal designs for 
polynomial regressions are considered. The geometrical interpretation 
for each criterion is given. We also describe the constrained optimality 
criteria mentioned in section 1.4 in terms of efficiency. Some general 
results for polynomial regressions are given in section 2.5. A simple 
example for each criterion is given and the performance of the 
constrained optimal design is discussed using efficiency in sections 2.6 
to 2.9. 
In Chapter 3, we study the D-restricted D-optimality criteria by 
using the method of canonical moments. The theory of canonical moments 
is closely related to the theories of continued fractions, orthogonal 
polynomials, and Stieltjes transforms. We first summarize some important 
results related to Che theory of canonical moments. The relations 
between canonical moments, orthogonal polynomials, and continued fractions 
are given in sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. The transition from 
canonical moments to ordinary moments and the way of determining the 
support points of a given measure and the weights attached are discussed 
in 3.4. Ordinary D-optimal designs for unweighted and weighted 
polynomial regressions are summarized in 3.5. Section 3.6 deals with the 
general solutions and the performances of D-restricted D-optimal designs 
for polynomial regression. 
In Chapter 4, the general constrained optimal design problem is 
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defined as follows: 
Minimize (})(M(^)) subject to % € S, (1.19) 
where S is any arbitrary convex subset of 5. We first discuss the 
general aspects of the problem and then define and discuss Gateaux and 
Fréchet derivatives in sections 4.1 and 4.2. Applying directional 
derivatives and convex analysis, we obtain several necessary and 
sufficient conditions for to be optimal for problem (1.19). We 
then apply these results to several particular constrained optimality 
problems, such as that of constrained D-optimality including the four 
types of restricted D-optimality discussed in section (1.4), constrained 
(J)p-optimality, etc., in sections 4.3 and 4.4. The problem involving 
singular information matrices is discussed in section 4.5. 
In Chapter 5, we define the subset S to be 
S = € H |(j)^(M(K)) ^ 0 , 1=1, ..., m} 
and hence, our problem is of the form (1.18). Some important properties 
are first discussed in section 5.1. Lagrangian theory combined with 
directional derivatives is applied to attack the general inequality 
constrained problem and several necessary and sufficient conditions are 
found in section 5.3 and 5.4. We discuss Lagrangian duality and its 
connection with our general problem in section 5.5. An algorithm is 
proposed to solve the general constrained problem in section 5.6. This 
algorithm is based on the Lagrangian dual of problem (1.18). 
In Chapter 6 of our work, we apply the results from Chapter 5 to 
many constrained optimality problems and obtain useful equivalence 
relations for each constrained optimal design. Section 6.1 deals with 
general setting of constrained D-optimality. Sections 6.2 and 6.3 
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discuss constrained ^p-optimality and ^^-optimality, respectively. At 
the end of this chapter, we give several examples and illustrate how the 
optimality conditions are applied to practical problems. 
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2. CONSTRAINED OPTIMAL DESIGNS FOR POLYNOMIAL REGRESSION 
2.1. Admissibility 
In this chapter, we shall concentrate on constrained optimal design 
problems for polynomial regression, unless we note otherwise. Recall the 
model (1.1) 
k 
y. = E f.(x ) g + e , i = 1, 2, ..., N , 
1=1 ^ J 
If we let k=nrH and f^(x) = 1=1, ...» m+1, the model (1.1) 
becomes 
m 
Fj - 9o + ^ i^j + ••• + ' ( 2 . 1 )  
which is the standard univariate polynomial of degree m. We shall denote 
it by Pm. Using matrix notation, we have Y = Xg + e , where X is the 
N X (m+l) model matrix given by 
r 
X = 
'1 
2 
m 
"l 
m 
N ^ •••  
m 
The information matrix associated with a design measure K is given 
by M(%) = [muj], i,j = l,2, ..., nH-l, where m^^ i+j-2 'X 
Then is the n-th moment of the probability measure I. We define the 
moment space generated by the design measures in 5 by 
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\ = t(l. Up ' , " fx '''' e H } . (2.2) 
Karlin and Studden (1966a) showed that the set is closed and convex. 
The information matrix M(%) is then an element of 
The notation A ^  B, the Loewner ordering, is used to represent the 
case that B-A is nonnegative definite. The admissibility problem is to 
characterize those designs whose information matrices are maximal with 
respect to the Loewner ordering. 
Definition 2.1 A design Ç is admissible if and only if there does not 
exist another t] such that M(ti) >^M(^). 
Karlin and Studden (1966a) and Atwood (1969) discussed the 
admissibility problems for polynomial regression of degree m. The 
following Lemma characterizes the necessary for Pm (Karlin and Studden, 
1966a). 
Lemma 2.1 Ç is admissible for Pm if and only if there does not exist 
another design which shares the same values of ..., but a larger 
value of ^ 2*' H 
This result says that characterizing the admissible designs for Pm 
is equivalent to characterizing those designs giving rise to the moments, 
..., M-2^» which lie on the upper boundary of U2m* 
Now consider a convex subset of E, denoted by S, and assume that the 
space of information matrices ^  = {M(%)| % € S} is closed, or 
equivalently, that the moment space generated by % € S is closed. The 
admissibility problem is to characterize those designs in S whose value 
of is at least as large as any other in S which shares the same 
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values of Hence, the condition stated in Lemma 2.1 also 
holds for the restricted design problem. 
2.2. Geometric Interpretation 
In section 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4, we shall consider the model (1.1). In 
addition, we shall consider only the class of {%,} with M(%) nonsingular. 
The best unbiased estimator of 3 for the model (1.1) is given by 
^  1 — 1  3 = M (%) X'Y, and it is distributed with mean 0 and variance 
-1 M (^). If we assume normality of s, then g has a multivariate normal 
distribution and the random variable N(6-B)'M(F)(6-0)/a^ is distributed 
2 2 2 
as Replacing CJ by the estimator s , it is seen that 
N(P-P)'M(%)(0-P)/ks^ is distributed as Hence, a confidence 
ellipsoid for 3, of a given confidence coefficient, and for a given 
residual sum of squares, arising from the design has the form 
CE^(S) = { B|(P-ê)'M(%)(g-P) < w} , (2.3) 
where the subscript k refers to the number of parameters. 
Let be the set of eigenvalues of M(%). Then the volume of 
k 
CE (%) is proportional to TT A. , the sum of the principal axes of 
i=l ^ 
k  " I  
CE (%) is proportional to ^ A. , and the length of the maximal 
2 
principal axis is proportional to max{^^ }. 
The ordinary D-optimal design that maximizes |M(%)| is the design 
that minimizes the generalized variance of P. This is also the design 
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that minimizes the volume of CE^(^), according to the preceding 
paragraph. The A-optimal design, the design that minimizes tr(M 
k is the design that minimizes the average variance of This is 
also the design that minimizes the sum of the squared lengths of the 
principal axes of CE^C^). 
The fact that the variances may be very large for some g^'s, while 
the arithmetic average variance or the geometric average variance is 
small is a shortcoming of A-optimal design or D-optimal design. A 
criterion which has been considered to overcome the problem is E-
optimality, which minimizes the maximum eigenvalue of M ^ (C). An E-
optimal design also minimizes the maximal principal axis of CE^(^). It 
can also be regarded as minimizing the maximum of c'M ( Ç)c over all 
possible vectors in the set {c g | c'c=l}. Statistically, the E-
optimal design minimizes the maximal variance of c'p for all possible c 
such that c'c = 1. Kiefer (1974b) related some deficiencies to its non-
differentiability. 
As we mentioned in Chapter 1, the optimality criteria discussed 
previously are all in the family of <j)^-optimality criteria. The other 
important family is the -optimality. The geometrical interpretation 
of D^-optimality, D^-optimality, L-optimality, and E^-optimality, which 
have been defined in Chapter 1, can be discussed in the same way, 
essentially, as we discussed D-optimality, A-optimality, and E-
optimality. 
Suppose now we are interested in estimating an estimable vector 
function, A'P, where A' is an sxk matrix of rank s, s ^  k. The best 
linear unbiased estimator of A'3 is A'3, where 3 is the BLUE of 3 and A'g 
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is assumed to be estimable. Then A'g is distributed with mean A'g and 
variance — (A'M (DA). If normality of e is assumed, then A'g has a 
multivariate normal distribution, and N(g-p)'A(A'M ^A) ^ A'(3-3)/a^ is 
2 2 "2 distributed as Xg« Replacing a by the unbiased estimator o , it is seen 
that N(3-P)'A(A'M ^A) ^ A'(g-g)/c7^s is distributed as u-k' ^^^ce, a 
confidence ellipsoid for A'g, of a given confidence coefficient, and for 
a given residual sum of squares, arising from the design has the form 
CA(K) = {A'g|(g-i)*A(A'M"^A)"^A'(g-i) < w} . (2.4) 
If we let A' = (lg|0), where is the identity of order s and 0 is the 
null matrix of s x (k-s), and let g' = (g^|g^^), where g^=(gj^,g2, ...,3^), 
then CA(K) becomes 
CS(K) = {gjl(g^-gj)*M*^(D(gj-ij) < W} , (2.5) 
* -1 
where ~ ~ ^ 12^22^21 Che terms arising from the information 
matrix for g is 
" m „  
( 2 . 6 )  M = 
^21 ^22 
We now have the following interpretations: 
(1) The D^-optimal design, the design that minimizes det(A'M ^A), 
minimizes the volume of CA(Ç). 
(2) The Dg-optimal design, the design that minimizes det(M^^^(%)), 
minimizes the volume of CS(%). 
(3) The L-optimal design, the design that minimizes tr(A'M ^A), 
minimizes the sum of the squared lengths of the principal axes 
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of CA(%). 
(4) The E^-optimal design, the design that minimizes the maximal 
eigenvalue of A'M ^ (%)A, minimizes the maximal principal axis 
of CA(Ç). 
2.3. Constrained Optimal!ty Criteria 
We shall introduce four types of constrained D-optimality criteria 
in this section. In addition, we shall also give four types of 
constrained G-optimality criteria by changing the objective function to 
G-optimality criterion. 
We first generalize C-restricted D-optimality and C-restricted G-
optimality, which were proposed by Stigler (1971). 
Definition 2.2 
(1) A design is called a C-restricted D-optimal design for the 
the model (1.1), if ÇQ maximizes |M^^(%)| among all designs 
which satisfy the constraints: 
{|M,,(%)| <Ci|M,i(i)(%)|, i = 1, 2, ..., k-s}, (2.7) 
where is a (s+i) x(s+i) matrix, and for i = 0, we 
have 
(2) A design Sg is called a C-restricted G-optimal design for the 
model (1.1) if minimizes max f'(x)M ^(Ç)f(x) subject to the 
U X£X 
constraints in Equation (2.7). 
We note that the matrix M,, , .can be partitioned as follows: 
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"il *12(1) 
*21(i) *22(1) 
Dividing both sides of i-th inequality constraint in (2.7) by 
we have 
l*ll(^)| u, „ 1-1 
l*ll(i)(^)I 
1*22(1) ~ *21(l)*ll^^^*21(i)' 
= < Cj_ . (2.8) 
Thus, the inequalities in (2.7) can be expressed follows: 
{lM*2(i)(^)l < C^, i - 1, 2. ..., k-s} . (2.9) 
*—1 K 
We note that ^ 22(1) proportional to the covariance matrix of 
the parameter vector ..., The constraint 
lM22(i)(^)| ^ ^  says that we are restricting the generalized variance 
of (^g+2.' ^s+i^ CO be smaller than some value for 1=1,2, .., k-s. 
Thus, the general C-restricted D-optimal design problem Is to minimize 
the generalized variance of (0^, ..., P^) under the restriction that the 
generalized variances of ..., P^^^) for 1=1,2, ..., k-s are 
smaller than some constants. Statistically, these designs allow a check 
of whether or not the assumed model, the model that consists of 
parameters (^^, . ., 0^), provides an adequate fit to the true model, the 
model that consists of parameters (^^, ..., ^^). For example, 
suppose that the true model is y = x + , but, the model 
y = + P^x +® is the assumed model. If the D-optimality criterion is 
used to estimate the assume model, then the D-optlmal design cannot 
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detect the quadratic relation. Stigler (1971) suggested that we should 
minimize the generalized variance of 3^), subject to the restriction 
tha is smaller than some value. Thus, this optimal design allows 
one either to estimate test hypotheses such as ^ 0, with some 
specified degree of precision. 
2.3.1. D-restricted D- and G-optlmality 
It happens quite often that an investigator requires to study 
several variables from the same set of experimental 
variables with Z different models. Instead of determining the optimal 
design for each individual model, we may need to determine some designs 
which are optimal for the X different models simultaneously. Let 
Y^ = f|(x)P^ + i=l, ... be -B different models that we wish to use, 
where f^(x) = (f^^Cx), •••» (x)), 3^ = •**' ^ ik ^ 
and is an error vector with mean zero and variance 0^1 for each 
i=l,2, ...,X . Without loss of generality, we shall assume the 
experimental variable x £ x for each of the Z models. 
Fedorov (1972) gave a general discussion of optimal designs for 
multiresponse modeling problems. Lauter (1974, 1976) suggested the use 
of S-optimality criterion in finding optimal designs. Lau (1983) 
obtained general D-optimal designs for 2 polynomial regressions. An 
optimal design for a multiresponse model is no longer optimal for each 
individual model. Therefore, efficiencies of optimal designs for 
multiresponse situations seem to be Important ideas for comparing designs 
obtained from different optimality criteria. Neither Fedorov (1972) nor 
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Lauter (1974, 1976) discussed the problem of efficiency. We now suggest 
a constrained optimality idea, which we call D-restricted D-optimality. 
The idea is based on the efficiency of a design based on comparison with 
the ordinary D-optimal design for each individual model. To illustrate 
the criterion, we need to define the D-efficiency of a design Ç for the 
model i. 
D ^ 
etXG) = i , (2.10) 
max |M.(%)| 
SsH i 
where the subscript i denotes the model i, the information matrix M^(^) 
is the corresponding information matrix of design %, for the model i and 
ML(%) is a X matrix of full rank. More discussion about 
efficiencies will be given in section 2.4. 
For each model, we can find a D—optimal design. The most ideal 
situation is that the D-optimal designs for each the different models are 
the same. Then this D-optimal design is also D—optimal for the 
multiresponse model. However, this is not the case in practice. It is 
almost impossible to obtain this ideal design. The best we can do is the 
following: we first to decide the D-efficiency that we can accept for 
each individual model. For example, we may require that e^( 0 for 
all i, and then the set of designs of interest is given by 
- g ~ {^ ® ~ 1G j^( P^, i — 1» 2, ...,-2} . 
We then try to find the best design among the designs in 5^. The set 5^ 
depends on p^. If {p^} are large, then the set 5^ may be null. Also, it 
is in practice very difficult to checks if 5 ^  is null or not for a given 
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set of {p^}. the cornerstone of an approach is to decide a proper set of 
{P^}« One way to overcome the problem is to leave one of {p^} unknown, 
say p^, and then maximize e^(0 subject to the restrictions that 
e^(^) 2l Pi i=2,3, Z' This leads to D-restricted D-optimal 
design problems. 
Definition 2.3 A design is a D-restricted D-optimal design for the 
multiresponse model if maximizes among all designs in the set 
S , where 
S = {% G =1 |N^(5)| > C^, 1 - 2, 3 jg} . (2.11) 
The constant C. is seen to be p. max|M (%)|. The determination of P. 
%e5 
depends on the judgment and choice of the investigator. A D—restricted 
D-optimal design ensures that the D-efficiency of model 1 is greater 
than P^ for each 1=2, ...,£ , and the D-efflclency of model 1 is 
maximized. It is seen that the efficiency may be very small or 
very large. Hence, in determining which of to take to be the 
objective function, we may need to determine which of the models is the 
least or the most important. If we use the least important one as the 
objective function, then the values can be chosen to be somewhat 
larger. On the other hand, if we use the most important one as the 
objective function, the values ™ay be chosen to be somewhat smaller. 
We now consider a simple example. Suppose that a linear regression 
and a quadratic regression are fitted simultaneously; i.e., 
2 
=• g + P^^x + and "*• ^ 21^ ^22^^ ^  ^2 Cwo assumed 
model. Let x be in Che region [-1, 1]. Let ÇQ be the D-optimal design 
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for the linear regression. Then X,q puts equal mass on -1 and 1 with 
^ and [M^CÇQ)! =» 0, where M^(%) and MgCS) are the 
corresponding information matrices for linear and quadratic regressions, 
respectively. Let ^  be the D-optimal design for the quadratic model. 
Then puts mass on each of {-1, 0, 1} with | = and 
2 
- Y" we calculate the D-efficiences, then we obtain 
e°(^D^ = .8165 and = 0. 
Suppose that we wish to find the design that maximizes e^ with the 
D [3" 
constraint that e^ is greater than or equal to^-^ . Our problem is then 
the following: 
Maximize subject to |M^( ^  | 2 «75. 
The solution to this problem is denoted by The Derestricted D— 
3 13 
optimal design %, puts masses {"s- , 7- » "ô) » respectively, on the support 
c  o h o  
Q 
points {-1, 0, 1}. The determinant I^)I equal to . The D-
efficiencies for this design are e^(E^) = Jr - «866 and e^C 
Z .983. This shows that the design is 86.6% as good as the design ^  
for estimating the linear regression and is 98.3% as good as the design 
for estimating the quadratic regression. 
A special case of D-restricted D-optimal design problem for 
polynomial regressions can be defined as follows: 
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Definition 2.3.1 A design is a D-restricted D-optimal design for 
polynomial regression of degree m if ^  maximizes among all 
designs in the set S^, where 
Sjj = e 5 I > C} , (2.12) 
where M(Ç) is the information matrix for polynomial regression of degree 
m and is the information matrix for polynomial regression of 
degree s, s < m. 
** * 
We let %, and ^ be the ordinary D-restricted D-optimal design for 
polynomial regressions of degree m and s, respectively. If C > )|, 
i **. i then the set is null. On the other hand, if C < )|, then the 
** ** 
design ^ belongs to S^, and hence, Ç is also a Derestricted D-optimal 
design. Therefore, in considering D-restricted D-optimal design 
problems, we shall only concentrate on cases in which the constraints are 
a c t i v e ,  i . e . ,  =  C  a t  t h e  D - r e s t r i c t e d  D - o p t i m a l  d e s i g n  % q .  T o  
do s o , C must be chosen to be within the interval )j, )|]. 
In addition to the explanation in terms of efficiencies, the D-
restricted D-optimal design problem can also be interpreted in terms of 
confidence ellipsoids of the parameter vectors. A. D-restricted D-optimal 
design defined in Definition 2.3 minimizes the volume of under 
the condition that the volume of is smaller than some given 
constants for every 1. 
In general, we can use a different optlmality criterion for each 
different model. The general formulation will be discussed in Chapter 5. 
This is needed to compare S-optimality and general D-optimality with our 
D-restricted D-optimality in a systematic manner. We leave this as an 
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open question and shall give further investigation in the future. 
Similarly, we define D-restricted G-optimality. 
Definition 2.4 A design is a D-restricted G-optimal design if it 
minimizes dCx,K ) among all designs in S^, where 
d(%) = max d(x, , 
xex 
and 
d(x,% ) = f(x)M ^(S)f(x) . 
The notation d(x, , d(K) will be used throughout the thesis without 
further notice. 
2.3.2. D^-restricted D- and G-optimallty 
We consider the model Y = + ^ 2^2 is a Nxs matrix 
and is a N X(k-s) matrix. The D-optimal design takes the full model 
into consideration, while the D^-optimal design serves the purpose that 
only a subset of parameters is of interesting to us. Suppose that we are 
now more interested in a subset of parameters. Without loss of 
generality, let 3. be the parameter vector in which we are more 
interested. It is seen that neither D-optimality nor D^-optimality 
serves this purpose, since the D^-optimal design eliminates the 
performance of the full model. We suggest a constrained criterion which 
takes D-optimality criterion and D^-optimality criterion into 
consideration simultaneously. The idea is to find a design that 
minimizes the generalized variance of (0^, subject to the constraint 
that the generalized variance of 3^ is smaller than some given constant. 
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Recall that V(3^) = CX|X^ - X^P^X^)"^ (f, where P = X^CX^X^)"^ X^; in 
other words, V(3^) = ^"22^ 0^/N = (M*^( D)~^a^/N. 
Hence, the constrained problem is to minimize |m  ^(Oj subject to the 
*-l 
constraint that is less than some constant. 
We now define D^-restricted D-optimality. 
Definition 2.5 A design Eg is a D^-restricted D-optimal design if it 
maximizes |M(K)| among all designs in where 
Sgg -  {% E =1 |M*^(D| > c} .  (2.13) 
* ** 
We let K and % be the ordinary D^-optimal design and D-optimal design, 
respectively. Then if the constant C is greater than )|, then the 
set is null. On the other hand, if C is smaller than )|, 
** 
then the design Ç is feasible for the constrained problem, and hence, 
** 
Ç is also a D^-restricted D-optimal design. Therefore, the constant C 
must be in the interval )[, )]]. 
Similar to D-restricted D-optimality, the D_—restricted D-optimality 
can be interpreted in terms of efficiencies and in terms of confidence 
ellipsoids. A D^-restricted D-optimal design maximizes the D-efficiency 
of designs among all designs that belong to the set ^ s 5| e^^(Ç) 
>_p }, where e^^(^) is the D^-eff iciency of a designE • The quantity is 
defined as follows: 
e»:(S) -
max IM (?) I 
leE 11 
where the subscript s denotes the number of parameters in which we are 
more interested. An alternative interpretation is that a D^-restrictea 
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D-optimal design minimizes the volume of the confidence ellipsoid, CE^(^), 
of ^2^ among all desigtis for which the volume of the confidence 
ellipsoid, CS(%), of is smaller than some constant. 
The Dg-restricted G-optimality criterion is defined as follows: 
Definition 2.6 A design is a D^-restricted G-optimal design if ^  
minimizes d(%) among all designs in 
According to Kiefer's equivalence results, the ordinary D-optimal 
design is equivalent to the ordinary G-optimal design. Hence, in order 
to ensure that the constraint is active, the constant C must be chosen to 
be within the same interval as the interval from which C is chosen for 
the D^-restricted D-optimal design. 
2.3.3. A-restricted D- and G-optlmality 
1  ^  -1  Recall that an A-optimal design minimizes ^  E: X (^) and a D-
i=l 
C'csV. • 
/ k -
optimal design minimizes | TT where is the set of 
\i-l ' / 
eigenvalues of M for the design K. It is seen that 
/ k k 
with equality only if ^ ^'s are all equal. Let be the 
D- and A-optimal design, respectively. If the corresponding are 
/ k - . k _ 
all equal, we have[ \ (% )) = — 2 X. (?) and C must be also an 
\i=l 1 k i=l 1 
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1 k _ 
A-optimal design, since it minimizes 2 X.. (Ç) as well. However, for 
^ i=l ^ 
for most of the cases, is not equivalent to For example, consider 
2 
a quadratic polynomial regression y = 3^ + + g^x + e with xe[-l, 1]. 
According to the discussion in section 1.4, we have |H(^Q)| = and 
tr(M = 9, while 1m(Ç^)1 = and tr(M ^ ) = 8. It is seen that 
1 = and tr(M ^(^^))/tr(M . Hence, we suggest 
consideration of designs that compromise between the ordinary D- and A-
optimal designs. For the example we illustrated in section 1.4, if we 
let tr(M ^(ÇQ)) = 8.5, we obtain a design measure that is 94.1% as good 
as the A-optimal design measure and is 95.8% as good as the D-optimal 
design measure. 
We now define the A-restricted D-optimality. 
Definition 2.7 A design is called an A-restricted D-optimal design if 
maximizes |M(%)| among all designs in the set S^, 
= {%E5|tr(M-l(%)) < c} (2.14) 
It is seen that the constant c can not be smaller than tr(M ^  » since 
otherwise will be an empty set. On the other hand, if c is greater 
that tr(M \^)), the design belongs to the set S^, and hence, ^  is 
also the A-restricted D-optimal design. Therefore, we should consider 
the possible value of c from the interval [tr(M ^ ) » tr(M ^(^))]. 
This interval ensures that the inequality constraint is active and the 
set is nonempty. 
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The constraint tr(M ^ c is equivalent to requiring that the 
k 
average variance of is smaller than some constant. Hence, an A-
restricted D-optimal design minimizes the generalized variance of 
~ k 
subject to the constraint that the average variance of {P.is 
smaller than some given constant. Geometrically, an A-restricted D-
optimal design minimizes the volume of CE^(^), the confidence ellipsoid 
of among the designs of which the sum of the squared 
lengths of the principal axes of CE^(C) is smaller than some given 
constant. 
A-restricted G-optimality is defined in the following. 
Definition 2.8 A design Sg is called an A-restricted G-optimal design if 
it minimizes d(C) among all designs in S^. 
An A-restricted G-optimal design, thus, minimizes the maximal 
expected squared error of the fitted curve among the designs for which the 
average variance of is smaller than some constant. 
2.3.4. E-restricted D- and G-optimality 
2 We first consider an example, y = 3q + 3j^x + ^ ^x + e with xei-1,1]. 
The ordinary E-optimal design minimizes the maximum eigenvalue of M 
or equivalently> maximizes the minimum eigenvalue of M(%). Let be the 
ordinary E-optimal design for the quadratic model, then puts masses 
13 1 {y, -J, y} on the support points {-1, 0, 1} with minimum eigenvalue of 
M(Çg) = .2 and |M(Kg)| = , while |M(| = ^  and the minimum 
eigenvalue of M(= (5 - Vl7)/6 Z 0.146149. 
Comparing these two designs, we have |M( ^ ) ] / jM( = 0.648 
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and min{^^(Çjj)}/min{^^(Çg)} = (25 - 5 Vl7)/6 Z 0.731. We see that the 
design is only 73% as good as the design if the D-criterion Is 
considered, while is only 64.8% as good as if the E-criterion is 
considered. 
The geometrical interpretation will give us a clearer aspect of the 
difference between and Recall that an E-optimal design minimizes 
the maximum length of the principal axes of CE^(^), while a D-optimal 
design minimizes the volume of CE^(Ç). It is seen that the shape of 
CE^(Çg) is more spherical than that of CE^CÇj^); i.e., 
max{>L^^(C£)/min{X.^^(Cg)} ^  max{X^^(Çp)}/min{}i.^^(^)}, which says that the 
lengths of the principal axes of CE^(^) are closer to each other than 
those of CE^XSg)' Hence, the larger the ratio of max{A.^^(^)} to 
min{A.^^(Çj^)} is, the more is different from This situation may 
happen if the units of f^(x)'s are varied very much. One way to overcome 
the problem is to consider D- and E-optimality criteria simultaneously. 
We now introduce the E-restricted D-optimality. 
Definition 2.9 A design is called an E-restricted D-optimal design if 
it maximizes among all designs in S^, 
= {%EZ|max{X^(%)}/min{i^(%)} ^  c} (2.15) 
where {X^(EJ} is the set of the eigenvalues of M(%). 
Basically, the constant c can be chosen from the interval [l,oo ). 
However, if c > max{\^( ^)}/min{A.^(^)}, ^  is feasible for the 
constrained problem, hence, it is also an E-restricted D-optimal design. 
On the other hand, c=l is usually unattainable, since otherwise all X^'s 
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musc be equal, and the design of which the eigenvalues are all equal is a 
D-optimal design as well as an E-optimal design. Thus, c must be greater 
than or equal to the minimum of {ma.x{X^(K)}/min{X^(%)}}. Hence, we 
restrict the value of c to be in the interval [min{max{A.^(E)}/ 
min{A.^(?)}} , max{A.^(Ç^)}/min{A.^(C^)} ]. 
We note that requiring max{^^(Sg)}/min{^^(%g)} ^  c is equivalent to 
requiring that the ratio of the maximal principal axis to the minimal 
principal axis of the confidence ellipsoid, CEj^(Ç), be smaller than some 
constant. Hence, geometrically, an E-restricted D-optimal design 
minimizes the volume of CE^(^) among the designs of which the ratio of 
the maximal principal axis to the minimal principal axis is smaller than 
some constant. 
The corresponding E-restricted G-optimality is defined as follows: 
Definition 2.10 A design is an E-restricted G-optimal design if it 
maximizes d(K) among all designs in S^. 
A critical problem for the E-restricted optimality is that the 
function max{^^(^)}/min{^^(?)} is not differentiable, since E-optimality 
criterion is not differentiable (Kiefer, 1974b). The general theory for 
nondifferentiable problems is much more subtle. The development of 
numerical algorithms is still fraught with difficulties. 
The objective functions for these four constrained problems are D-
and G-criteria. In general, we can use other criteria, e.g., the D^-
criterion which considers estimating some set of estimable functions of 
the parameters. A more general formulation will be discussed later. 
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2.4. Efficiencies 
One way of comparing two designs with respect to a given criterion 
is to compute the efficiency of one design with respect to the other. The 
efficiency is defined to be the ratio of the value of the given criterion 
for a design to that of the same criterion for the other design. Let 
and ^ be any two designs in 5 , and let ^  (M(%)) be an optimal!ty 
criterion. Then, the ^ -efficiency of with respect to ^  may be 
defined by 
^ is more efficient than Let ^ be the ^-optimal design, a design 
which maximizes ^ (M(%)), then the ^ -efficiency of w.r.t. the ^ -optimal 
design is given by 
the efficiencies for several popular criteria. Let k be the required 
rank of M(I) 
Definition 2.11 
(1) The D-efficiency of a design ^ is given by 
(^; = KMCK^))/4(M(^)) 
If e™(%^, > 1, we say that is more efficient than otherwise 
(^) = (})(M( ^ ))/max 4(^(0) (2.17) 
We note that the value of must be in [0, 1]. We now define 
|M( ^)| k (2.17a) 
(2) The G-efficiency of a design K is given by 
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max d(x,5 ) • (2.18) 
xe5 
(3) The A-efficiency of a design C is given by 
e iV = ; (2.19) 
(4) The E-efficiency of a design ^ is given by 
min 
«f(S) 
x° 
max min {X.(C)} 
(5) The D -efficiency of a design ^  is given by 
(2.20) 
e°-C5) . 
»11 <^) l  
maxjM (Ç) 
ÇeE 
( 2 . 2 1 )  
We can express constrained optimal design problems discussed in 
section 2.3 in terms of efficiencies. We first consider the D—restricted 
D- and G-optimality. If we let c = max|M^^(%)|, 0 ^  P ^  1, the 
inequality constraint (2.12) becomes 
|Mll(%)| >. max|M^^(5)| , 
or, equivalently. 
e;(S) > P (2 .22 )  
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Thus, the D-restricted D-optimal design problem is: 
Maximize |M(5)| subject to e^ (^) P • (2.23) 
The D-restricted G-optimal design problem is: 
Minimize d(5) subject to e^^K) >. P • (2.24) 
Similarly, letting c = p® max|M^^(%)|, 0 ^  P ^  1, in (2.13), we can 
express the D^-restricted D- and G-optimal design problems as follows, 
respectively: 
Maximize |M(%)| subject to eg^(%) ^  p (2.25) 
Minimize d(K) subject e^^(%) 2 P • (2.26) 
Letting c = P min tr(M ^(%)), 0 < P < 1, in (2.14), we have the A— 
restricted D- and G-optimal design problems: 
Maximize |M(K)| subject to e^(^) 2 P (2.27) 
Minimize d(%) subject to e^(^) 2 P ' (2.28) 
Letting c = P max min {^ (, 0 ^  p ^  1, we restate the E-
restricted D- and G-optimal design problems as follows: 
Maximize |M(%)| subject to e^(S) >_ P (2.30) 
Minimize d(S) subject to e^(%) >. P * (2.31) 
If we assume the normality of the error term, these efficiencies 
have some special meanings. For example, D-efficiency has the 
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interpretation that the same expected volume of the confidence ellipsoid 
for P can be achieved by using N runs with design K as will result from 
N»e^(K) runs with the D-optimal design. G-efficiency has the 
interpretation that the same maximum variance of f'(x)3 is obtained by 
using N runs with design K as will result from N e^(%) runs with the G-
optimal design. Other efficiencies can be interpreted using analogous 
statements. 
2.5. General Results 
For the rest of this chapter, we shall be concerned with the 
standard univariate polynomial regressions on the experimental region, 
X = [-1, 1]. The main result in this section is to show there exists a 
symmetric constrained optimal design which puts masses on (m+1) distinct 
design points. The ordinary D-optimal design for the model is a 
design which puts equal mass on {4^1, x^, i=l, .. ., m-1, x^€(-l,l)}, where 
x^'s are the zeros of P'(x), which is the first derivative of the 
Legendre polynomial of degree m (e.g., de la Garza, 1954; Karlin and 
Studden, 1966b). For the cases of constrained D- and G-optimality, the 
mass distribution and the support points of the constrained optimal 
design are no longer the same as the ordinary optimal design, and depend 
on the given constraints. However, the properties of the symmetricity 
and the finite support still hold. 
The restricted D-optimality criterion can be described in general as 
follows : 
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D1: Maximize subject to Ç 6 S, 
where S is a given convex subset of E . 
As we mentioned in section 2.1, M(%) € ^ 2m' moment space 
generated by the designs Ç in 5, which is convex and closed. Thus, 
nri-l m+1 2 
according to the Hardamard inequality, |M(%)| ^ TT 2 jm,,| , and the j=-l  i=l  J 
maximum of |M(%)| is always attainable. So, if the set S is nonempty, 
there always exists an optimal design to the problem Dl. 
Two important monotone transforms of are log{M(%)| and 
1 _  
|M(%)|^. We shall use these functions sometimes. It is easy to see that 
J_ 
log|M(%)| and are both strictly concave functions among the 
nonsingular information matrices. 
Letmna 2.1 Let {A } ^ be a set of symmetric nonnegative definite k x k 
i=l  
matrices. Then, 
(1) I Z a.A, I > Ît  lAj^i, Za =i, a  > 0  Vi (2.32) 
i=l ^ i=l i=l 
n - n -
(2) I Z G.A. |k :> Z a,|A,|k , 2X =l,a >0 ¥i (2.33) 
1=1 1 1 i-1 - ^ 
and the equalities hold only if the A^'s are all the same. 
Proof 
(1) Let be the set of eigenvalues of A^ and a^^ 0 
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Vi,j, by nonnegative definiteness of A^. If = 0 for any 
i,j, the inequality is trivial. If a^^ > 0 for all i,j, then 
there exists an orthogonal matrix P PA^ P' = where P'P = 
I and A^'s are diagonal matrices, and hence. 
n n n n 
I 2 aA I = I 2 aP'PAP'pj = |P'( Z oc.A )p| - | 2a A I 
i=l ^ i=l i=l i=l 
k n k n a. n k a- n a 
TT ( S a a. .) > ( TT TT a ) = TT ( TT a ) = TT jAj 
j=l i=l ^ j=l i=l J i«l j=l J i=l 
The inequality follows from that the fact that the arithmetic mean 
is greater than the geometric mean with equality only if the constituent 
terms are equal for all i=l, ..., n and any given j, i.e., A^'s, are all 
equal or equivalently, A^'s are all equal. 
(2) Using the Minkowski determinant theorem (Marcus and Mine, 1964); 
If A, B are nonnegative hermitian matrices of order k, then 
1 i i 
IA+BI^ > IAI^ + iBl^ (2.34) 
We have 
with the equality iff A=B. 
i i i 
I  ^  V i ' ^  > ^  IV i !^  = ^  \ l ^ i '  ^  i=l ^ 1=1 i=l 
with equality only if A^'s are equal. [] 
The concavity of log|M(%)| and |M(Ç)|^ follow from Lemma 2.1 
immediately. We now show that the set of the restricted D-optimal 
designs for the problem 01 is a convex set. 
Lemma 2.2 Let SQ denote the set of all restricted D-optimal designs to 
the problem DI; then SQ is a convex set. 
Proof Let be optimal to Dl and define^ = (l-a)^j^ +a ^ 2» 
a € [0,1]. Then by the convexity of S, is feasible to Dl, and we have 
|M(%o)| - +a MCEg)! 
> = iMKSg)! 
The inequality follows from Lemma 2.1 and the last two equalities 
hold since are both optimal to Dl. Thus, we must have 
IMCCq)! = = |M(%2)I 
i.e.. SQ. Hence, Sg is convex, [] 
The existence of symmetric optimal designs to the problem Dl is now 
quite easy to show. 
Lemma 2.3 Among all K €8^, there exists a design such that ÇQ is 
symmetric about 0. 
Proof Let € SQ and define E^Cx) = x6[-l, 1]. Then = 
and hence, ^ Let €[0, 1]. By Lemma 
2.2, KQ 6 Sq . If we take & we have + %2)/2 and q^ (x) = 
?Q(-x). Hence, is a symmetric optimal design to Dl. [] 
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The following lemma deals with the problem of the support points of 
a design measure for Pm. 
Lemma 2.4 Given any design measure Ç for Pm, there exists a design 
measure T| such that both measures have the same moments of order 
1,2, ..., 2m and T] has support on at most m+l distinct points. 
Proof See Escobar and Cornette (1983). 
Combining Lemmas 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 together, we obtain the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 2.1 If the problem D1 has solutions, then there exists a 
symmetric and finite supported optimal design, ^ , for problem D1, and 
puts masses on (m+l) distinct points. 
Let = (d^,d2, .d^^^), then the support points and the 
attached weights are obtained by solving the problem: 
m+l 2 
SD: Maximize TT d . TT (x.-x.) 
>1 ^ l<i<j<m+l ^ ^ 
subject to 
0 < dj, = ^ ^ ^  1,2, , m+l 
2 = 1 
x., xj € [-1, 1] 
1 € S . 
Proof The existence of a symmetric optimal design which is supported on 
(m+l) distinct points follows from Lemmas 2.3 and 2.4. 
According to Lemma 2.4, M(%) can be expressed as 
I 
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M(g) I.yl. .y 
m+1 
2 d 
i=l 
i+j-2 
Hence, 
m+1 nH-1 -
lM(Dl = TT d = TT dn TT (x,-x.) 
2=1 ^1 l<i<j<iir4-l ^ J 
where V is the Vandermonde's determinant. 
The restrictions for maximizing |M(0| are 
0 ^  d^ = 1»2, •••> m+1 
% dj, = 1 
each x^€ [-1, 1] 
S € S . 
Hence, the support and the weights attached are obtained by solving the 
mathematical programming problem SD. [] 
Restricted G-optimality can be described in general as follows: 
G1: Minimize d(%) subject to K € S. 
Similarly to problem D1, we can show that there exists a symmetric 
optimal design to Gl. 
Lemma 2.5 Let be the set of all possible restricted G-optimal designs 
to the problem Gl. Then Sg is a convex set. 
Proof Let e and = (1-0^) +&^,GE[0, 1] . Then 
d(^y) = max f'(x)M ^(^Q)f(x) 
xex 
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£ max f'(x)[(l-a)M~^(Ç^) +aM~\^)]f(x) 
X£X 
_< (1-a) max f'(x)M )f(x) + a max f'(x)M ^(^)f(x) 
x€x x€x 
< (1-a) max f'(x)M ^(%)f(x) + a max f'(x)M ^(Of(x) 
x€x xgx 
f • 
x€x 
= max '(x)M ^(Ç)f(x) 
The first inequality follows from the convexity of M ^(O, the 
second inequality follows from the convexity of max d(x,0 and the last 
XÇX 
inequality follows from ^ Sg. Hence, we have 
max d(x, Cq) ^  max d(x, = max d(x, 
xçx xEx xçx 
^ max d(x, Cq) 
xEx 
=> CQ € Sg. Hence, is convex. [] 
Lemma 2.6 Among all ? Ç Sq , there exists a symmetric design in Sq . 
Proof See Lemma 2.3. [] 
Theorem 2.2 If the problem G1 has solutions, then there must exist a 
symmetric and finite support optimal design which puts masses on (m+1) 
distinct points. 
Proof According to Lemma 2.6, the existence of a symmetric optimal 
design follows. By Lemma 2.4, this optimal design needs only (m+1) 
support points. [] 
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2.6. D-restrlcted Optlmallty 
Recall the D-restricted D-optimality problem; 
D2; Maximize |M(%)| subject to C E S^, 
and the D-restricted G-optimality problem: 
G2: Minimize d(%) subject to ^ € S^. 
The existence of a symmetric and finite supported optimal design is 
based on the fact that the set of all feasible designs is convex. If 
is convex, the result holds and we need only consider symmetric and 
finite support design measures. 
Lemma 2.7 The set of feasible designs, S^, is a convex set. 
Proof Let ^ Sg and +0^ ^2'^ Then, 
iMiiCyl = |M^^((l-a)K^ +CC ^)| = |(i-a)M^^(^p 
The first inequality follows from Lemma 2.1, the second inequality 
follows from the definition of Sg. 
Thus, KQ € and is a convex set. [] 
According to Lemma 2.2, 2.3, and Theorem 2.1, we need to consider 
only designs in where 5^ is the set of symmetric designs 
which have support on (m+1) points. Thus, the constraints for the 
problems D2 and G2 can be expressed as 
(dU, d^, .... > c,2d. - 1, 
0 < di = d^2-i 1=1*2' •••> 
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Problems D2 and G2 can be solved using mathematical programming 
techniques. However, since the determinant of M(5) can be expressed in 
terms of canonical moments, the D-restricted D-optimal design problems 
can be solved analytically by using the method of canonical moments. We 
shall discuss the general solution in Chapter 3. 
We now consider the simple example of s=l and m=2 for the polynomial 
regression. By Theorem 2.1, we need to consider the symmetric designs 
supported on {-1, 0, 1}. Let Z = (d^, d^, d^) with d^ = d^, then 
1 0 1-d 2 1 0 
M(^) = 0 l-dg 0 
1—dg 0 l-d2 
and 
0 1-d 2 J 
Thus, the problem D2 has the simple form: 
D3: Maximize (l-dg)^ ^2 
subject to 
0 _< d2 1 i 
Lemma 2.8 Let = (d^, d^, d^) be a symmetric feasible design to D3 
If is a D-restricted D—optimal design for D3, has the following 
form: 
di = d3 = f, d^ = 1-c c €[-|- , 1] 
c e[o, -|] 
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2 Proof is maximized at d2 = and, as we mentioned, in order 
to have the constraint, l-d^ >. c, to be active, c must be in the interval 
*)|, ) I ], where maximizes |M(C)| and K maximize 
2 Thus, for c €[y , 1], l-d^ c is active, i.e., l-dg = c, so dg = 1-c. 
By symmetry of d^ " ^3 " ^  ' 
2 „** „** 
For c ^ *2 . ^ is feasible to D3, hence, ^  solves problem D3 as well, 
and we have 
" 4% = d, = 3  .  [ ]  
Problem G2 for this simple example has the simple form; 
G3: Minimize d(%) subject to l-d2 2. 
The function d(K) in the example is 
1 0 1-d 
d(S) = max [1, x, x^] 0 l-d- 0 
x£[-l,1] 
l-dg 0 1-d 
1 r 4 
= max IX + (3d2 - 2)x^ + 
x€[-l,l] (1-62)42 
-1 1 
x 
2 1 this is maximized at x = 0 when d^ < -j, and the maximum is •^. In 
addition, we shall also consider the boundary points of [-1, 1]. It is 
seen that d(x, — at x = 1 or -1. Thus, 
1--2 
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max d(x, Ç) = max ^ } . (2.36) 
x€[-i,i] ^2 l-d. 
Thus, problem G3 is of the form: 
Minimize max {-^ , ^ } 
2 ^"*2 
subject to 
l-d, > c 
0 < dg < 1 
Lemma 2.9 Let = (d^, d^, d^) be a symmetric feasible design to G3 
which is supported on {-1, 0, 1}. If is optimal for G3, then has 
the mass distribution 
di = ds = "I , d^ = 1-c, c €[-| , 1] 
di = d2 = ds = J , c €[0, |-] . 
2 1 Proof If c ^  y , d^ = -J is feasible for the problem. Hence, d^ = dg = 
d^ = -J > the ordinary G-optimal design also solves G3. 
If c , 1], l-dg 2 c implies 
2 ^ 
l-d^ — c — 1—c — dg 
Hence, we are minimizing subject to l-d_ 2 c, which is attained at 
^2 ^ 
l-d^ = c, i.e., dg = 1-c. By symmetry of Kg, d^ = d^ = ^ . [] 
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To compare the D—restricted D-optimal design and the ordinary D-
optimal design, we calculate the D-efficiencies and G-efficiencies using 
(2.17) and (2.18). Let denote the D-restricted D- and G-optimal 
design. The efficiencies are given in Table 2.1. 
Table 2.1. Efficiencies of the design 
Efficiencies c [-j, 1] c [0, "I"] 
J7 
1 
JÎ 
3(c^(l-c)/4)^ 1 
2c 
1+c 
4 
5 
3(1 - c) 1 
The value of e«((g) - f 
values of e^, e^, and e^ follow from the definitions. 
We note that if we consider the constraint to be l-d2 = c, instead 
of l-dg 2 foT all c€ [0, 1], the optimal design ^ is simply 62 = 1-c, 
dj, = d^ = -J for all c€ [0, 1]. Thus, the efficiencies of ^ in Table 2.1 
2 * for cE [y, 1j are the efficiencies of the design ^ for all cG[0, 1], 
Q 
except e^, which becomes 
@2 = min 3{l-c, 
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In Figure 2.1, we plot the efficiencies of C versus c. The plots 
2 
of the efficiencies in Table 2.1 for c € [-j , 1] are part Figure 2.1. 
Figure 2.1 and Table 2.2 show the performance of the design It 
is easy to see that are maximize at c = 1, while, 
and e^C^g) are maximized at c = -j. e^ and e^ are monotonously Increasing 
within c Ç[0, 1], but e^ and e^ are concave functions with maximum at 
c = Y . The design which has equal D-efficiency, i.e., e^ = e^ , is 
obtained at c = 0.83818 and the mass distribution for this design is dj^ = 
d^ = .41909, = .16192. The D-efficiency of this design is e^ = 
e^ = .91552. Hence, we see that those designs with d2 G [.16192, -|-] have 
e° e [.91552, 1] and e° € [ .91552]. 
The design which has equal G-efficiency, i.e., e^ = e^, is obtained 
at c = (JTo^- l)/3 Z .72076. The mass distribution of this design has 
d^ = dg = (tilO - l)/6 and d^ = (4 - JÏÔ)/3 and e^ = e^ 
= 4 - Jïo Z .83772. Hence, we see that the designs with 
d^ € [(4 - JTÔ)/3, -j] have e^ € [4 - /ÏÔ, 1] and e^ €[y , 4 - JTo]. 
2.7. Dg-restricted Optimallty 
Recall the D^-restricted D-optimality problem: 
Ds; Maximize |M(K)j subject to? € , 
and the D^-restrieted G-optimality problem. 
Gs; Minimize d(%) subject to? € . 
If the set of feasible designs is convex, according to the 
results in section 2.5, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 hold. We now show that 
is a convex set. 
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Figure 2.1. Efficiencies of the D-restricted D-optimal 
design for P2 
Table 2.2. Characteristics of = (d^, d^, d^) 
c (*2 di(^) 
D 
=1 
D 
®2 
G 
*1 
G 
®2 
.6667 .3333 .6667 .1481 2.50 3.00 .8165 1.00 .800 1.00 
.70 .300 .700 .1470 2.429 3.333 .8367 .9974 .8235 .900 
.7208 .2792 .7208 .1451 2.387 3.581 .849 .993 .8377 .8377 
.75 .25 .75 .1406 2.333 4.000 .866 .983 .857 .750 
.80 .20 .80 .128 2.25 5.00 .894 .952 .889 .600 
.8382 .1618 .8382 .1137 2.193 6.180 .9155 .9155 .912 .485 
.90 .10 .90 .081 2.111 10.000 .949 .818 .947 .300 
.94 .06 .94 .053 2.064 16.667 .970 .710 .969 .180 
.98 .02 .98 .019 2.02 50.0 .990 .506 .990 .060 
1.00 .00 1.00 .00 2.00 — 1.00 .00 1.00 .00 
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Lemma 2.10 Let be of k X p and D. be positive definite symmetric 
n 
matrices of p x p, i=l,2, .n. Let OC Ç[0, 1] with 2 Ct. =1, then 
i=l 
[ S a. cJ [ S a. D ]"M 2 a, c ]' _< E a, c C' 
i=l ^ ^ i=l i=l i=l 
-1 
with the equality iff are equal for all i. 
Proof See Lemma 3.2 of Kiefer (1959). 
Lemma 2.11 The set of feasible designs, is a convex set. 
Proof Let ^ , and Kg = (l-Ct)^j^ + aSg'# €[0, 1]. 
Since are positive definite symmetric matrices, 
Mij^(^i), M22(^^)> i = 1, 2 are both positive definite symmetric. Hence, 
by Lemma 2.10, we have 
[(l-a)M^2(%i) -KZ Mi2(%2)] ^  [(l-%)M22(%i) +a 
X  [ ( l - & ) M ^ 2 ( % i )  * 1 2 ( ^ 2 / ^ '  
Thus, we have 
l^ll^^O^ ~ ^ 12^^0^^22^^0^^21^^0^' 
> -ta - (l-%)Mi2(Si)M22(%i)M2i(%i) 
- AM 2^(^ 2^ 2^2^ 2^^ 2^1^ 2^^ ' 
> - Ml2(%l)Ml2(%l)M2l(El)l^^"*^ 
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\ 1- a a 
2 c x c = c . 
The first inequality follows from (2.37), the second inequality 
follows from Lemma 2.1, and the last inequality follows from the 
definition of . Hence, and is a convex set. [] 
Since is convex. Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 hold and we need only to 
consider the designs in S_ 0 H , which is 
us m 
^Ds^=m= = (dl" •••' da+i)||M*i(%)| > c, 
m+1 
2 d^ = 1, 0 < d^ = ^nH-2-i ^ 1=1, m+l} . 
The problems Ds and Gs are, therefore, convex programming problems. 
We now consider the simple example of m = 2 and s = 1. We need to 
consider the symmetric designs supported on {-1, 0, 1}. Letting ^ = {d^, 
d^, d^) with d^ = d^, we have |M(S)| = (l-d2)^d2 and |M^^(S)| = (l-d2)d2« 
Hence, the problem Ds has a simple form: 
Dsl: Maximize (l-dg)^^^ 
subject to 
(1-^2)^2 2 c 
0 1 ^2 < 1 
* ** 
Let ^ and ^ be the ordinary D^- and D-optimal designs. We have 
)  I  =  - ^  a n d  | M , )  1  =  " g  t h i s  e x a m p l e .  A c c o r d i n g  t o  t h e  
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2 1 discussion in section 2.3.2, we restrict the value c in [— , to ensure 
the constraint to be active. 
Lemma 2»12 Let ^ = (d^, d^, d^) be the optimal design to Dsl. Then the 
mass distribution of is 
- <2 = *3 = 3 for c G [0, 
^1 - ^ 3 - i ^ 
d, = i - JT - c 
for c e [j, "I"] 
Proof 
For c _< "I , d2 = Y => (l-d^)d, = 2^, i.e., d<, = -^ € , hence. 2' 2 9 2 3 
d^ = dg = dg =-Y solves the problem Dsl. 
2 
For c 2 , d2(l-d2) c is active and dgCl-dg) c => 
d« ^  [(1 - Jl-4c)/2, (1 + Vl-4c)/2]. Hence, our problem is to maximize 
cCl-d^) subject to d^ € {(1 - Jl-4c)/2, (1 + Jl-4c)/2}, the maximum is 
attained at dg = (1 - VT-4c)/2. By symmetry, d, = dg = ^  + y J ^  ~ ^ ^  
We note that at c = , the design becomes d^ = d^ = -^ and dg = ^ , 
2 
which is the D^-optimal design. If we let c = -g- , the design is the 
ordinary D-optimal design. 
The problem Gs for this simple example is of the form: 
Gsl : Minimize d( %) 
subject to 
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(l-d2)d2 > c 
0 < d, < 1 
According to (2.36), d(%) is given by 
2 2 
Lemma 2.13 Let = (d^, d^, d^) be the optimal design to Gsl, then 
= ^2 = ^3 " T if c€ [0, 4] 
= dg = } + Y iï" 
•^2 = 2 "N 
if c€ ["I, -^ ] 
Proof , 1  2  , 1  la; . 1:3; I - a; if 0 < d^ < f 
if ? < d^ < 1 . 1—d_ 3 — 2 — 
2 1 1 For c ^  g- , dg = 2 is feasible for Gsl. Hence, d^ = dg = d^ = ^ is 
optimal to Gsl. 
For c > |, (l-dgjdz > c => dgG ^ o [i , |] . 
2 
Thus, we have to minimize subject to 
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1— Jl-^c 1+ .l-4c 
2  ' 2  ^  *  
X~ K l*Ac ^ 
The minimum is achieved at 62 ^ • By symmetry of 5q , we obtain 
= ^3 =  i  T j i "  ^  •  
We note that the D^-restricted D- and G-optimal designs are exactly 
the same for this example. We now calculate the D- and G-efficiencies. 
Let Cq denote the optimal design. We obtain Table 2.3. 
Table 2.3. Efficiencies of design 
Efficiencies c [-g, c [0, 
e?(So) 2 JIT i .r;-
- c)/4]^ 1 
4c 
e^(Ko) i ji -
In Table 2.3, e^, e^, and e^ follow from the definition and is 
given by 
max f^^(x)(M*^(5 )) ^ f^j^(x) 
r %€ 
° / s, * ,tr ' 
max f{^(x)(M^^(ÇQ)) f,,(x) 
x€ 
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where f = (1, x) and % is the D^-optimal design. 
We note that if we consider the equality constrained problem: 
0 * 
maximize (1-^2) dg subject to (1-42)^2 ~ c and let Ç be the optimal 
2 1 design for this problem, then the optimal design for c € [g". is the 
design ^ for c€ [0, . Hence, efficiencies, e^, e^, e^ of the design 
X, for c € [0, "I"] have the same formulas as that of the design ^ for 
c ^ ["I , -^-l » but 62(5 ) becomes min 3* {-^ + y - c , ^  - Jj - c }. 
Plots of these efficiencies based on the design Ç are given in Figure 
2.2. The characteristics of the design ^ are summarized in Table 2.4. 
In Table 2.4, the values d^( , dgC are defined by 
= max fJj^(x)Mj^j^^(?Q)fjj^(x) , 
x€X 
and 
dgC^) = max f'(x) M ^ (^)f(x) , 
where 
f'j^l(x) = (1, x), f'(x) = (1, x, x^). 
We see that e^ and e^ are monotonously increasing, while e^ and e^ 
2 
are concave functions, which are both maximized at c = . The design 
which has equal D-efficiencies, i.e., e^ = e^, is obtained at c = 
0.24292. The mass distribution of this design is d^ = d^ = 0.29207 and 
d2 = 0.41586. The D-efficiency of this design is e^ = e^ = 0.98574. 
Hence, the symmetric designs with d^ ^  [-^ , 0.41586] have efficiencies 
6° €[0.98574, 1] and e° €[0.94281, 0.98574]. 
The design which has equal G-efficiencies for the linear and 
quadratic models is obtained at c = .234375. The mass distribution of 
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Figure 2.2. Efficiencies of the D -restricted D-optimal 
design for P2 ^ 
Table 2.4. Characteristics of the D^-restrlcted D- and G-optiraal design for m=2 and s=I 
c 
^2 |M(%o)| di(So) 
D 
Gl 
D 
®2 
G 
= 1 
G 
,2222 .3333 .2222 .1481 2.50 3.00 .943 1.00 .889 1.00 
225 .342 .225 .148 2.519 3.039 .949 .999 .900 .987 
,230 .359 .230 .1475 2.559 3.118 .959 .998 .920 .962 
235 .377 .235 .146 2.606 3.213 0.969 .996 .940 .934 
240 .400 .240 .144 2.667 3.333 .980 .991 .960 .900 
245 .429 .245 .140 2.752 3.504 0.990 .981 .980 .856 
250 .500 .250 .125 3.00 4.00 1.00 .945 1.00 .750 
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this design is d^ = d^ = .3125 and d^ = .375. The G-efficiency is e^ = 
G 1 
e^ = .9375. Hence, the symmetric designs with d^S [-j , 0.375] have the 
G-efficlencies e^ €[.9375, 1] and e^ €[.9375, 98574]. 
2.8. A-restricted Optlmality 
Recall the A-restricted D-optimality problem: 
AD: Maximize subject to % € S^, 
and the A-restricted G-optimality problem, 
AG: Minimize d(%) subject to % € S^, 
where is given in (2.14). 
Lemma 2.14 The set S. is a convex set. A 
Proof Let and KQ • (1-^)^^ 4CC &€[0, 1]. 
tr(M-l(%Q)) = tr(M-l((l-a)S^ + aÇ^)) 
< tr((i^) = (Cl-CC) tr + % trCMTlcSg)) 
^ (l-CX)c + OCc = c 
The first inequality follows from the convexity of M ^(%). Hence, 
and is convex. [] 
Since is convex. Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 hold for the problems AD 
and AG, respectively. We, thus, need to consider only the set of designs, 
S. fl H , which is A ' m 
m+1 
= (d,, .... dati)|tr(M-l(S)) < c, ^2^ d^ = 1 
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0 ^  i ^  ^  •••> m+l} • 
The problems AD and AG are therefore convex programming problems. 
We now consider the simple case of m=2. According to Theorem 2.1, we 
need to consider symmetric designs supported on {-1, 0, 1}. Let ^ = 
(dj,, dg, dg) with dj^ = d^ be a design supported on {-1, 0, 1}, then 
1m(C)| = (l-d2)^d2 and tr(M ^(^)) = 2/((l-d2)d2). The problem AD has the 
form: 
ADl: Maximize (l-d_)^d„ 
—— z z 
subject to 
^ < c 
0 < dg < 1 • 
Let and denote the ordinary D- and A-optimal designs, 
respectively. We have tr(M = 8 and tr(M = 9. As we 
discussed in section 2.3.3, the value of c in [3, S] ensures the 
constraint to be active. 
Lemma 2.15 Let = (d^, d^, d^) be the optimal design to the problem 
ADl. Then 
, , 1 1 1 2 
^1 = dg = 4 +2 4 - - ) 
) c C[8, 9] 
1 12 j 
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Proof For c > 9, = y is feasible to the problem. Hence, = dg = d^ 
= ^ is the solution. 
For c €[8, 9], 2/((1-^2)42) <. c => d2€ [-^ ~ Jz ~ ^  * Y It ~ "c^ 
and the constraint is active, i.e., 2/((l-d^)d2) = c at the optimal d^. 
2  1  | l 2  1  
Hence, we have to maximize (1-^2) ~ subject to d2 6 [y - J-^ - — , ^  
;1 2 1 n2 
. The maximum is achieved ^2 " Y ~ nT ~ c^  * symmetry of 
^0' + \J\ ~ \ • 
We note that if c=8, the design ^  is the ordinary A-optimal design, 
and if c = 9, the design is the ordinary D-optimal design. If the 
* 
equality constraint is considered, the optimal design ^ has mass 
distribution d^ = d^ = ^ + 1^ ^ and ^2 " Y ~ ~ ^  for all c > 8. 
* 1 As c —>°° , the design Ç becomes d^ = d^ ="2 , d^ = 0, which is the 
ordinary D-optimal design for PI. 
The problem AG for this example has the form: 
1 2 
AGI: Minimize max {-^ , , ", } 
d2 l-dg 
subject to 
2/((l-d2)d2) < c 
0 < d < 1 . 
Lenrma 2.16 Let = (d^, d2, d^) be the optimal design to AGI, then 
1 1 fl 2 
=  S  =  4  2  h ~ c  
, c G[8, 9] 
, 1 ( 1 2 
^2 = 2 - Ja - c 
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= 4% = d, . 1 c > 9 . 
Proof For c 9, the result is trivial. 
For c €[8, 9], 2/((l-d2)d2^< c implies 
^2^ - J\-1 ' i + Ji - ' f 1 • 
12 2 Hence, max {— , } = , and the problem is to 
2 2 °2 
2 1 fl 2 1 I 1 2 
minimize subject to d^S [^ - , y + 
The minimum is achieved at d^ = ^  ~ ~ ^  symmetry of d^ = 
^3 = i 1 yi ' 7 • " 
We note that the A-restricted G-optimal design is the same as the A-
Table 2.5. Efficiencies for the A-restricted D- and 
G-optimal design 
Efficiencies c€ [8, 9] c > 9 
G 
®2^ 0 
+ ii'I' '''i 
+ i Ji -
I f 
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restricted D-optimal design for P2. We now calculate the efficiencies 
for this design. 
Let design 4 be the optimal design for the equality constrained 
problem: Maximize (l-dg) d^ subject to l/((l-d2)d2) = c. We see that 
the design K for c S [8,» ) is the same as the design for c € [8, 9], 
Hence, efficiencies of e^CK ) and e^X% ) for c € [8,°° ) have the same 
formulas as those of e^CSg) and for c € [8, 9], respectively, but 
e^X% ) becomes min 3*{d^, d^}. The plots of efficiencies e^CK ), e^CE ), 
and e^X% ) are given in Figure 2.3. Characteristics of the design Ç are 
summarized in Table 2.6. 
Figure 2.3 and Table 2.6 show the performance of the design . It 
is seen that e^ and e^ are maximized at c = 9.0, while e^ is maximized at 
D A 
c = 8. The design which has equal D- and A-effIciency, i.e., e^ = e^, is 
obtained at c = 8.1587 and the mass distribution is d^ = d^ = .28487 and 
dg = .43026. The efficiency of this design is ®2 ~ ®2 ~ 0.98053. Hence, 
we see that those designs with dg^ ["j » 0.43026] have D-efficiencies e^ € 
[.98053, 1] and e^ €[.8885, 0.98053]. 
The design which has equal G- and A-efficiency, e^ = e^, is obtained 
at c = 8.5333. The mass distribution of this design is d^ = d^ = .3125, 
D A d^ = .375. The efficiency of this design is = .9375. Hence, we 
see that those designs with d2 G [.3125, -j] have the efficiencies 
eg 6 [.9375, 1] and e^ ? [.8889, 0.9375]. 
2.9. E-restricted Optimality 
In the last section of this chapter, we shall discuss the E-
restricted D- and G-optimality. Recall the problems: 
1. 0- •. 
Xs 0.8 
0.7-
0.6-
0. 5-
0. 4-
0. 3-
1 1 1 
[ n i i i i i i i | i i i r i i m [ i i i i i i i i < [ i i i i i i i m i i i n i i i i | i n i i n i n i i i i i i i m i i i i n i i n i t i i i i i i r j T  
1 
b s b s b b b b b b ô ô ô ô b  
Constant C 
Figure 2.3. Efficiencies of the A-restrioted D-optimal design for P2 
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Table 2.6. The characteristics of = (d^, d^) 
c <2 Tr|M"^(^*) 1 |M(5*)| d(Ô 4 4 4 
8.0 .500 8.0 0.125 4.000 0.945 .750 1.000 
8.2 .422 8.2 .141 3.460 .984 .867 .976 
8.5 .379 8.5 .146 3.219 .995 .932 .941 
8.8 .349 8.8 .1479 3.073 .999 .976 .909 
9.0 .333 9.0 .1481 3.000 1.000 1.000 .889 
9.5 .301 9.5 .147 3.319 0.998 0.904 .842 
10.0 .276 10.0 .145 3.618 .992 .829 .800 
11.0 .239 11.0 .138 4.186 .977 .717 .707 
12.0 .211 12.0 .131 4.732 .961 .634 .667 
15.0 .158 15.0 .112 6.310 .912 .475 .533 
20.0 .113 20.0 .089 8.873 .842 .338 .400 
30.0 .072 30.0 .062 13.923 .748 .215 .267 
100.0 .020 100.0 .020 49.000 .509 .061 .080 
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ED: E-restricted D-optimality: 
Maximize subject to C € S^, 
EG; E-restricted G-optimality: 
Minimize d(%) subject to ^ ç S^, 
where Sg is given in (2.15). 
We first show the convexity of S^. 
Lemma 2.17 The set of feasible designs, Sg is a convex set. 
Proof Let € S^, and = (1-3) ^ 1]' Then, the 
fact that matrix M(%) is p.d. implies that there exists a matrix Q such 
that Q'M(^)Q = A , where Q'Q = QQ' = I and A is a diagonal matrix. Now, 
d'M(5)d = d'Q AQ'd = Z' AZ = \ = Ç Jd^ S 
= ^max{X.^}, where d' = (d^, ..., d^), Q = [q^j]^ and is the 
set of eigenvalues of M(^). Hence, we have 
max{X.} = max d'M(Ç)d. 
^ d'd=»l 
Therefore, the set can be written as follows: 
S„ = {%€5| max d'M(^)d / min d'M(%)d ^  c} (2.38) 
d'd=l d'd=l 
Now, 
max d'[M((l-a)% +Qt^„))]d < (l-OL) max d'M(%,)d 
d'd=l ^ ^ ~ d'd=l ^ 
+ CC max d'M(Ç„)d (2.39) 
d'd=l 
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and similarly, 
min d'[M((l-a)% -KXC,)]d > (1-a) min d'M(Ç )d 
d'd=l d'd=l 
+ a min d'M(S )d . (2.40) 
d'd=l 
Combining (2.39) and (2.40) and letting max d'M(%.)d = a., 
d'd=l ^ 
min d'M(K^)d = b^, i = 1, 2, we have 
max d'M(%)d (l-OC)a^ +CC a„ 
d'd=l 
< <c (2.41) 
min d'M(^)d (l-(l)b, -KX b« 
d'd=l 
The second Inequality follows from the fact that ^ Sg, and 
a, 
^1» ^2 G Sg ^ c, i=l,2 => (l-a)a^ +<% a^ ^  ((l-a)b^ +Ct b2)c . 
Hence, we obtain and is a convex set. [] 
Following the convexity of Sg, Lemmas 2.2, 2.3, and Theorem 2.1 hold 
immediately. Similarly, Lemma 2.5, 2.6 and Theorem 2.2 hold. Therefore, 
we again need to consider only the set 
Sg n which is expressed explicitly as follows: 
Sgfl = {^ = (d^, ..., d^^) |max {^^(?)} / min {X^(C)} < c , 
Ed^ = 1, 0 < d^ = '^m+2-i ^ * 
It is seen that the problems ED and EG are both convex programming 
problems. We shall now discuss the simple example of m=2. According to 
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Theorem 2.1, we need to consider the symmetric designs supported on {-1, 
0, 1}. Let Ç = (d^, dg, d^) be a such design. Then the three eigenvalues 
of M(for P2 are 
(2-dL) - Jsdl-ad.+h 
\ 2^—^ 
^2 = 1 - d2 
^3 = 
(Z-d,) +, 5d2-8d2+4 
It is easy to see that is the smallest eigenvalue and is the 
largest. The ordinary E-optimal design maximizes among all 
3 dg S[0, 1], which is attained at d^ = y . Hence, the ordinary E-optimal 
1 3 has mass distribution d^ = d^ =-^ and d^ = y . The eigenvalues of this 
design are {.2, .4, 1.2}. Thus, the ratio of max {X^}/min = 6. 
Correspondingly, the three eigenvalues of M(for P2 are 
,5 - JÎT 2 5 + JÏT, 
^6 ' 3 ' 6 ^ 
and max {^^}/min {A^} = ^—— % 10.4. Comparing these two ratios, we 
see that the ratio for the D-optimal design is much larger than the one 
for E-optimal design. The smallest ratio of over can be found to 
be 3 + fj8 , which is a little smaller than 6. 
The problem ED for this example becomes 
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EDI : Maximize (l-d2)^d2 
subject to 
X3 / ^1 < c 
0 j< d2 < 1 . 
As we mentioned in section 2.3.4, the constant c should be chosen 
from [min {max {^^}/ min {^^}}, max {^^Ctg)}/ min {^^(5^)}]. For the 
example of m=2, we have c [3 + JW , (21 + 5 
Lemma 2.18 Let CQ = (d^, d^, d^) be the symmetric optimal design of EDI. 
Then 
= 4% = dg . 1 if c > ^ 
(c +1) +, 
di = d3 = 
(c+1)^ (c^-6c+l) 
ù.( r* ^ 
V if c €[3+/8~, 21 + 5/IT J 
(c +6c+l) 1 > -
^2 = 
2(c + 3c + 1) 
Proof If c 2 (21 + 5 Jl7)/4, dg = is feasible for the problem, and 
hence, d^^ = d^ = dg solves problem EDI. 
If c ^  (21 + 5 Jl7)/4, ^ implies that d^ belongs to the 
interval 
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[((c^+6c+l) - J(c+1)^ (c^-6c+l))/2(c^+3c+l), 
((c^+6c+l) + J (c+1)^ (c^-6c+ l ))/2(c^+3+l)] , (2.42) 
1 8 
which is included in the interval [-j , -g]. Thus, our problem is to 
2 
maximize (l-d2) d^ subject to d^ € (2.42), which is attained at 
(c^+6c+l) — (c+1)^ (c^-6c+l) 
d 
^ 2(c^ + 3c + 1) 
By symmetry, we obtain d^ = d^ as described in the Lemma. [] 
If we let c = 3 + J 8, the smallest ratio, our design becomes dj^ = 
12 1 d^ = — , <^2 = Y « If we let c = 6, the design becomes d^ = d^ = y, d^ = 
+ rfT?' 
Y , which is the ordinary E-optimal design, and with c = —^ , the 
design becomes ordinary D-optimal design. 
If we consider only the equality constraint, \ ~ c, the results 
from Theorem 2.10 for c ^ [3+ 8, ^ — ] are valid for c 4 
as well, and if we let c go to infinity, the design becomes ~ ^ 2 ~ Y ' 
which is the ordinary D-optimal design for ?1. 
We consider the same example for the E-restricted G-optimality. The 
problem EG becomes: 
1 2 
EGl: Minimize max {-r— , } 
°2 ^ ^2 
subject to 
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0 < dg < 1 
Lemma 2.19 Let ^ = (d^, d^, d^) be the symmetric optimal design to EGl. 
Then 
^1 = ^2 = T ' if c > 21 + 5 , 
^1 = ^3 = 
(c^+1) + J( c+1 )^  (c^-6c+l) 
2(c^ + 3c + 1) 
^ if cE [3+JT, 2L+5_/lL ] 
(c +6+1) — (c+1)^ (c^-6c+l) 
4(c + 3c + 1) 
Proof 
max {• 1_ _A_i d, ' l-d. 
i ;  ^ ' " 2 < Y  
l-d. if <2 1 Y 
If c ^  , d^ = y is feasible for EGl; i.e., ^2^ \ ^ ^ ^-Z. ^  c. 
Hence, the ordinary D-optimal designs solves EGl as well. 
If c€ [3+J^, ^ ^ ^—], d^ belongs to the interval of (2.42), which 
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is contained by [y , . Hence, we are minimizing subject to d^ 
belonging to the interval of (2.42), and the minimum is attained at 
d 
(c^+6c+l) - J (c+1)^ (c^-6c+l) 
2 2 ' 2(c + 3c + 1) 
By symmetric of Zq, d^ and d^ are obtained immediately. [] 
We note that the E-restricted D- and G-optimal designs for P2 are 
the same. We are now able to compare this restricted design with the 
ordinary optimal design. The D-, G- and E-efficiencies are calculated in 
Table 2.7. The value of d^ is 
(c^+6c+l) - (c+1)^ (c^-6c+l) 
d_ = 
^ 2(c^ + 3c + 1) 
We note that if we consider the equality constraint only, i.e., 
= c, e^ and e^ for c [3 + J 8 , (21 + 5 Jl7)/4] are valid for all 
c >_ 3 + J 8 as well, but e^ becomes min {3d2, 3d^}. 
The plots of e^, e^, and e^ are given in Figure 2.4. The 
* 
characteristics of the E-restricted optimal design. E, , the design which 
2 is optimal for the equality constrained problem: maximize (l-dg) dg 
subject to = c, is summarized in Table 2.8. It is seen that e^, 
e^» and e^ are all concave functions, e^ and e^ are maximized at c « 
(21+5 j 17)/4, while e^ is maximized at c = 6. The design which has equal 
D- and E-efficiency is obtained at c = 6.93755. The mass distribution of 
this design is d^ = d^ = 0.25333 and d^ = 0.49334. The efficiency of 
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Table 2.7. Efficiencies of the E-restrlcted D- and G-optimal 
design for P2 
Efficiencies cé [3+ 21+5 J17, /. J c > 21+5 JIT 
2 
Y [(2-^2) ~J 5d2-8d2+4 ] 25-5 JIT 6 
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this design is e^ = e^ - 0.94906. The designs with d^^ [-j , 0.49334] 
have efficiencies, e^ ^[0.94906, 1] and e^ €[.73075, 0.94906]. 
The design which has equal G- and E-efficiency is attained at 
c = 8.09453. The mass distribution of this design is d^ = dg = 0.28924 
and - .42153. The efficiency of this design is = 0.86782. 
Hence, the designs with d^^ [-j , 0.42152] have efficiencies 
e® €[.86782, 1] and e^ €[.73075, 0.86782]. 
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Table 2.8. Characteristics of Z 
d(E*) 
min 
) 
5.83 
6.00 
7.00 
8.00 
9.00 
10.00 
10.40 
11.00 
12.00 
14.00 
16.00 
20.00 
30.00 
50.00 
100.0 
1000.0 
.  666 
.600 
.489 
.426 
.381 
.346 
.333 
.317 
.293 
.254 
.225 
.183 
. 125 
.077 
.039 
.004 
.074 
.096 
.128 
.140 
.146 
.148 
.1481 
.148 
.146 
.141 
.135 
.  122 
.096 
.066 
.036 
.004 
5.999 
5.000 
3.910 
3.487 
3.232 
3.057 
3.000 
3.157 
3.417 
3.933 
4.443 
5.456 
7.972 
12.98 
25.49 
250.50 
.195 
.200 
.189 
.175 
. 1 6 2  
.150 
.1461 
.140 
.131 
. 1 1 6  
.104 
.087 
.060 
.038 
.019 
.002 
.794 
.865 
.952 
.982 
.995 
.999 
1.000 
0.999 
.996 
.985 
.969 
.938 
.865 
.762 
.625 
.300 
.500 
.600 
.767 
.860 
.928 
.981 
1.000 
0.950 
.878 
.763 
.675 
.550 
.376 
.231 
. 118  
.012 
.976 
1.000 
.945 
.874 
.809 
.752 
.731 
.701 
.657 
.582 
.522 
.433 
• 302 
.189 
.097 
.010 
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figure 2.4. Efficiencies of the E-restricted D-optimal design 
for P2 
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3. CONSTRAINED OPTIMAL DESIGNS FOR POLYNCMIAL 
REGRESSION USING CANONICAL MOMENTS 
We have introduced four types of constrained optimality criteria and 
presented an example for each criterion. The general solutions for these 
problems can be obtained by using numerical algorithms since these 
problems are all convex programming problems. However, analytic 
solutions of D-restricted D-optimality problems for polynomial regression 
can be obtained by using canonical moment theory. This theory has been 
developed in the literature by many authors, Wall (1948), Skibinsky 
(1967, 1968, 1969), Karlin and Studden (1966a), Krein and Nudelman (1977) 
Jones and Thron (1980), and Lau (1983). 
Applications of canonical moments to optimal design problems can be 
found in Karlin and Studden (1966a), Studden (1980, 1981, 1982), and Lau 
(1983). Studden applied the theory to find the general analytic 
solutions of D- and D^-optimal designs for polynomial regression. He 
also solved the general problem of Stigler's C-restricted D-optimal 
designs using canonical moments. Lau (1983) gave an extensive review on 
the theory of canonical moments and its application to polynomial 
regression. In the application of canonical moments, he obtained the D-
and D^-optimal designs for rotatable designs, weighted polynomial 
regressions, trigonometric regressions and multiresponse models. The 
limiting designs in terms of canonical moments are also included in his 
work. 
Our purpose in this chapter is to apply canonical moment theory to 
solve the D-restricted D-optimal design problem. We shall first give a 
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brief introduction of the canonical moments. For further information, 
one should refer to Lau (1983). 
3.1. Introduction to the Theory of Canonical Moments 
The theory of canonical moments is closely related to the theories 
of continued fractions and orthogonal polynomials. We will first define 
canonical moments and discuss some important properties and relations 
among determinants of information matrices, orthogonal polynomials, 
continued fractions and probability measures. When we solve a problem 
using canonical moments, we must know how to proceed from canonical 
moments to ordinary moments and how to determine the support points of 
the design measure corresponding to a sequence of canonical moments. 
Definition 3.1 The moment space T^^^ with respect to f'(x) = (l,x, ..., 
x") is defined as 
= {[I = (p.Q, ..., |l^)l = /q d%(x), S is a finite measure}. 
For a given finite set of moments ..., let denote the 
maximum of the n-th moment over the set of all measures ^ having the 
given set of moments ..., M-„_T . Similarly, let denote the 
corresponding minimum. The canonical moments are defined in the 
following. 
Definition 3.2 The canonical moment p^ is given by 
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Several properties of p^ should be noted: 
— 
(1) If u. -u, = 0,p is undefined. 
n n n 
(2) p^ can be thought as the ratio of the distance of from the 
lower boundary to the distance between the upper and lower 
boundaries of with fixed. 
(3) |j, £ a boundary point iff p^ = 0 or 1 for some 
i E {1)2, •••, n}• 
(4) p, Ç int iff 0 < p^ < 1 for i=l,2, ..., n. 
1 + — (5) 0 _< Q X d (x) j< (IQ; hence,= |IQ, = 0, and p^ = — . 
We note if % is a probability measure, then = 1 and p^^ = 
(6) Considering only probability measures, there exists a 1-1 
mapping between p^, p^, ..., p^ and for all n. 
(7) Let y = (b-a)x + a, b > a, be a linear transformation from [0,1] 
to [a,b]. Let % be a probability measure on [0,1] and C be 
the induced probability measure on [a,b]. Then the canonical 
moments for these two measures are the same; so they are 
invariant under the linear transformation: y = (b-a)x + a, 
b > a. 
(8) If we have b < a in property (7), then the even canonical 
moments of are the same as those of Pg^^ While the 
odd canonical moments are given by 
P2n+1 " ^ ~ ^2n+l ' 
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The statements (1) to (6) follow from the definition of p^. Proofs 
of (7) and (8) can be found in Skibinsky (1969) or Lau (1983). The 
results follow from = (b-a)^ (p^- p^) and ~ |J^ = (b-a)* 
(M-^ - M- ) for b > a. Similarly, p.' - , = (b-a)^°^^ 
n n zn+i zn+i 
(^2n+l ~ ^ 2n+l^' ^2n+l ~ ^ 2n+l ^^2n+l ~ ^2n+l^ 
b < a. Sklbinsky (1969) also showed that symmetry of the distribution is 
related to ~ Y' i.e., 5 is symmetric about the midpoint of its 
support iff P2JJ+1 = J ' 
We now show how to represent |M(K)| by using canonical moments. A 
detailed discussion can be found in Lau (1983). Let 
^0 ^ 
^ ^2 
^ ^ +1 •• 
n+1 
1^, 2n 
«2n = 
^^2  
2 3 
^2-^3 ^^n+1 
^n+l~^n+2 
^n^n+l ^n+l-^n+2 ^2n-l~^2n 
^2n+l 
We denote the determinants of the above matrices by —2n+l ' ^2n 
^2n+l' respectively. The subscripts indicate the highest moments 
involved. Karlin and Studden (1966a) proved the following results. 
Theorem 3.1 
(1) U € X . iff M and M are positive semi-definite, 
n+1 —n n 
(2) P- S lut iff 5^ are positive for all i=l,2, ..., n. 
According to this theorem, given •••» the 
vectors ? = (M-^, P-^) and ^  = (M^, are on the boundary of T^^^, and 
therefore, P- , and M- are the solutions of D =0 and D =0, 
' n n n —n 
respectively. We first express and P-^ - P-^ in terms of ^2n 
and in terms of canonical moments. 
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P-1 P-2 n+1 
P-2 P-3 n+2 
.^n+1 ^n+2 2n+l 
^0-^1 
^1-^2 P.2-P-3 
(-"n-^n+l • 
^n+l~^n+2 
^+l-^n+2 ^2n"^2n+l 
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Lemma 3.1 By assuming D_^ = D_^ = = 1, we have 
_ D D 
(1) M- - M- = , P- - M- = —— , n > 1 ; 
° " V2 ° ° V2 ~ 
(2) Vn - VlVl + . ° > ° i 
, n-1 n-1 
(3 )  ^ ^ » Z— - " P,<l-Pj^) - " i  
V2V2 t-l 
where 
Vn-2 , W. 
—n—1 n—1 —n—1 n—1 
Let = Pi and n > 2, 
Yi = and = p^_^q^, n > 2. 
Then, we have (A) and (5): 
D  „  D  D - D  
(4) : = =3Z1Z2L , Y = _J[Cy_ . n > 2; 
* 0,^2 ]^rl ° 
(5) ^ = # c., H+ - K" = TT Y, . 
n ti X n n i 
Detailed proofs of these statements can be found in Lau (1983). 
We now can express D^n+l * ^2n' ^ 2n+l terms of and Y^, 
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Theorem 3.2 
(1) 22. - % i=l 
-2n+l ^i+1^ ' ^ ^ ' 
1=1 
^ n-i+I 
°2n • 'l'21-ll'21> 1=1 
(^) '^2n+l (^21 ^2i+l^ • 
1=0 
Proof We give the proof of (1). 
Hence, TT TT ^21 ^21-1 ^ ^^ i-I ^21^ * j=l 1=1 1=1 
Lemma 3.2 Let S be a probability measure on [0, 1] and V be the induced 
probability measure on [-1, 1]. Let f'(x) = (i,x, ..., x™). Then 
(1) (Czi-l 
C2) |M(E')| = 2*(*+l)|M(S)|. 
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Proof The proof of (1) is trivial, since 
.ra+1—i 
m 
-2m /'•/^2i-l ^2i^ i=l 
We now show statement (2). The equation y = 2x - 1, x 6 [0, 1], is 
the linear transformation from [0, 1] to [-1, 1]. Let (J.^ 
= dK'(y). Then U! = 2V + S 2^ |l . 
j=0 
Hence, - M-^). Let i = 2m and be the solution of 
i-1 . 
= 0, we have 
|M(E')| = D2m= 
' ^m 
^1, n; Zm 
^0' 
K' 4m-l ^2m - f^m 
.2m, 
° (^2m ^2m^-2m-2 ^ ^^2m ^Zm^^^m-Z 
= 2 m(m+l) 
i=0 (^2i " ^Zi^' ^ 0 ^ 
= |M(S) |  .  [ ]  
We remark that if the measure on [-1, 1] is symmetric about zero, 
then the corresponding information matrix M(%') has determinant 
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1=1 
_m(m+l) ™ / ,m+l-i 
.TT, ^Pzi-l ^^21-2 ^21 421-1/ 
1=1 
m m+l-i 
TT (Pgi 921-2^ 
i=l 
=.: ck 
1=1 
where Pgi' 
3.2. Canonical Moments and Orthogonal Polynomials 
We shall discuss only results which are related to optimal design 
problems for polynomial regression. More detail accounts are given in 
Lau (1983), Chihara (1978), and Wall (1948). 
Definition 3.3 Let ij,^ denote x^(l-x)™ d^, where m and n are 
nonnegative integers. Define 
m 
A 
^n+k-l 
ra 
^ W-n-rk-l 
m 
^ Mi4-2k-2 
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for k > 1, and let |1^) = 1 if k = 0, V m, n . 
Let 
\  ( X )  
aV 
^n+k-1 ' • * ^n+2k-l 
if H^(Ap^) # 0 
for all k = 1, 2, ... . 
We note the following: 
(1) If m = 0, H^(A p.^) = is the so-called Hankel determinant 
and is the Hankel polynomial. 
—2k ' —2k+l ' 
(3.2) 
" °2k+l ' " °2k+2 * 
(3) H^'^'^^(x), k = 0, 1, 2, ... are orthogonal with respect to 
Jx*(l-x)* d^; i.e., 
JQ H^^'^'^x) %*(l-x)* d %(x) = 0, ¥ j < k . (3.3) 
To show (3.3), it suffices to show 
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j,l xi x"" (1-x)" dK (x) 
m 
A 
m 
^ Mn+k 
^ ^'•n+k-l • • • A Pti+lk-l 
m 
n+j ^n+k+j 
= 0 , ¥ j = 0, 1, .... k-1 
Let 
.  k  >  1  .  (3.4) 
?%(%) 
Qk(x) 
R^Cx) = 
S^Cx) 
,(0.0),  
Pv ' (x) , 
(n T\ 
P:~'-'(x) , 
py'°)(x). 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
We note the following: 
(1) are monic orthogonal polynomials with respect to 
x*(l-x)° dL 
(2) {Pj^(x)}, {Qj^(x)}, {Rj^(x)}, and {S^(x)} are orthogonal w.r.t. d%, 
x(l-x) , xd%, and (1-x) dÇ, respectively. 
One of the most important characteristics of orthogonal polynomials 
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is the fact that any three consecutive polynomials are connected by a 
very simple relation. These simple recursive relations for Q^, R^, 
and are given in the following theorem. 
Theoren 3.3 The monic orthogonal polynomials R^, and satisfy 
the recursive relations 
= (x - ?2k ~ ~ ^2k-l ^2k ' 
(2) Qk+i(%) = (x - Y2k+2 ~ ^ 2k+3^^k^^^ ~ ^ 2k+l ^2k+2 ' 
= (x - (gk+l ~ ^2k+2^\^^^ ~ ^2k ^k+1 ' 
(4) = (x - Ygk+l ~ ^ 2k+2^\^*^ " ^2k ^2k+l ' 
Proof See Lau (1983). [] 
Corollary 3.3.1 Let 5' be a probability measured on [-1, 1]. If we 
transform the interval of orthogonality [0, 1] to the interval [-1, 1], 
then the monic orthogonal polynomials in Theorem 3.3 become 
^k+l^*) = (x + 1 - 2^2% ~ ^ ^2k+l^\^^^ ~ 4%2k_i ' 
^k+1^*^ = (x + 1 - - ZYgk+S^^k^^^ ~ ^Xzk+l ^2k+2 ' 
R^^l(x) = (x + 1 - 2%2k+.i - 2^2k+2^\^^^ ~ ^ ^k ^ k+1 ' 
^k+1^^^ = (x + 1 - 2^2)^+2 ~ ^'^2k+2^\ ~ ^ ^2k ^2k+l \-l ' 
and {P^^, {Q^}, {R^}, {S^J, are orthogonal with respect to dV , 
(l-x^)dS', (l+x)d%', (l-x)dÇ', respectively. 
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Proof See Lau (1983). [] 
Corollary 3.3.2 Suppose that Ç' is a symmetric probability measure on 
[-1, 1] and {P^^, {Q^^, {R^}, and {S^j are orthogonal w.r.t. d%', 
(l-x^)dÇ', (l+x)d%', (l-x)dÇ', respectively. Then 
° ~ ^2k-2 
Q^^^l(x) = X Q^Cx) - P2k qgk+z Vl^^^ (^.lO) 
Rj^^l(x) (x - 92k ~ P2k+2^\^^^ ~ ^ Zk ^2k (3.11) 
S^^^l(x) = (X - - q2k+2)Sk(=) - P2k ^2k Vl^^^ • (3.12) 
Proof Ç' is symmetric iff odd canonical moments are all equal to 
y. Hence, by definition of ^ and we have 
^ ~ ^ (^2k ^2k+l^ " ° 
and 
- = 1 
^2k-l ''2k 4 ^ Zk '^2k-2 ' 
Hence, according to Corollary 3.3.1, Equation (3.9) holds immediately. 
Similarly, Equations (3.10), (3.11), and (3.1Z) hold. [] 
3.3. Canonical Moments and Continued Fractions 
Another important theory related to canonical moments is the theory 
of continued fractions. We use the notation: 
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fz f3 
bi + bz + bs + bi + 
b2 + 
bs + 
and its n-th truncation (convergent, approximant) is 
*1 *2 *n A* 
b, + b_ + + b B 12 n n 
where and can be computed recursively by 
and 
^n ^ n-1 ^  ^n ^n-2 ' 
®n = \ ®n-l + ^n Vz ' 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
with A, = B. = 1, An = B , =0. 
- 1  0  0  - 1  
une can see tnat can oe expressea by 
B = 
n 
\ -1 
^2 ^2 
as b3 -1 
-1 
an bn 
We shall write 
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• • • 3. 
= K( ) . (3.15) 
^1 ^2 ••• 
We remark that each of P^, Q^, R^, and of Theorem 3.3 can be expressed 
as a denominator of a continued fraction. 
By comparing P^(x) = (x - S^k-l " " ^2k-2 ^2k V2^^^ 
with Equation (3.14), we have b^ = x - ?2k-l ~ ^ 2k " ~^2k-2 ^2k* 
We then define a continued fraction using these b^ and a^ as follows: 
i ^1^2 ^3^4 
•••• v3*l0^ 
Bj^(x) 1-C^ - X-C2~^3 ~ 4 "5 
This is called a J-fraction (Wall, 1948). We can see that P^Xx) is 
exactly the denominator of (3.16). Furthermore, there exists a 1-1 
correspondence between. J-fractions and the class of power series, 
P(^) = E Hi 
^ k=0 x^+1 
where is the k-th moment w.r.t. a given probability measure Ç. 
Lemma 3.4 Let a J-fraction be defined as in Equation (3.16). Then 
Pj^^^(x), defined in Theorem 3.3, is exactly the denominator of Equation 
(3.16). Furthermore, there exists a 1-1 correspondence between J-
fraction (3.16) and the class of power series ?(~) with the relation 
\(x) 
— P(^) . (3.17) 
Bk(=) 
The determinants are related to the coefficients ^2k-I ^2k 
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J-fraction by 
k 
-2k^-2k-2 ' ^2i-l ^2i * 
Proof The first part of proof is seen in the previous discussion. The 
result in (3.17) can be found in Theorem 51.1 of Wall (1948). The last 
part of proof can be found in Lemma 3.1. [] 
The J-fraction is closely related to the Stieltjes transform of a 
measure Z on [0, 1]. We first define the Stieltjes transform. 
Definition 3.4 The Stieltjes transform of a measure % is given by 
An important result, given by Stieltjes, expresses this integral as a 
continued fraction. 
Lemma 3.5 The Stieltjes transform of measure K on [0, 1] has a continued 
fraction expression 
- ».i8) 
Proof See Wall (1948). 
If the measure ^ has finite support, then its canonical moments end 
with either p^ = 0 or 1 for some m, the transform satisfies 
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2 - X  Z - X ^  
and the continued fraction terminates at C or Ç ., = 0. 
m m+l 
We remark that the J-fraction in Equation (3.16) is exactly the even 
part (even contraction) of the continued fraction in Equation (3.18). 
Hence, Equation (3.18) can be written as: 
J 1 d5(x) ^0 ^1^2 ^3^4 
0 _ _ S» ^ y r y i 
z-x z 
-^1 - " 
(3.19) 
Similarly, Q^(x), R^(x), and S^(x) correspond to the denominators of the 
following continued fractions, respectively: 
Y2Y3 
and 
z-Gi-Cg - X-C3-C4 -
Y2?3 
(3.20) 
(3.21) 
(3.22) 
z^l^2 ~ ^ ""^3^4 ~ 
Hence, we have 
j-i 2(131 :vï3_ 
0 z-x 
Z-Y3^4 - 2-Y4-Y5 
 ^.... 
Z-C1-C2 ~ ^ ~^3"^4 " 
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and 
z-Yg ~ 2~'V3~'V4 ~ 
If we transform the interval from [0, 1] to [-1, 1], and let be 
the induced measure on [—1, 1], then P^, R^, and in Corollary 
3.3.1 can be expressed as denominators of some continued fractions, and 
the Stieltjes transform of the measure K' on [-1, I] w.r.t. d%', 
2 (l-x )d%', l+x)dC' and (l-x)dÇ* are given in the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.5 The Stieltjes transforms of on [-1, 1] w.r.t. d%', 
2 (l-x )dK', (l+x)d|', and (l-x)dC* , respectively, are given by 
rl dS'(x)_ 1 ^ ^1 ^2 
—  I  " "  • • • »  
z—X z+l-zG^ — z+1—2^2 ~ 
(l-x^)dC'(x) 4 4 Y3Y4 
J ^  3 , 
z-x z+1—ZY^-ZY^ - z+l-2Y^-2Y^ -
(3.23) 
(3.24) 
/l aV . ' ^2^3 .... (3.25) 
Z-X z+l-^j^-?2 ~ z+l-2%g-2%^ -
, , 2 Y, 4 Y,Y_ 
S]_ — d^' = — .... (3.26) 
z-x z+l-2Y^-2Y2 - z+1—2Y2—2Y^ -
Furthermore, P^, Q^, R^, and are the denominators of the continued 
fractions in Equations (3.23), (3.24), (3.25), and (3.26), respectively. 
Proof The proof is similar to the discussion for the case on the 
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interval [0, 1]. We first determine the continued fractions whose 
denominators are Q,^, and S^, and then, using the even part of the 
Stieltjes transform of Ç' on [-1, 1], we obtain Equations (3.23) to 
(3.26). [) 
If we assume K' to be symmetric, then according to Corollary 3.3.2, 
we have the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.5.1 Suppose Ç' is a symmetric measure on [-1, 1] and {P^^, 
{Q^}, {R^}, and {S^} are orthogonal w.r.t. d%', (l-x^)dÇ', (l+x)%', and 
(l-x)d^', respectively. Then, 
Pj^(x)=K[ ^ ^kk-1) N ^ (3.27) 
y y . . y v / 
/ • ~'^ 2k \ Q^(x) = K/ A, (3.28) 
^  X  X . . .  X  X  /  
iW-Kf - -''2(K-l)-'2(k-l) . (3.29, 
^ ^"^4 / 
-P2<l2 ••• ~P2(k.-l)'^2(k-l) 
S,.(x) = Kf ' " """ "" \ , (3.30) 
x-yl X-Y! x-Y;,. y 
where 
^2k S2(k_i)P2k ' 
^2k " P2(k-l)'^2k • 
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Proof The denominators of the continued fraction 
a 1 a. 2 a 3 
can be expressed as 
\  ^k®k-l  \ \ -2  (3.31) 
By comparing the recursive relation 
with the recursive relation (3.31), we have 
b, = X and 
k \ ' P2k-2 S2k-4 ' ^kk-1) ' 
Hence, we obtain Equation (3.27). Similarly, by comparing Qj^(x), R^(x) 
and S^(x) in Corollary 3.3.2 with the recursive relation (3.31), 
Equations (3.28), (3.29), and (3.30) follow immediately. [] 
3.4. Converting from Canonical Moments to Ordinary Moments 
The relationships between the ordinary and canonical moments can be 
expressed by use of certain simple recursive relationships. More 
details of these considerations were given in Wall (1948), Lau (1983), 
and Skibinsky (1967). 
Theorem 3.4 Let % be a measure on [0, 1], and let p^ and be the 
corresponding i-th canonical and ordinary moments, respectively. Define 
Sgj = 1, j = 0, 1, 2, ..., 
'k-i+1 ^i-1 k i <. j = 1, 2, .. 
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Then, the corresponding ordinary moments are given by 
il = S 
m mm 
Proof See Lau (1983). [] 
The first few moments are 
M-1 = ^1 = Pi 
^2 =• ^l^^l + = Pl(Pl + SlPz) 
^3 "  ^ l^^l^^l + -^l) + + ^"2 + • 
Corollary 3.4.1 Let be a measure on [-1, 1] and suppose that is 
symmetric. Then the corresponding moments, {P-^}, are given by 
where 
^^ 2.-1 ' ° • 
^2m ' 
qi = n ri qi 
Ij 2(k-i+l) ^ i-lk ' 
''2k ° 9^(k-l) P2k ' 
The first few moments are 
^21—1 ^  0, i=*l, 2, ..., 
. pg , 
^4 = ^2^4 + ^4) ' P2^P2 + ^ 2 P4) 
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We now turn our attention to the relationships between canonical 
moments and the support of the corresponding measure 
Given a terminated sequence of canonical moments p^, pg, •••> 
where p^ = 0 or 1, it is desirable to find the support points and the 
weight attached to each point for the corresponding measure 
If p^ = 0 or 1, i.e., = 0 or = 0, then ? can be expressed as a 
terminated continued fraction 
5% ... i. (3.32) 
0 x-t X - l - X -  -
where = 1 or x according to whether k is odd or even. 
Lemma 3.6 If ^2' not zero and = 0, then the 
corresponding measure g on [0, 1] concentrates its mass on the zeros of 
the polynomial 
-Ci -Cg ... 
B^(x) = K / -^1 -^2 \ 
X I X ... r, (x) / 
where T^^x) = 1 or x according to whether k is even or odd. [] 
We note that B,.(x) is the denominator of the right-hand side in 
(3.32). The expression for B^Xx) can be expanded as 
B^Cx) = ^(x) B^_^(x) - B^_2(x) . (3.33) 
For the case of k = 2m, where p^^ = 1, '°'^-2m-l' ^2m+l ~ 
have 
" ^ 2* B2mr2(=) ' 
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which is an orthogonal polynomial w.r.t. d 
It is helpful to change the form of the polynomial in such a way 
that the roots remain unchanged. The following results are from Lau 
(1983). 
Lemma 3.7 
(3) K f  • • •  0 -p. K m -Y m -y-. m 
(4) (Studden, 1982) The support of measures corresponding to 
(p^, ...» p^, 0) and (Pjjj» . , Pp 0) are the same. 
(5) (Studden, 1982) The support of measures corresponding to 
(p., pg, ..., p^, 1) and (q^, , 1) are the same. [ 
We note that the support of measures corresponding to 
(p^, " , P,» 0) is given by the zeros of the denominator of 
1 q % , 
Ï - T - T T - - - -  -  —  • " h e r e  
m 
q = q^2-i Pm+l-i = X=+2-i' i = 2. 3 m 
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and 
W Pm = Pm ' (3-33) 
Hence, the denominator of this truncated continued fraction is 
-Pm -Ym "^2 
K 
X 1 • • • T* 
m 
Similarly, the support of measures corresponding to 1) is 
given by the zeros of 
K r ° ^ . (3.34) 
Vx 1 X ... 
Another method of finding the support points of a measure Ç is to 
solve the roots of some orthogonal polynomials. 
Theorem 3.5 
(1) The measure corresponding to (p^, . . ., p^^ , 0) is supported 
by the zeros of P^^x) = 0. 
(2) (p^, ..., P2^_^, 1) is supported by the zeros of x(l-x)Q^ ^(x) 
= 0. 
(3) (p^, p^^, 0) is is supported by the zeros of x R^(x) = 0. 
(4) (p^, ..., P2k' is supported by the zeros of (l-x)Sj^(x) = 0. 
Proof See Lau (1983). [] 
If we transform the interval from [0, 1] to [-1, 1], then the 
support of the induced measure ^ ' is given in the following. 
Ill 
Lemma 3.8 If , ^2* •••> are not zero and = 0, then the 
corresponding measure Z on [-1, 1] concentrates its mass on the zeros of 
the polynomial 
"^1 ••• 
. k (  Y  
x x . . . x v 
B^(x) = K ( 1 . (3.35) 
Proof The Stieltjes transform of Z on [-1, 1] is given by 
—  —  . . . .  
-1 x-t x - x - x -
Consider the terminated continued fraction with = 0; the 
denominator of this truncated continued fraction is the expression S^Cx) 
in (3.35). Hence, the zeros of B^^x) are the support of Ç . [] 
2 
Using the corresponding orthogonal polynomials w.r.t. dE, (1-x )d?, 
(l+x)dK, and (l-x)dS, we obtain other results. 
Theorem 3.6 If we consider the case that % is defined on [—1, 1], then 
we have the following results: 
(1) the measure corresponding to (p^, ..., P2k-1' supported 
by the zeros of = 0, 
7." (2) (p^, ..., P2^_^, 1) is supported by the zeros of (1-x) Q^_^(x) 
= 0, 
(3) (p^, ..., pg^, 0) is supported by the zeros of (l+x)R^(x) - 0, 
(4) (p^, ..., ?2k* supported by the zeros of (l-x)S^(x) = 0, 
where P^, Q^, and are given in Corollary 3.3.1. 
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Proof See Lau (1983). [] 
Lemma 3.9 If a probability measure % defined on [0, 1] has support on 
XQf •••> then 
m m 
i=0 " ^^^3 *** ^2nH-l " P2nrfl ^21-1 ^2i 
and 
ra 2m+l 
TT (1-x ) = IT q . 
i=0 ^ i=l 
Proof See Studden (1982). [] 
The weights on the various support points can be calculated directly 
by setting up linear equations involving the weights and the ordinary 
moments. If x^, x^, ..., are the support points, then 
y. = S w. X: , j = 0, 1, ..., k . (3.36) 
J i=0 1 
These equations are solved with respect to w^, w^, ..., w^. 
3.5. Ordinary Weighted D-optlmality 
We now consider the model 
y(x) = Jw(x) (g + 6-x + ... + B X™) + e (3.37) 
u i m 
= f'(x)B , 
where x £[a,b], f'(x) = (w(x))^ (1, x, x™) and e is distributed with 
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2 * 
mean 0 and variance o . A design C is said to be weighted D-optimal if 
s maximizes |M(C)|. 
We note that the model (3.36) is the transformation of the model 
y(x) = Sq + + ... + + e with var(e) = o^/w(x); i.e., the 
assumption of homogeneity of variance is removed. 
The ordinary D-optimal design for polynomial regression can be found 
easily by use of canonical moments. These results are developed by 
Studden (1980, 1981). 
Theorem 3.7 The D-optimal design Ç (w(x)) = 1) for f'(%) = (1, x, ...» 
x™), x £ [0,1] has canonical moments 
^2i+l " Y 1=0'!' ••• . > 
m-i+1 1 o 1 
1=1,2, ..., m-1 , 2i 2m-2i+l 
It puts weight on each of the zeros of x(l-x)Q^_j^(x) = 0 , where 
{Q^_,(x)} are orthogonal w.r.t. w(x) = x(l-x). 
Proof. See Studden (1980). [] 
Theorem 3.8 Let f'(x) = Jw(x) (1, x, ..., x ), where w(x) is one of-the 
following: 
(1) w(x) = x°^^(l-x) , a > -1, B > -1 ; 
(2) w(x) = , a > -1 ; 
(3) w(x) = (l-x)^"*"^ , 6 > -1 
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Then the determinant |M(Ç)| is uniquely maximized by the design Ç having 
canonical moments 
_ a+(m-H—i) 
2i+l a+S+2(m+l—i) i = 0 ,  1 ,  . m  ,  
in+' 1 *~ i . T t 
^2i ° a+B+l+2(m+l-i) i = 1, 2, m+1 . 
For the case (1), we have I'2nH-2 ~ The design Ç puts mass on 
each of the zeros of x(l-x) = 0, where are orthogonal 
w.r.t. x^^^(l-x)^^^. For case (2), we have g = -1 and p^^^ = 1. The 
design Ç puts mass on each of the zeros of (l-x)P^^)(xO)= 0, where 
are orthogonal w.r.t. x°'^^. For case (3), we have a = -1 and 
p„ ., = 0. The design Ç puts mass —^ on each of the zeros of x P^^^(x) 
znTr 1 idti tn 
= 0, where are orthogonal w.r.t. (l-x)^"*"". 
Proof. See Studden (1982). [] 
Corollary 3.8.1 Let f'(x) = ^ w(x)(1, x, x™), where x e[-l,l] and 
wCx) is one of the 3 functions in Theorem 3.8. Then the determinant 
|M(g)| is uniquely maximized by the design ÇQ having the same canonical 
* 1 
moments as Ç in Theorem 3.8. The design puts mass on each of the 
zeros of (1-x^) P^,'^^(x) = 0, (l+x)P^°'\x) = 0 and (l-x)P^^\x) = 0 for 
m+1 m m 
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the 3 cases of w(x), respectively. The sequences of and 
are orthogonal w.r.t. (l+x)°'^^(l-x) (l+x)°'^^^ and (1-x)^^^, 
respectively. 
Proof The canonical moments are invariant under the linear 
transformation: y = 2x-l. Hence, has the same canonical moments as 
Ç in Theorem 3.8. The proofs of the support of ÇQ for each case of w(x) 
are given in Karlin and Studden (1966b). (] 
3,6. D-restricted D-optimal Designs 
We shall now assume that the design points x e[0,l] and let the 
weight w(x) = 1. Recall the D—restricted D-optimality problem: 
DP: Maximize |M(Ç)| 
subject to 2 c , 
where M(Ç) is the information matrix for polynomial regression Pm and 
Mij^(Ç) is the information matrix for the polynomial regression Ps, 
s < m, with respect to design Ç. 
We shall also assume that the inequality constraint is active. 
Recall that the DD problem can be written in terms of efficiencies 
(section 2.4) with the following form: 
DDI: 
Maximize |M(g)| 
subject to 1m,,(Ç)1 2 niax|M^. (Ç) 1, 
gcE 
where 0 j( p ^ 1 , c = max|M^^(%)| . 
ÇeE 
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Since the constraint is assumed to be active, the D-restricted 
D-optimal design ÇQ satisfies 
|Mii(So)| = maxjM. (Ç)| . 
ÇeE 
Using the canonical moments, the problem DDI is equivalent to the 
following problem, DD2. 
Lemma 3.9 The problem DDI is the same as 
DD2: 
m . 
Maximize n ^^2i-1^2i^™ 
s +1-1 
Subject to n (?2i-1^2i^^ 
<5+1 9 
> I, (-^ )1 (^ )\ » > 2, 
i=l 41-1 ® 
where = 421-1921 ' 
Proof According to Lemma 3.2, the maximum of is attained at 
P2i+i ~ Y ' ^21 ^  2s-2i-l •••» s-1 , 
and 
PZs = 1 '  
i if s = 1 
H„ce. > 2. [, 
^ 2 2s-l 4i2_i 
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We first consider the example of in = 2 and s = I which we discussed 
in Chapter 2. For the case of m=2 and s=l, we have 
= PiqiP2 and max|N^^(g)| =j  , 
and 
2 
lM(C)l = (Pj Pg) (qg P3 ^3 P4) • 
Hence, the problem DD2 becomes 
DD3: 
2 
Maximize (p^ p^) (q2 P3 q3 P4) 
1 2 
subject to ?! P2 >. "4 P 
It is seen that the solution requires 
^1 " ^3 " i ^4 " ^ • 
2 2 Hence, we are maximizing p^ (I2 subject to ^ p , and the maximum is 
2 
achieved when = p  
The solution to this simple example is thus 
1 , 2 
Pj^ = P3 = J . P4 = 1 and P2 = P 
12 1 Given the design corresponding to (y, p > "J' support of 
this design can be found by solving the zeros of x(l-x)Qj(x) = 0. The 
roots are found to be {0, y, 1}, where ^  is obtained by solving 
Q^(x) = X - Y2 ~ y3 = 0 • 
The mass attached to each support point can be obtained by solving 
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2 
VI = £ Ç(x )x^ , j=0,l,2 , 
J 1=0 
where vJQ, converted from {p^} using Theorem 3.4. We thus 
obtain 
Ç(0) = Ç(l) = Pg/Z, CC-j) = 1 - Pj . 
Combining the previous discussion, we obtain the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.10 The optimal design ÇQ for problem DD3 has canonical moments 
1 2 p^ = pg = Y , P2 = P and p^ = 1. The support and the mass attached to 
1 2 2 2 
each point for are {0, Y* 1} and {p /2, 1  - p , p /2}, respectively. 
U 
Corollary 3.10.1 If we take the experimental region to be [-1,1], then the 
2 
optimal design Cg for problem UD3 is given by p^ = p^ = 1, Pg = P « The 
support points of are {-1, 0, 1} and the masses attached are, 
respectively, {P2/2, 1 " P2. Pg/Z) • 
Proof According to the invariance property of canonical moments, the 
design has the same canonical moments as we have in Lemma 3.10. The 
support points are obtained by solving the roots of 
(l-x^)Q^(x) = 0 , 
where U^_^(x) is given by Corollary 3.3.2. Thus, the roots are 
{-1, 0, 1}. The masses attached are given by solving Wg = + dg, where 
2 2 
^2= P2» by Corollary 3.4.1. Using symmetry of ÇQ, we have [ p  /2, 1 - p  ,  
P^/2]. [] 
We note that if we transfer the {pu} and p  back to and c, we 
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have ÇQ = (d^, d^, d^) with 
2 d 2  =  1  -  P 2  =  1  -  p  = l - c  a n d  d g  =  d ^  =  c / 2  ,  
which are exactly the same as we had in section 2.7. 
3.6.1. The case of s " 1 and general m 
We now consider the case of s = 1 and m. The problem DD2 becomes 
DD4: 
Maximize n ^ ^ 21-1''2i^"^^ ^ 
1 2 
subject to Pi P2 P • 
Theorem 3.8 For s = 1 and general m, the D—restricted D-optimal design 
Çq has canonical moments: 
P2^—I ~ ^  ^* •••> ® > 
P2 = P 
P?-; » ^""2,3, . . , m~l , 
PZm = 1 • 
The support points of are given by the zeros of x(l-x)Q^_^ (x) , where 
Q^_^(x) is given in Theorem 3.3. The weights attached are given by 
solving 
i y. = I w.X. , i=0,1,2, ..., m , 
^ j=0 j j 
where {x^, x^, ..., x^} are the points of support of Çq and is the 
i-th moment w.r.t. ÇQ. The ordinary moments are obtained from the 
canonical moments by use of the formula in Theorem 3.4. 
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m m+l-i 
Proof To maximize ÎI (ç„ )™ , we obtain 
i-1 
P2^_i "" "2 ••• > ® • 
1 2  1  2  
Since 9% ^2 " 4 ^ ' ^iven P2 _^j^  = > we must have Pg = P • The rest 
of the canonical moments are not related to the constraint. Hence, 
according to Theorem 3.7, we have 
, i=2,3, ..., m-1 , 
^2i 2m-2i+l 
P2m = 1 ' 
The support of Cg follows from Theorem 3.5 and the mass 
distribution can then be obtained by solving the linear equations of 
(3.36) w.r.t. {w^}. [1 
Since we assume that the constraints are active, the range of 
must be mentioned here. Recall that the range of the constant c for D-
restricted D-optimal design belongs to )|, )|], where Ç 
* 
and Ç are the ordinary D-optimal designs for the full and the reduced 
model, respectively. Since c = )[, we must have 
P £ , 1 
[1*11(5 )| 
In the case of s=l and general m, the determinants are )j = ^  and 
|MI^(Ç )j = )• Hence, the value of p  must be in the interval 
For completeness, we shall consider the following equality con­
strained oroblem for discussions of efficiencies: 
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ra m+l-i 
Maximize H (^2i+1^2i^™ subject to p^ 
Example 3.6.1 We consider the case of 8=1 and m=2. 
According to Lemma 3.10, the D-restricted D-optimal design ÇQ = (d^, 
2 2 2 1 d^, dg) = CP H, 1 - P , P /2) with support points {0, y» 1} and ÇQ has 
1 2  1  2  
canonical moments {p^ p^ p^ p^} = {^j P , y, 1}. We note that for p = 
2 1 1 1  y, we have = (y, y, -j), which is the ordinary D-optimal design for the 
2  1  1 1  
polynomial regression of degree 2. If we let p = y, we have Çq " -jt 
1 2 2^), which is the best design for estimating If we let p = 1, we 
have ÇQ = (y, 0, "I"), which is the ordinary D-optimal design for the 
model y=3Q + Bj^x + e. 
Example 3.6.2 We consider the case of s=l and m=3. 
The D-restricted D-optimal design ÇQ, according to Theorem 3.8, has 
1  2  1 2  1  
canonical moments (p,, p^, Pg, p^, p^, p^) = (y, P ,  j ,  j ,  j ,  1 ) ,  The 
support of Çg is the zeros of x(l-x)Q,Cx), where 
= 
X - Y2 - Y3 -1 
- ^ 3^4 X - ^ 4 - ?5 
X 2 - 1  
1 2 
12 P X - 2 
Hence, the support points are 
{0, j (1 -Jp^/3), y (1+jp^/3). 1} 
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Let ÇQ = (d^, dg, dg, d^). Then the mass attached to each point is 
calculated by solving the linear equations 
di + d2 = i , 
(1 - Pz q*) + d^ = 1 - 1 pg , 
which gives d_ = . 
^ ^ 3-P^ 
Using the symmetric property of ÇQ, the mass distribution of ÇQ is 
4% - <4 = i - Y 
3-p 
dz = 4] = i 
3-p 
2  1  / 1  
We note that if P =3/5, the support points are {0, -^1-J y), 
yd + J^), 1} and the weights attached are -^} , which is the 
ordinary D-optiraal design for the polynomial regression of degree 3. If 
p^ = 1, the support points are {0, y (1-J^), -^1 + , 1} and the 
weights attached are {y, 0, 0, y}, which is the ordinary D-opcimal design 
for linear regression. If = y, the supports are {0, ^ 1- , 
yd + J^), 1} and the weights attached are y, y, i}, which is the 
best design for estimating the cubic parameter of the polynomial regres­
sion of degree 3. We also note that the interior support points are 
2 different according to the change of p  . If we let the experimental 
region be [-1,1], the D-restricted D-optimal design is given in the 
following. 
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Corollary 3.6.1 For s=l and general ra, the D-restrlcted D-optimal design 
ÇQ on [-1, 1] has the same canonical moments as the D-restricted D-optimal 
design defined on [0, 1]. The support points of Sg are given by the 
zeros of (l-x^)Q ,(x), where 0 ,(x) is given in Corollary 3.3.2. The 
m—1 m—1 
weights attached are given by solving 
™ i 
M = 2 w x , i=0,l,2, ..., m , 
^ i=0 3 J 
where {XQ, , ..., x^} are the support points of ÇQ and is the i-th 
moments obtained from the canonical moments by use of the formula in 
Corollary 3.4.1. 
Proof Since canonical moments are invariant, the canonical moments of 
ÇQ are obtained immediately from Theorem 3.8. 
Since p^^ = 1 for the design ÇQ, and Sg is symmetric, according to 
2 " Theorem 3.6, the support of is the zeros of (1-x )Q^_jCx), where 
Q^_^(x) is given in Corollary 3.3.2. The weights attached are the 
solution of the linear equations in (3.36) with the moments {l^^} obtained 
by use of the formula in Corollary 3.4.1. [] 
Example 3.6.3 We consider the case of s=l and m=2 with x £[-1,1]. 
According to Corollary 3.10.1, the D—restricted D-optimal design is 
given by 
Sg = (d^, d^, dg) = (p^/2, 1 - p^, p^/2) 
with support points {-1, 0, 1} and the corresponding canonical moments 
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are {-I*, !}• 
If we let P ^  be Y» then we have CQ = (-j, -j, , which is the 
ordinary D-optimal design for the polynomial regression of degree 2. If 
2 11 
we l e t  P =1, then we have ÇQ = (y, 0, y), which is the ordinary D-
optimal design for the polynomial regression of degree 1. 
Example 3.6.4 We consider the case of s=l and m=3 with x e[-l,l]. 
The D-restricted D-optimal design CQ, according to Corollary 3.8.1, 
has canonical moments 
. . _ ,1 ^2 1 2 1 
^2' ^ 3' ^ 4' ^ 5' ^ 6 2' ' 2' 3' 2' * 
2 The support of 5g is the set of zeros of (1-x )Q2(x), where 
-P244 
-1 
Hence, the support of is 
{-1, -;jp^/3 , rjp^/3 , 1} 
The weights are obtained by solving the linear equations 
^1 + 4% = 2 
^1 + -3 ^ 2 =--2 ' 
which gives d_ = y 
3-p 
Hence, the mass distribution of ÇQ = (d^, d^, , d^), is 
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'»i -  "*4 •  i  -1 
3-P 
^2 = S = I - I • 
3-P 
2 2 We note that the support of depends on P . If we let P =3/5, then 
the support points are {-1, ~ , J y, 1}, and the weights attached are 
{"I", "I"} , which is just the ordinary D-optimal design for the 
polynomial regression of degree 3. It is each to check that {-1, ~ > 
2 is the set of zeros of (1-x )p2(x), where p^Xx) is the first 
derivative of the Legendre polynomial of degree 3. 
We note that if Ç is an ordinary D-optimal design with support on 
(nH-l) points for polynomial regression of degree ra, then {Q^^(x)}, 
2 
which are orthogonal w.r.t. (1-x )dC, consist of first derivatives of 
Legendre polynomials of degree m, P^(x). This shows why the support of 
2 the ordinary D-optimal design is given by the roots of (1-x )P^(x) = 0, 
where P'(x) is the first derivative of P (x). However, for constrained 
m m 
problems, the support of constrained optimal designs is no longer the 
2 
zeros of (1-x )P^(x), but depends on the corresponding canonical moments 
which are affected by constraints. 
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3.6.2. The case of s • 2 and general m 
The problem DD2 becomes 
tn m+l-i 
DD5; Maximize II ^^2i-1^21^ 
subject to (p^ p^)^ q^ P3 q^ P^ 2 ^ 
Theorem 3.9 For s = 2 and general m, the D—restricted D-optimal design 
ÇQ has canonical moments as follows: 
(a) P2i_i ^ Y > 1=1,2, ..., m , 
(b) Pg is the solution of the equation 
P2 ~ 2 P2 + P2 + ^  P2 ~ I" ° ° , (3.38) 
(c) P4 = YY P^/Cp^d ~ P2)) » (3.39) 
( d )  P 2 i  =  2m-2ill '  i=3,4, . . . ,  m-1 ,  
(*) P2m = 1 ' 
The support of ÇQ is given by the zeros of x( l-x)Q^_^ and the weights 
attached are obtained by solving the linear equations: 
™  i  
V i  =  Z  W  X  ,  i = 0 , l , 2 ,  . . . ,  m  
^ i=0 J J 
Proof. It is evident that the solution involves 
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Therefore, our problem becomes 
„ . . m m-1 m-1 m-2 . . 2 .43 
Maximize qg P4 subject to p^ q2 P4 2 P 
We now consider only the situation with the constraint active. 
Solving p^ in terms of p^ and q^, we have 
P4 = "27 P^VCpgCl - Pg)) • 
We then substitute p^ and in the objective function by p^ and q^ and 
maximize it w.r.t, p^. By doing so, we obtain P2 to be the solution of 
4  „ 3 ^ 2 ^  1 6  3  4 3  _  
P2 - 2 P2 + P2 + ^  P P2 - 9 P =0 
The canonical moments P2^, i = 3, 4, ..., m are not related to the 
constraint; so we have 
_ m-i+1 . _ . 
^21 2m-2i+l ' ' ' ™ • 
The support of 5q and the weights attached follow the same argument 
as that we gave in Theorem 3.8. [] 
We note that in order to have the inequality constraint to be 
active, we need to determine the corresponding range of p. Recall that 
the range of the constant C for D-restrlcted D-optimal design is given by 
** , * . ** * 
) j ,  )I], where Ç  and Ç  are the ordinary D-optimal 
designs for full and reduced models, respectively. Since C = 
I , we have that p^^^ ) | , 1]. For the case 
2 2 
of s = 2 and general m, we have that |M, ,(Ç )| = (-r)^ —m 1) and 
(2m-l) (2m-3) 
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|MII(Ç ) I = Hence the range of p is [ 
For example, if m = 3, then we have P e[ ^ , 1] 
) then the ordinary D-optimal design is feasible 
for the constrained problem, and hence, the ordinary D-optimal design 
solves the constrained problem as well. However, if we consider only the 
value P can be any value of [0,1]. In the discussion of efficiencies, we 
shall let P be in the interval of [0,1]. 
Example 3.6.5 We consider the case of s = 2 and m = 3. 
The D-restricted D-optimal design, according to Theorem 3.9, has 
canonical moments: 
(3.38), and p^ is calculated from equation (3.39). 
The support points of 5g are given by the zeros of x(l-x)Q2(x), 
where 
= Pg = py = Y , p^ = 1 , and p^ is the solution of equation 
1 
-1 
QgCx) = 
X - Y4 -Yg I 4*2 44 ^ - 2 
1 1 
Hence, the support points of CQ are 
{0, Y (1 - JP2 94) . i (1 +7P2 94) » 
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The weights attached are obtained by solving the linear equations 
2^ + ^ 4 = Y , 
i (1 + q^ ) dz + , 
which gives d2 ' Y " ^2 "^4^ " 
Hence, we obtain the mass distribution of CQ to be 
dj^ = d^ = i (1 - qz/Cl - P2 q*)) , 
*2 = <3 = Y " P2 <^4^ • 
3 81 We note that if we let P = > then we have Pz = 3/5 and p^ = 
2 1 I 1 y. The set of support points of this design is {0, -j (1 - J y), 
Y (1 + J^) » 1 }, and the attached weights are dj^ = d^ = d^ = d^ = 1/4. 
Thus this design is the ordinary D-optimal design. If we let P be 1, we 
have p^ = 2/3 and p^ = 1. The support points are {0, y, 1} and the 
associated weights are {y, y, -j}. Thus, this design Is the ordinary D-
optimal design for the polynomial regression of degree 2. 
If we now let the design space be [-1,1], then the D-restricted D-
optimal design for s = 2 and general m can be found similarly. 
Corollary 3.9.1 For the case of s = 2 and general m, the D—restricted D-
optimal design on [-1,1] has the same canonical moments as those for 
the optimal design in [0,1]. The support and the weights attached are 
obtained by the same formulas in Corollary 3.8.1. 
Proof. Similar to Corollary 3.8.1. [] 
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Example 3.6.6 We consider the case of s = 2 and m = 3 with x e[-l,l]. 
The D-restricted D-optimal design ÇQ has d^ = d^ = 
-|(1 - - P2 q^)) and 4% = =-^ qg/Cl - p^ q^), respectively, on 
the support points {j^l, +_ Jp^q^ ] . 
For the case of arbitrary s and m, the canonical moments of the D-
restricted D-optimal design must include P2£_j ^ 1 » 2, ..., m, 
and pgj^ for 1 = 1, 2, ..., s depend on the given constraints. However, 
the canonical moments p^^ for i=s+l, ...,m are independent of the 
constraints, and we have p^j^ = 2m-21+1 ' •••» ™ • 
3.6.3. Efficiencies 
We shall now calculate the efficiencies of the D-restrlcted D-
optlmal designs discussed In sections 3.6.1 and 3.6.2. Recall the D-
efficiency for the polynomial regression of degree k 
1 
k+1 
eJ(C) -
IM^CS) 
/ ^  \ i 
(3.40) 
max I rl 1 j 
Çe5 
The efficiency can be calculated easily by use of canonical moments. 
We shall denote the D-restricted D-optimal design for s = 1 and m = j by 
Ç . The notation e^CC .) denotes the D-efflclency of for the 
polynomial regression of degree k, k ^ j. 
Let be a design that maximizes |M^(S)|. Then, as we mentioned In 
section 3.5, 5^ has canonical moments ^ for 1=1, 2, ..., k, P2^ 
^ , i = 1, 2, ..., k-1, and p = 1. The D-restricted D-optlmal 2k-2i+I ' — Kgk 
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design has canonical moments P2i_i ~ \ for i = 1, 2, m, for 
1 = 1, 2, s depending on the constraints, and p^j^ = 2m-21+l ^ 
s + 1, m, and = 1. Therefore, e^^S) can be expressed as 
e°(0 = P2)k/k+i [(q,. . (3.41) 
For the cases of k = 1, 2, 3, and 4, we have 
1 
1 
=2^^' - -1^2 ^2 ^ 4''^^ 
1 
'2 -^2 ^4 ^4 
e°(0 = (p_)2 (3.42) 
e°(Ç) = 3[p? q« P./4]^ (3.43) 
e°(Ç) = I" [5 p5 qj p! q, p,]^ (3.44) 
=2(S) = t i ls P| 42 P4 94 P| 46 Pgl'  '  (^'^S) 
We first consider the case of s = 1 and general m. The design has 
canonical moments ^2±-l ~ Y 1=1,2, ..., m, p^ = P^, P2^ " 2m-2i+l 
i=2, .... m-1, and P„ =1. The D-efficiencies of Ç, for the cases of 
' 2m Im 
k = 1, 2, 3, k and m are calculated in the following: 
'  '  (3-46) 
- 3lp'<l - , (3.47) 
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=3(5lm) - #[5 pS (1 _ p2)2 m-1 2m-3 ^ *'2m-3'"'2ni-5 ) (• (3.48) 
2 1 k-1 
D, . ^ (2k-l)" rk(k-l) 2k 2.k-l,k+I r(m-l)(2k-3)ik+l 
k(k-l) l(2k_i)3 P l(2m-3)(k-l)^ 
41^-1 X n 
1=1 4(m-k+i) -1 
- ) ]  k+1 (3.49) 
«!(5, J - zMr l=iEi4 p2» (I - pZ)--:]»" . (3.50) 
Im .(m-1) (2^1)3 
The D-effIciencies of ^2^ for polynomial regressions of 
k=l,2,3, ...» m can be calculated analogously by substituting appropriate 
values for p^^ and for 1=1,2, ..., k into Equation (3.41). These 
appropriate values for the design are given in Theorem 3.9. 
The quantity e^(Ç) in (3.41) measures how well Ç performs in a D-
optimal sense for polynomial regression of degree k. For example, the 
design is the D-restricted D-optimal design for polynomial regression 
of degree m under the restriction that the estimate of the parameters for 
first order polynomial regression is accurate up to some degree. By 
specifiying the desired accuracy level for estimating first order para­
meters, i.e., by giving a value p, we can calculate for k=l,2, 
..., m. The value tells us that the design gis 100 
as good as the ordinary D-optimal design for estimating the parameters of 
polynomial regression of degree k. Thus, by changing the level of 
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accuracy for estimating the first order parameters, we can see how good 
the design 5 is for higher order polynomial regressions by checking D-
efficiencies for k=l,2, m. We now discuss the performances 
of designs ?j^2» ^13' ^23 D-efficiencies. 
The characteristics of Cand the D-efficiencies and 
are summarized in Table 3.1. The plots of 1=1,2, are 
given in Figure 3.1. As we see, the quantity maximized at p  =  
•8165, while is maximized at P = 1. The design with equal D-
efficiencies is obtained at P = .9155, which is the same as what we 
obtained in Section 2.6. If we require that the efficiencies and 
6^(^12) be both greater than .8, then the corresponding values of p can be 
found to be 0.8 ^  P ^ .953. Therefore, for any symmetric design Ç =» 
(d^, d^, d^) with d^ s [.36, .925], D-efficiencies e^CÇ) and e^CÇ) of 
Table 3.1. Characteristics of S^2 ~ (d^, d^, d^) 
2 do ®2 
.1 .01 .99 .1 .087 
.2 .04 .96 .2 .218 
.3 .09 .91 .3 .367 
.4 .16 .86 .4 .526 
.5 .25 .75 .5 .681 
.6 .36 .64 .6 .824 
.7 .49 .51 .7 .938 
.8 .64 .36 .8 .998 
.8165 .6667 .3333 .8165 1.000 
.85 .7225 .2775 .85 .992 
.90 .81 .19 .90 .944 
.95 .9025 .0975 .95 .812 
.99 .9801 .0199 .99 .505 
1.00 1.00 .00 1.00 .000 
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this design are both greater than .8. Furthermore, the ranges of these 
efficiencies are e^(0 e [.8, .953] and e^CS) e [.8, .998]. For example, 
the D-restricted D-optimal design with ^ «9, which is 90% as good 
as the ordinary D-optimal design for polynomial regression of order 1, 
has 62^^12^ ~ .944. Thus, this design is 94.4% as good as the ordinary 
D-optimal design for polynomial regression of order 2. 
The characteristics of and efficiencies, for k = 1, 2, 
3 are summarized in Table 3.2. The plots of efficiencies of given in 
Figure 3.2. It is seen that is maximized at p = 1 with the 
maximum equal to 1, is maximized at p = .8165 with the maximum 
equal to .874 and is maximized at p = .7746 with the maximum 
equal to 1. The ordinary D-optimal design for the polynomial regression 
of degree I, PI is attainable at p = 1 with both e^ and e^ to be zero. 
The ordinary D-optimal design for P2 is attainable at p = .7746 with e^ = 
•7746 and e^ = .865. Thus this design is 77.46% as good as the ordinary 
D-optimal design for estimating the parameters for polynomial regression 
of degree 1, and is 66.5% as good as the ordinary D—optimal design for 
estimating the parameters for polynomial regression of degree 3. 
In viewing of the maximum of we see that the ordinary D-
optimal design for P2 unattainable since max is only .874. 
The best we can do for estimating the second order polynomial regression 
is obtained at p = .8165. Other efficiencies for this design are e^ = 
8165 and e^ = .985. 
If we require that for k = 1, 2, 3 be all greater than .8, 
then the corresponding values of p can be found to be 0.8 ^  p .915. 
Therefore, any symmetric design Ç = (d^, d^, d^, d^) with d^ e [.2712, 
Table 3.2. Characteristics of ~ cl^, cl^) 
X C [0,1] X C [-1,1] 
P 
^2 1 4 ^1 1 ®2 i  *2 *3 *2 i  *3 
. 1 ,01 .0033 .4967 . 1 .076 ,073 .4711 .5289 -.058 .058 
.2 .04 .0135 .4865 .2 I .191 .203 .4423 .5577 -.115 .115 
.3 .09 .0309 .4691 .3 I .321 .364 .4134 .5866 -.173 .173 
. 4 , 16 .0563 .4437 .4 ! .459 1 .538 .3845 j .6155 -.231 .231 
. 5 .25 .0909 .4091 .5 .595 .710 .3557 ,6443 -.289 .289 
. 6 .36 .1364 .3636 .6 ,72 .862 .3268 .6732 -.346 .346 
,7746 .60 .250 .250 . 7746 .865 1.00 .276 .724 -.447 .447 
.80 .64 .2712 .2288 .80 .872 .996 .269 .731 -.462 .462 
.8165 .6667 .2857 .2143 .8165 .874 .985 .264 .736 -.471 .471 
.85 .7225 .3172 • .1828 .85 .867 .957 .255 .745 -.491 1.491 
.90 .81 .3699 .1301 .90 .825 .863 .240 .760 -.520 .520 
.95 .9025 .4303 .0697 .95 .710 .671 .226 .774 -.548 .548 
.99 .9801 .4852 .0148 .99 .441 .322 .214 .786 - .572 .572 
1 .0  1.00 .500 .000 1.00 .000 .000 .211 .789 -.577 1 .577 
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•3871] and d^ ^ [.2288, .1129] has D-efficiencies dP^5) for k = 1, 2, 3 
for all greater than .8. Furthermore, the ranges of these efficiencies 
are e°(5) e [.8, .915], e^C?) s [.8, .872] and e° e [.8, .996]. For 
example, if we require that a D-restricted D-optimal design be 90% as 
good as the ordinary D-optimal design for PI, i.e., we let = 
•863, then is 82.5% as good as the ordinary D-optimal design for 
estimating the parameters for polynomial regression of degree 2, and is 
86.3% as good as the ordinary D-optimal design estimating the parameters 
for polynomial regression of degree 3. 
By viewing Figure 3.2, we also see that the design 5is better in 
estimating Che parameters of PI if the value of P is in the interval 
[0, .2] U [.87, 1]. However, when P E [.2, .87], 5is much better in 
estimating the parameters of P3. 
Table 3.3 and Figure 3.3 show characteristics of the design 523* 
It is seen that is maximized at P = 1 with the maximum equal to 
•8165. The design that maximizes has (d^, d^, d^) = (-j, y, y) 
with support (0, 1) and has p^ = 2/3. This design thus is 
the ordinary D-optimal design for polynomial regression of degree 2. The 
value is maximized also at P =1. The design having equal 
^^^^23) ®2^^23^ obtained at P =.5 with e^(?23^ ~ ^ ^^^23^ .516. 
The value £^(^23^ Is maximized at P = .865. The corresponding canonical 
moment p^ is equal to 0.6. We can see from Table 3.3 that ^^(523) is 
equal to .755 and ®2^^23^ is equal to .865 when is equal to 1; 
^2^^23^ is equal to 0 when 6^(^23) and are maximized. To emphasize 
the estimation of the parameters for second order polynomial, we may 
then require to choose the design with greater than .865, say. 
Table 3.3. Characteristics of ^^3 d^» 
X E [0,1] X G [-1,1] 
P 
^'2 P4 dl  <2 ^1 "2 «3 ^2 X3 ^2 X3 
.176 .05 .339 .009 .491 .224 .176 .202 .409 .591 -.182 .182 
.276 . 10 .346 .019 .481 .316 .276 .334 .372 .628 - .256 .256 
.358 .15 .354 .029 .471 .387 .358 .443 .344 .656 -.311 .311 
.428 .20 .364 .042 .458 .447 .428 .539 .321 .678 -.357 .357 
.491 .25 .375 .056 .444 .500 .491 .623 .302 .698 - .395 .395 
.549 .30 ] .389 .071 .429 .548 .549 .699 .286 .714 -.428 .428 
.602 .35 . 406 .090 .410 .592 .602 .767 .272 .728 - .456 .456 
.652 .40 i .429 j  .111 .389 .632 .652 .829 .261 .739 -.478 .478 
.701 .45 1 .458 '. 136 .364 .671 .701 .885 .253 .747 -.494 .494 
.750 .50 .500 .167 .333 .707 .750 .935 .25 .75 -.5 .5 
.803 .55 i .563 1 .204 .296 .742 .803 .977 .255 .745 -.491 .491 
.865 .60 ! .667 1 .250 .250 .775 .865 1.00 .276 .724 -.447 .447 
.956 .65 .875 .310 .19 .806 .956 .891 .357 .643 -.285 .285 
1.00 .667 1.00 .333 .167 .816 1.00 .000 .500 .500 .00 .00 
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and then maximize ^3(^23^ is considerably large. A reasonable choice is 
the design having 6^(^23^ ~ ®3^^23^' example, by taking P =* .93384, 
we have the design of which the corresponding canonical moments are p^ = 
•64 and p^ = .8182. The support of the design is {0, .33, .67, 1} and 
the mass distribution is {.296, .204, .204, .296}, The efficiencies of 
this design are: ®2^^23^ ~ .934, ^ 3(^23^ ~ .948. 
As we see, the ordinary D-optiraal design for PI is unattainable 
using the D-restricted D-optimal design ?23» since the maximum of 
is only .816, which is less than 1. However, if we compare e^ and e^, we 
see that e^ is larger than e^ if P is less than .545. If we compare 
^2^^23^ and we see that is better in estimating the parame­
ters for model P3 than estimating that for P2 if P e[.14, 94]. Suppose 
that P is greater than .94. Then the design 5^3 has higher value of e^C 
Ç23) than that of Thus, it is better in estimating the model P2 
than P3 for P > .94. 
If we require that 6^(^23^ for k = 1, 2, 3 be all greater than .75, 
then the corresponding values of P can be found to be .815 < P < .581. 
Therefore, any symmetric design 5 = (d^, d^, d^, d^) with d^ e [.2121, 
•3235] and d^ ^ [.2879, .333] has D-efficiencies e^|(C) for k = 1, 2, 3 
all greater than .75. Furthermore, the ranges of these efficiencies are 
e° E [.75, .812], e° £ [.75, .981] and e° e [.75, 1.00]. For example, 
suppose we require that a D-restricted D-optimal design 5^3 be 93.3% as 
good as the ordinary D-optimal design for P2, i.e., we let 2^(523) be 
•933. Then this design, ^3, has efficiencies 2^(^23) = .80 and 63(^23) = 
• 948. Thus, 523 80% as good as the ordinary D-optimal design for PI 
and is 94.8% as good as the ordinary D-optimal design for P3. 
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4. GENERAL CONSTRAINED OPTIMAL DESIGN (I) 
4.1. The General Problem 
We have introduced four types of constrained D- and G-optimality in 
Chapter 2. We shall now introduce a more general formulation of 
constrained optimality. 
Let NND(k) be the set of all symmetric nonnegative definite k^k 
matrices, and PD(k) be the set of all symmetric positive definite k^k 
matrices. We note that ^  c NND(k), ^  (1 PD(k) 9^ 0, where ^  is the set of 
all possible information matrices. We now define the information 
functional. 
Definition 4.1 A function <[>(•) is an information functional if is a 
real-valued function defined on NND(k). 
We note that %[is a convex closed subset of NND(k). The domain of 
!>(•) in which we are interested is the set 
The general constrained optimal design problem is the minimization 
of a given information functional ^(M(C)) among all design measures in a 
given subset, S, of =. The basic problem is then, 
PI ; Minimize <}>(M.(C)) 
subject to 5 E S. 
As we mentioned in Chapter 1, can be any member of the two 
important family of optimality criteria, <j)^-optimality and <j>^p-optimality 
criteria. The well known D-, A-, and E-optimality are <^q-, <|i^- and <j)^-
optimality, respectively, while the D,-, D^-, L- and E^-optimality are 
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'^A0~' ^lo"' "^Al" <1*^"Optimality, respectively. We note that 
optimality and -optimality criteria are both convex functionals for 
Ap 
all p >. 1 and are both differentiable for all nonsingular information 
matrices and all p c [0, ™). in the work to be described, we shall assume 
^(•) is convex and differentiable except in section 4.5. 
The set S is a subset of 5. It is not necessary that S be convex in 
general. The nature of S depends on the constraints which we wish to 
impose. Practically, it is determined in such a way that the constrained 
optimal designs are better in some chosen sense than the ordinary optimal 
designs. The sets S^, 8^^, S^, and S^, and the problems addressed by 
Constaatine (1981) are chosen for some particular purposes. The 
constrained optimal designs under these constraints are in fact better in 
a certain sense than ordinary optimal designs. In viewing of these 
sets, we see that all these sets are convex. In addressing general 
theory we shall also assume the set S to be convex. 
The set S can be an implicitly defined subset of 5 or an explicit 
set which is defined by some equality and (or) inequality constraints. 
Our main concern in this chapter is to study implicit cases. We shall 
give necessary and sufficient conditions for a design to be optimal. In 
addition, several popular criteria will be discussed and some equivalence 
relations will be given. 
We start out with stating some important properties of 
information matrices given in Fedorov (1972). 
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Lemma 4.1 
(1) For any design Ç, M(Ç) is a symmetric positive 
semidefinite matrix. 
(2) The matrix M(C) is singular if the number of the support points 
of the design Ç is less than k, the number of the unknown 
parameters. 
(3) The setis a closed convex set. 
(4) For any design Ç, the matrix M(Ç) can be represented in the 
form 
n 
M(C) = Z Ç(x )f(x )f'(x ) , (4.1) 
i=l 
where n ^  k(k+l)/2 +1, 0 ^  C(x^) ^  1, EÇ(x^) = 1. 
Definition 4.2 Let^ denote the set of all feasible information 
s 
matrices: 
^ = {M(S) 1 Ç £ S} . (4.2) 
Lemma 4.2 Under the assumption that S is convex, the set is convex. 
Proof Let Ç, , ^ S. Then by convexity of S, (l-a)S^ + E S, 
V a e[0, 1]. Hence, M((l-a)Ç^ + ag )) E 7%^; i.e., 7^ is convex. [] 
We note that since f(x) is continuous and ^is compact, the set 
. 2  
{f(x)f'(x) I X E x} is a compact set in R . The set ^^consists of all 
possible convex combinations of {f(x)f'(x) | x e x}• Thus, ^  is compact. 
Together with the convexity of <|), the minimum of ^ always exists. In 
order to ensure the existence of a solution for problem PI, we need to 
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assume that is closed. 
Lemma 4.3 Under the assumptions that ^  is closed, the solution for 
problem PI exists. 
, 2  
Proof The fact that 7^^ c ^  c R and is compact implies that is 
bounded. Together with the assumption of closedness, the setis thus 
compact. 
From a well-known theorem that the extreme points of a continuous 
function defined on a compact domain always exist, there must exist a 
matrix E such that ^(M) is minimized at MQ among all M E 2^. By 
the definition of 7^^, there exists a design e S with the corresponding 
information matrix MQ. Hence, 5^ solves problem PI. [] 
Lemma 4.4 Let S^Cr) = { C | (j)(M(Ç)) ^  r, Ç £ S} and let SQ = 
{S I = inf (j)(M(C))}. Then, the set S- is convex. 
U U g-gg u 
Proof Let , 5^ s then, we have 
(j)(M((l-Ci)Ç^  + aç^ )) < (l-a)(j,(M(Ç^ )) + o^ CMCSg)) < r . 
Hence, (l-c)Ç^ + c  S^Cr) and S^Cr) is convex. Now, let 
r = inf <j>(M(Ç)). Then we have 
Ses 
S_(r) = {C 1 < inf 4(M(S))} 
^ ÇeS 
= {S I <})(M(Ç)) = inf ^(M(C))} =» S„ . 
SES U 
Thus, SQ is convex. [] 
Lemma 4.4 says that the set of optimal solutions for problem PI is a 
convex set. 
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4.2. Directional Derivatives 
A classical method which has been used to develop the theory of 
general optimal design problems is the directional derivative approach. 
The basic idea of this approach is to characterize an optimal design by 
saying that there does not exist any improved direction at the 
corresponding information matrix of the optimal design. We shall first 
introduce directional derivatives in two different manners. 
Definition 4.3; Gâteaux derivative 
Let Ç, n e S. The Gâteaux derivative of <j) at M(Ç) in the direction 
of M(n) is defined as follows: 
G^(M(Ç), M( n ) )  = lim ^  [<1>( M( 0  +  aM ( n ) )  - 4(M(C))] (4.3) 
=  <  ?4 ( M( S) ) ,  M(n )  >  ,  
where <• , •> denotes the inner product. We note that the second 
equality holds only if ({> is differentiable. 
Definition 4.4; Frëchet derivative 
Let S, n E S. The Frëchet derivative of <j) at M(Ç) in the direction 
of M(n) is defined as follows: 
F^(M(Ç), M(n)) = lim ^  + a(M(TI) - M(Ç)) - <j)(M(Ç))}. 
(4.4) 
If (j) is diff erentiable, (4.4) is equal to 
< V<J,(M(Ç)) ,  M(n) -  M(Ç) > .  
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We note that M(C) + a(M(n) - M(0) = M((l-a)Ç + an)  is the 
corresponding information matrix of the design measure (l-a)Ç + an « 
Some important properties of and were given in Silvey (1980) 
for the cases of ordinary problems. Basically, these properties hold for 
constrained cases as well. 
Lemma 4.5 Let n e S and let and be defined as above. Suppose 
that (() is differentiable. Then, the following statements hold: 
(1) G^CM(Ç),  M(n))  = j^G^(M(5) ,  M(n^))  n(dx), 
(2)  F^(M(Ç),  M(n))  = G^(M(Ç),  M(n))  -  G^(M(Ç),  M(Ç)) ,  
(3)  F^(M(Ç),  M(Ç))  = 0 ,  
(4)  F^(M(Ç),  M(n))  < <p(M(n))  -  +(M(5)) ,  
(5) F,(M(S), M(n))  = J^F^(M(Ç), M(n^))  n(dx), 
(6) min F,(M(Ç),  M(n))  <. 0, 
neS ' 
with equality only if Ç is optimal for problem PI, 
where n^ is the probability measure which puts total mass on the point 
X, X e X • 
Proof 
(I)  G,(M(S),  M(n))  = < 7*(M(G)) ,  M(n) > 
= < V(j)(M(Ç))> J M(n )n(dx) > 
X ^ 
= f < v^(M(g)), M(n ) > ndx 
Jx ^ 
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= ïxG,(M(S), M(n^))n(dx). 
(2) F,(M(S), M(n)) = < 74(M(G)), M(n) - M(Ç) > 
= < V<^(M(Ç)), M(n) > - < V<(,(M(Ç)), M(C) > 
= G^CM(Ç), M(ti)) - G,(M(S), M(Ç)). 
(3) F^(M(Ç), M(Ç)) = G^(M(Ç), M(Ç)) - G,(M(5), M(Ç)) = 0 
(4) F,(M(S), M(T1)) = lim ^  [4((l-a)M(Ç) + aM(Ti)) - ^ (M(Ç))] 
< lim ^  [(l-a)t(M(S)) + a(j,(M(n)) - 4(M(S))] 
= - <j)(M(ç)). 
(5) F^(M(Ç), M(n)) = G,(M(5), M(n)) - G,(M(S), M(Ç)) 
= J^iG,(M(S), M(n^)) - G, M(S))j n(dx) 
= J^F^(M(Ç), M(n^))ri(dx). 
(6) Minimizing both sides of (4) of this Lemma with respect to 
n £ S, we have 
min F,(M(Ç), M(n)) < min - (j>(M(Ç)). (4.5) 
TIES neS 
For a given Ç e S, min ^ <j>(M(Ç)). Hence, Equation (4.5) j< 0, 
n£S 
and the equality holds only if (j)(M(Ç)) = min ^(M(n)); i.e., Ç is optimal 
ncS 
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for problem PI. [] 
We note that we use the convexity property of (j> to show property 
(4). On the other hand, property (4) also inçlies that ^ is a convex 
function (Bazaraa and Shetty, 1979). 
Lemma 4.6 For any C, 1 e s ,  if F^(M(?),  M(^))  < 0 ,  then there exists an 
a > 0 such that 
4((l-a)M(S) +a M(n)) < . 
Proof F^(M(Ç), M(n)) < 0 implies that 
lim ^ [<j)(l-«)M(Ç) +a M(n)) - (j.(M(Ç)] < 0 . 
a.-*- 0+ 
According to the differentiability of <j) at M(C),3 5 > Q 9" V ^ ^ (0,^), 
^((l-a)M(Ç) +ct M(n)) - <))(M(C)) < 0 ; 
i.e., <j>((l-ct)M(Ç) +aM(n)) < 4(M(Ç)) . [] 
We note the following: 
a) These six properties in Lemma 4.5 hold as well when S = - . 
b) min F(M(?), M(n)) is the maximal rate of descent of 9(M(*)) 
TIES 
at MC Ç) and property (6) of Lemma 4.5 says that we can 
always improve our design Ç within S if Ç is not optimal for 
PI. 
c) Lemma 4.6 says if the directional derivative of ^ at M( 5) in 
the direction of is less than zero, then M(Ç) is an 
improved direction for (j) at M(C). 
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d) If we let Ç be the ordinary (^-optimal design, property (6) 
* * 
of Lemma 4.5 is no longer true at M(Ç ) unless Ç solves PI 
as well, i.e., unless min F(M(,*), M(n)) = 0, for all n e S. 
TIES 
In general, <Ji(M(^*)) _< ^(M(C)) ^  5 £ S. The equality holds 
only if Ç* solves PI; otherwise, < (J»(M(Ç)) V Ç e S, 
and F(M(ç*), M(Ç)) >0 V C c S. 
4.3. Equivalence Relations 
An interesting common fact from the examples we discussed in Chapter 
2 is that the restricted D- optimal designs and G-optimal designs are 
equivalent. This suggests that there may exist some equivalence 
relations for restricted D-optimal designs. We now discuss some 
equivalence relationships for designs which are optimal for problem PI. 
We first discuss the necessary and sufficient conditions for optimal 
solution for problem PI. 
Theorem 4.1 Suppose that the set of feasible designs S is convex and 
that 4 is convex on S. Then Ç is optimal for PI if and only if 
F,(M(5*), M(n)) 2 0 for all n E S. 
* 
Proof Suppose Ç is optimal. Then we must have 
<)>((1 —a)M(Ç*) +a M(ri))  — <j>(M(ç*))  ^  0 ¥ 1  e  S.  
This implies that F^(M( a^), M(n)) ^  0 V ri e S. 
Conversely, suppose that F^(M(^*), M(ti)) 0 Vn e S. Then by 
(4) of Lemma 4.5, we have 
0 < F^(M(ç*), M(ri)) 1 - ({>(M(ç*)) VncS. 
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Thus, 4(M(S*)) V n £ S. [] 
* 
We shall call Ç the constrained 9-optimal design and denote it by 
^^-optimal. 
This theorem says if we move slightly from the optimal solution in 
any direction within S, we will always increase the value of <|). In other 
words, ? minimizes ^  among all C e s.  
* 
Theorem 4.2 Under the assumptions of Theorem 4.1, Ç is optimal for 
problem PI if and only if 
min Fj(M(r*), M(n)) = max min FiCM(C), M(n)) =• 0 
HES ? ÇeS TIGS ^ 
Proof By (6) of Lemma 4.5, for any 5 e S, we have 
min F,(M(Ç), M(n)) < 0 . (4.7) 
nes ' 
On the other hand. Theorem 4.1 shows a N and S condition which is 
M(n)) >0 ¥ n e S. (4.5) 
Combining (4.7) and (4.8), we see that the equality of (4.8) is minimized 
with respect to n and the equality of (4.7) is maximized with respect 
* 
to Ç . Thus, the equality must hold at the design s , and we obtain the 
following relations: 
min F|(M(ç*), M(n)) = max min F|(M(C), M(n)) = 0 . [] 
HEs çss nss 
If we use Kiefer's (1974a) notation, we have 
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d(x,Ç) = -f'(x)^(})(M(Ç))f(x) = - < M(n^) > 
= -  G,(M(C),  M(n^)) ,  (4.9) 
and 
d(n  ,  Ç) = -tr(V^(M(S))M(n) )  =  -  < 9^(M(S)) ,  M(n)  >  
= -  G , (M (Ç) ,  M (n) )  .  (4.10) 
The equivalence relations for constrained optimal design problems can 
then be written in the following. 
Theorem 4.3 (Equivalence Theorem) 
Under the same assumptions of Theorem 4.1, the following three 
assertions are equivalent: 
F,(M(C),  M(n))  = j^F,(M(S),  M(n^) )n(dx) 
= J^G,(M(S),  M(n^))  n(dx) - J^G^(M (Ç) ,  M(C)) n(dx) 
1 ) Ç* is <t)^-optimal; 
2) Ç* minimizes max / d(x,5 ) n(dx); 
neS 
3) max j^d(x, ç* )n(dx) = d(ç*, ç*) . 
nés 
Proof By (5) of Lemma 4.5, we have 
J^d(x,Ç)n(dx) + d(Ç,Ç) (4.11) 
We first prove (1) <=> (2) 
According to Theorem 4.1, ç* is ^ ^-optimal if and only if 
F^(M(Ç ), M(n)) 2 0 V n E S. Hence, we have /^d(x, Ç ) n(dx) 
d(Ç , Ç ) for all n E S, by Equation (4.11). 
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This implies 
max J d(x, Ç*) n(dx) j< d(S ,  Ç ). (4.12) 
nes 
According to (6) of Lemma 4.5 and (4.11), we have 
max / d(x, Ç)n(dx) >^d(Ç , Ç).  (4.13) 
nes 
Combining (4.12) and (4.13), we see that 
* * 
Ç is 9 -optimal iff Ç minimizes 
max f  d(x, Ç  ) n (dx) . 
nes % 
Furthermore, equalities of (4.12) and (4.13) hold iff 
max / d(x, Ç )n(dx) = mln max j d(x,Ç )n(dx) 
nes Çes neS ^ 
This proves (1) <=> (3). [] 
We note that these results are different from Kiefer's equivalence 
relations unless 
max J^d(x, Ç )n(dx) = max d(x, Ç ) . (4.14) 
neS xex 
If  S = then the relation (4.14) holds immediately. If S CT H and (4.14) 
holds, then the ordinary ^ -optimal design solves the constrained problem 
as well. 
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Theorem 4.4 Let Ç be a ^ -optimal design. If the following relation 
holds: 
max / d(x, Ç )n(dx) = max d(x, Ç ) , 
neS xEx 
* 
then Ç is an ordinary (j)-optimal design as well. 
Proof Recall one of Kiefer's equivalence relations for the ordinary 
problem; 
* 1 * * Ç is (j)-optimal iff Ç minimizes max d(x, Ç ) . 
Hence, if max J d(x, Ç )  n(dx) = max d(x, Ç ) , 
neS ^ XEX 
the ^-optimal design, Ç , is also a ^-optimal design. [] 
Corollary 4.3.1 Let {x^, x^, ..., x^} be the set of support points of 
I * the 9^-optimal design Ç . Then, 
/ • A  *  
max J d(x, S )  n(dx) = max Z n(x.) d(x , Ç ) . 
neS TIES i=l ^ 
Proof We assume the contrary: 
^ * 
max Z n(x^), d(x^, Ç ) < max J^d(x, Ç )  n(dx) . 
neS i=l -  -  neS " 
Then by (3) of Theorem 4.3, we have 
^ * * * 
max Z n(x ) d(x , Ç ) < d(Ç , Ç ). 
TIES i=l 
But, given the set of support points, {x^, ..., x^}, 
^ ^ * * * * 
max Z  n (x ) d(x^, Ç  ) = l C  (%,) d(x,, Ç  ) = d( ç  , Ç  ) . 
HES i=l ^ i=l 
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The contradiction obtained proves our assertion. [] 
We note that the maximum of d(x, is attained at each support 
point of the ordinary optimal design CQ for ordinary optimal design 
problems (Fedorov, 1972). In Corollary 4.3.1, we show similar result for 
constrained optimal design problem PI. Corollary 4.3.1 is particularly 
useful in that instead of verifying that the inequality 
J^d(x, Ç )  n(dx) _< d(Ç , Ç ) 
is satisfied for all n in we need only to verify that the equality 
^ * * * 
max Z Ti(x ) d(x , ? ) = d(C , C ) 
TIES i=l  
is satisfied for the set of support points {x^, ..., x^} of the design 
Ç*. 
More useful equivalence relations will be developed in Chapter 5. 
We now discuss necessary and sufficient conditions for some popular 
criteria. 
4.4. Particular Optimality Criteria 
4.4.1. Constrained D-optimallty 
We shall now give equivalence relations for a constrained D-optimal 
design in a general manner. The problem D1 of section 2.5 can be written 
as: 
D1; Minimizes log |M ^(5)1 subject to 5 E g, 
where S is a convex subset of = . 
We note that log |M ^(?)| is strictly convex. Hence, problem D1 is 
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a convex programming problem. For the existence of optimal designs, we 
shall assume thatW is a closed set. 
The directional derivatives are given as follows; 
G,(M(S), M(TI)) = < V<()(M(0), M(n) > = - < M(n) > , (4.15) 
F^(M(Ç), M(n)) = - <M~^(Ç), M(n) > + k , (4.16) 
F^(M(Ç), M(ri^)) = - f'(x)M ^(Ç)f(x) + k = -d(x,Ç ) + k . (4.17) 
•k 
Theorem 4.5 Ç is a constrained D-optimal design for problem D1 if 
and only if 
max J d(x, Ç ) ri(dx) = min max J d(x,Ç ) n(dx) = k . 
neS ^ ÇeS neS ^ 
Proof This is a special case of Theorem 4.3 with 
d(Ç , Ç ) = k and d(x, Ç) = f'(x)M ^(Ç)f(x) . [] 
The property of invariance of D-optimality under linear 
transformation motivates the following lemma. 
k * Lemma 4.7 If x c R' and if the constrained D-optimal design Ç is 
* 
supported on k points, then the mass distribution of design Ç =» 
* * * (d^, d^, . ., d^) is the solution of the problem: 
k 
Maximize Z log d 
i=l 
subject to d^ > 0, i=l,2, ..., k. 
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k 
^ d = 1, 
1=1 
«««JD^) E S « 
Proof Suppose that Ç is a design measure with finite support 
n 
M(S) = Z d f(x )f'(x ) = X'DX, 
i=l 
where X is the n matrix whose i-th row is f'(x^) and D is diag 
(d^.dg, .. , d^). When n = k, 
9 k |M(5)| = |xr E d . 
d=l 
So, for a given nonsingular X, maximizing log subject to S E S is 
equivalent to maximizing %; d. subject to 
i=l 
k 
d > 0, Z d = 1 , Ç £ S . [] 
i=l 
The structure of plays an important role for constrained D-
optimal designs. For some particular types of 7^, the optimal designs for 
the problem D1 can be found more easily. The isotonic property of 
log |M(5)| also help us to reduce the problem. We now show that 
log |M(Ç)1 is strictly isotone; i.e., log > log jMCSg)! if M(Ç^) 
2 MCSg) with respect to the Loewner ordering, where M(g^) and ^(^2^ are 
nonsingular, and ^ M(?2)* 
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Lemma 4.8 log is strictly isotone. 
Proof Let M(S^) and M(be nonsingular and f M(C2)» Suppose that 
M(C^) 2 MCSg) w.r.t. Loewner ordering. Then, since M(Ç^) for i=l,2 are 
positive definite and symmetric, there must exists a matrix 0 such that 
0M(^^)0' = A with A = diag ..., X^), and OMCCgjO' = I» Now, the 
condition M(g^) 2 with M(g^) f implies that .> 1 for all i 
and at least one is strictly greater than 1. Hence, we have 
log lM(Ç^)l > log iMCÇ^)! . [] 
* 
Theorem 4.6 Let Ç be a constrained D-optimal design. Then, 
(1) if there is no ordinary D-optimal design that is feasible for 
problem Dl, then M(Ç ) is on the boundary of^^; 
(2) if there is no ordinary D-optimal designs that is feasible for 
problem Dl and is a polyhedral set, then M(Ç ) is at a 
vertex ofW ; 
-'s 
(3) if there exists an ordinary D-optimal design that is feasible, 
then this design is optimal for problem Dl as well. 
Proof 
(1) Since log is strictly isotone, -log is strictly 
monotonely decreasing w.r.t. Loewner ordering and since ^  is 
convex, closed and bounded, we are minimizing a strictly 
monotonely decreasing function on a convex closed and bounded 
set. By the assumption that there is no ordinary D—optimal 
design to be feasible, the minimum must be attained on the 
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boundary of 
(2) By (1), M(Ç ) must be on the boundary. In addition, since ^  
is polyhedral, the minimum of a strictly monotonely decreasing 
function on must be attained at a vertex. 
(3) This is trivial, since if there exists an ordinary D-optimal 
feasible design, 5^, then we have 
-log 1m(ÇQ)1 < -log lM(Ç)l ¥ Ç e S . 
But, we also have 
-log 1M(Ç*)1 < -log |M(Ç)1 ¥ Ç e s . 
Hence, Ç must be an ordinary D-optimal design as well. [] 
An interesting question is that if Theorem 4.5 holds for the four 
types of restricted D-optimality. 
Theorem 4.7 The necessary and sufficient conditions in Theorem 4.5 hold 
for D-restricted, D^-restricted, and A-restricted D-optimal designs, and 
Stigler's C-restricted D-optimal designs. 
Proof Since these four types of restricted D-optimality criteria all 
fall into the class of problem PI, we need only to check if the 
corresponding sets of feasible information matrices, are closed or 
not. The set^^ for the D-restricted D-optimal design problems is given 
by ^  = {M(Ç)| Ç E S^}. We now show that the set is closed. The 
closedness of the other sets of feasible information matrices can be 
shown using similar arguments. 
Recall that = {ç| >_ C}, where C is a given constant with 
C 0. If C = 0, then = H and I Ç e 5}. Hence, 
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is a closed set, by Lemma 4.1. 
If C > 0, let be a sequence of information matrices with 
l^lKn) I  > C V n and let 
lim I = . 
n->- 00 
By the continuity of determinant, we see that |M^^| 2 C. Hence,is 
closed. [] 
Example 4.1 We recall the example of m = 2 and s = 1 for polynomial 
regression in Chapter 2. The D-restricted D-optlmal design is given by 
dj^ = d^ = Y ^2 ^  (Section 2.6). We now show that this design 
satisfies the N and S condition in Theorem 4.5. 
Let Ç = (dp d^, dg) and n = (a^, a^, a^) with d^ = d^ and a^ = a^. 
The support of the associated designs is {-1, 0, 1}. Also, 
f'(x) = (1, X ,  x^) and 
1 0 l-d2 
M(S) = 0 l-d2 0 
l-d„ 0 1-d-
The constraint is 1-^2 2 c. Then according to Corollary 4.3.1, we 
have 
max / d(x,Ç) n(dx) = max Z a^ f'(x^)M ^(Ç)f(x^) 
neS rieS i=l 
max [ J 
{1-32 - 62(1-62) 
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( l -c ) ( l -3d-)  +  2d.  
Vwf) (4-1*) 
+ • (4.19) 
d, l-d. 
We note that in order to ensure the constraint to be active, we need 
c Y . For the design Ç = (y, 1-c, y) > (4.19) is equal to 3. Thus, we 
have 
max J d(x, Ç ) n(dx) = 3 = d(Ç , Ç ) . 
neS ^ 
* 
According to Theorem 4.5, Ç is thus a D-restricted D-optimal 
design. 
Example 4.2 Consider the A-restricted D-optimal design problem for the 
polynomial regression of degree 2. Recall the problem in Section 2.8: 
Maximize (l-d^)^ d^ 
subject to 2/((l-d2)d2) ^  c 
8 < c < 9 . 
Let n = (a^, a^, a^) be a symmetric design with support on 
{-1, 0, 1}. Then 
max J d(x, O n(dx). 
neS ^ 
3 _i 
max Z a.f'(x )M (Ç)f(x) 
neS i-1 
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a (l-3d )+2d 
max t , .— 1 
{2/((l-a2)a2) < c} 2^ 
a 2(l-a_) 
max [ + . , ] . (4.20) 
{2/((l-a2)a2 < c} "^2 ^"°2 
According to section 2.8, the optimal design for the problem is 
? = (d^, d^, dg) with = J - Jj - ^  and d^ E [ -j , y ]. Thus, (4.20) 
1  / 1  2  is maximized at ^ " ij T ~ "c Che maximum value of (4.20) is equal 
to 3. We then have 
max / d(x, Ç ) r,(dx) = 3 = d(Ç,Ç) 
neS ^ 
* 
By Theorem 4.5, the design Ç is an A-restricted D-optimal design. 
4.4.2. Constrained and D^-optimality 
Suppose that our interest is in certain linear transforms of 6, say 
A'3, where A' is a s'^ matrix of rank s < k. Letbe the subset of 
consisting of those information matrices M(Ç) such that A = M(S)W for 
some W; i.e., the set consists of all information matrices such that 
A' 6 is estimable. The covariance matrix of the least square estimator of 
A' B is proportional to A'M A. We note that A'M A is invariant with 
respect to M , since A'M A = W'MM MW = W'MW, which is free from M . The 
constrained D^-optimality problem is the following: 
DA: Minimize log {A'M (C)Aj subject to 5 s S . 
We note that the set S may contain some design measures whose 
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information matrices are singular. But the results of section 4.2 were 
obtained under the assumption that is differentiable. Hence, we shall 
only consider the set of designs for which the corresponding M(Ç) is 
nonsingular. For convenience, we shall let ^(M) = log |A'M a^|. The 
derivative of <j)^ w.r.t. to M is given by 
V({)^ (M) = - A'M~b . (4.22) 
Hence, the directional derivatives are given by the following: 
G, (M(Ç), M(ti)) 
^A 
= - < A(A'M"^(Ç)A)~^ A'M~^(Ç), M(n)  > ; (4.23) 
(M(0, M(TI^)) 
f'(x) [M 1(5) A(A'M~1(Ç)A) 1 A'M 1(C)] f(x) 
= - d^ (x, Ç) ; (4.24) 
F, (M(Ç), M(n))  = G, (M(S), M(n)) - G, (M(Ç), %(%)) 
'a *^A ^A 
= G, (M(S), M(n)) + tr [(A'M 1(Ç)A)(A'm"1(Ç)A) 
= G, (M(S), M(n)) + s ; (4.25) 
(M(Ç), M(ri^)) = -  d^(x, Ç) + s , (4.26) 
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where s is the rank of A. 
The following Theorem gives a N. and S. condition for a feasible 
design to be optimal for problem DA. 
* * 
Theorem 4.8 Let g be a feasible design for problem DA. Then, ç is 
optimal iff 
max / d (x, Ç ) n(dx) = min max J d (x,Ç ) nC^x) = s , 
nes ^ geS neS % 
where d^ (x, Ç) is given in (4.24). 
* 
Proof According to Theorem 4.3, a N. and S. condition for Ç to be 
optimal is 
min / FI (M(Ç ), M(ri^)) Ti(dx) 
rieS ^ 
= max min J F, (M(g), M(n )) n(dx) . 
ÇeS neS X 9 ^ 
By (4.26), this is equivalent to 
max J d (x, Ç ) n(dx) = min max J* d (x, ç) n(dx) = s. [] 
neS ^ ÇeS neS ^ 
As we mentioned in Section 1.2, let A' =» (I | 0), we have A'M ^A = 
- 1  *  
- ^ 22^22^21 ~ ^ 11" now define the constrained D^-optimal design 
problem as follows: 
PS : Minimize -log |M^j^(ç)| subject to Ç e S . 
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Let ^g(^) =• if ^ is nonsingular 
= " otherwise . 
Replacing A' by [I^ j 0] and M ^ by 
r* 
* -1 , * -1 
(Mil) - (Mil) ° 
- M~^ + D'(M*P"^D 
in Equation (4.22), where D = we have 
G, (M(Ç), M(n)) 
= - tr {B(5)M^^(n) - B(Ç)D(Ç)M2i(n) - D'(S)B(5)M^2(^) 
+ D'(5)B(C)D(5)M22(n)} , (4.29) 
where B(?) = (Mj^j^(C)) 
G, (M(Ç), M(n^)) 
B(5) -B(Ç)D(Ç) fl(x) 
if|(x) f^(x)] 
_ - D'(5)B(S) D'(5)B(E)D(S) 
= - dg (x, Ç) , (4.28) 
where f'(x) = (f|(x) ] fgXx)), fi(x) is a s^l vector and fgXx) is a 
(k-s)xi vector; 
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(M(0, M(n)) = (M(Ç), M(n)) - Gj^ (M(g), M(Ç)) 
4 
= G, (M(Ç), M(n) + s ; 
F, (M(Ç), M(n^)) = - dg (x, Ç) + s . 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
The following theorem gives equivalence relations for a feasible 
design of problem DS to be optimal. 
Theorem 4.9 The following three statements are equivalent: 
(1) Ç is a constrained <j) -optimal design. 
(2) Ç minimizes max J d (x, Ç) ri(dx) 
neS X s  
(3) max J d (x, Ç) n(dx) = min max / d (x, Ç) n(dx) =* s 
neS X s  ÇeS neS X s  
Proof This is a special case of Theorem 4.5 with 
d(x, Ç) = dg(x, O and d(Ç , Ç ) = s . [] 
4.4.3. Constrained ^ -optimality 
Recall the ^^-optimality criterion, 
<i>p(M(Ç)) = [ -^ tr (M 9(S))]P if M(Ç) is nonsingular 
where 0 < o < . 
otherwise 
The first derivative of <|)p(M) is given by 
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— — - 1 
V<|) (M) = - (1)P [tr (M~P)lP (M'P'b . (4.31) 
P K. 
The directional derivatives of (j)^ at M(Ç) in the direction M(n) are as 
follows : 
G, (M(S), M(n)) = w < - , M(ti) > ; (4.32) 
K 
(M(Ç), M(ri^)) = - w f'(x)M ^ ^ (ç)f(x) 
'P 
= - w dp(x,Ç), (4.33) 
— — - 1 
where w = (-^)^ (tr(M ^))^ ; 
F, (M(Ç), M(n)) = G, (M(5), M(n)) - G. (M(S), M(Ç)) 
P P P 
= w[ < - M ^ ^ (g), M(ri)  > + tr M ^(Ç)]; (4.34) 
(M(Ç)> M(n^)) = - wd^(x,0 + w tr M ^(Ç) . (4.35) 
'P * ° 
The following theorem gives a N. and S. condition for a feasible 
design to be optimal. 
* . 
Theorem 4.10 Ç is a constrained ç^-optimal design iff 
max J d (x,Ç )n(dx) _< tr(M ^(Ç )) for all p t (0,™). 
neS ^ P 
* t Proof According to Theorem 4.1, Ç is a constrained ç^-optimal design 
<=> Fi (M(Ç*), M(n)) > 0 ¥ n e s.  
'p 
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This implies that < M ^ ^ (C ), M(n) > ^  tr{M )}, V n e S, 
i.e., J^dp(x,C )n(dx) ^  tr{M ^(Ç )} V n £ S. Hence, by (4.34), the 
result follows immediately. [] 
We now show that any constrained (ji^-optimal design whose information 
matrix must be on the boundary of \ otherwise the constrained <j> -optimal 
s Tp 
design is also an ordinary optimal design. 
* , * Lemma 4.9 Let Ç be a constrained ç^-optimal design. Then M(Ç ) is on 
the boundary of^^ , or $ is an ordinary ({> -optimal design as well, 
s p 
Proof Let be any ordinary ^^-optimal design. Then by the convexity 
of ()>p, M(5q) is uniquely determined. Hence, if M(Çq) e'^, we have 
tpCMCS*)) < * (MCgg) < 4p(M(E*)) , 
i.e., t t (MCSg)) . 
Thus, Ç is an ordinary ^i^-optimal design as well. If ^ then 
by the convexity of is a monotonie function within 7^, Hence, 
minimizing ^^(M) among all M é ^  is achieved on the boundary of D 
4.4.4. Constrained »^-optimality 
As we mentioned in Section 1.2, if we are interested in a subset of 
parameters, we should consider the family of optimality criteria <^. -
Ap 
optimality criterion. We recall the criterion: 
= [ Y tr(A'M if A'M ^A is nonsingular 
= =» otherwise. 
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where 0 < p < ™ and A is of k x s matrix with rank s < k. 
The first derivative of <() (M) is given by Kiefer (1974a): 
Ap 
— — - 1 
V(j> (M) = — (—)^ [tr(A'M V tr(A'M ^A)^ 
Ap p S M 
1  1 - 1  
= - (-)^ [tr(A'M ^A)P]P M~^A(A'm"^A)P~^ A'm"^ 
= - w M~^A(A'M~^A)P~^A'M~^ , (4.35) 
- _ - - 1 
where w = (—)^ [tr(A'M A)^]^ 
The directional derivatives of ^ at M(Ç) in the direction M(n) are 
Ap 
as follows: 
G. (M(Ç), M(n)) = < V<j) (M(Ç)), M(n) > 
"Ap P 
= -W < M"\C) A (A'm"^(Ç)A)P"^ A'M~^(Ç), M(n) > ; (4.36) 
G, (M(S), M(n^)) = - w f'(x) M~^(Ç) A(A'M"^(Ç)A)P"^A'M"^(Ç)f(x) 
(4.37) 
= - w dAp(='S ) ; 
F, (M(G), M(n)) = < V({. (M(Ç)), M(n) - M(ç) > 
^Ap ^ 
= G, (M(Ç), M(n)) + w tr (A'M"-(5)A)P ; (4.38) 
*Ap 
FI (M(Ç), M(ri )) = - wd(x, ç) + w tr(A'M ^(ç)A)^ . 
?Ap 
(4.39) 
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The following theorem gives a N. and S. condition for a feasible 
design to be optimal for the constrained (j) -optimal design problems. 
Ap 
* , 
Theorem 4.11 Ç is a constrained <p -optimal design iff 
Ap 
max / d (x,Ç )n(dx) ^  tr(A*M )A)^, ¥ n e S . 
rieS ^ P 
Proof The proof is similar to that of Theorem 4.10. 
4.4.5. Constrained L-optimality 
Fedorov (1972) suggests a class of criteria which is a linear 
functional defined on NND(k). L must satisfy 
L(A+B) = L(A) + L(B) (4.40) 
L(aA) = aL(A). (4.41) 
In addition, L(A) is assumed to be nonnegative for all A e NND(k) and 
positive for all A e PD(k). 
. —1 -A linear optimal design is obtained by minimizing L(M (ç)) among 
all designs in 5. For example, tr(M. (Ç)) is an L-optimality criterion, 
and also, tr(A'M (Ç)A) is an L-optimality criterion. It is easy to see 
that L(M ^(Ç)) is a convex function of M(Ç) and L-optimal designs are 
obtained on the boundary of(Fedorov, 1972). 
The constrained L-optimality problem is defined as follows; 
(L): Minimize L(M ^(Ç)) subject to Ç e S. 
We now show that constrained L-optimality designs are also on the 
boundary of 
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Lemma 4.10 The constrained L-optimal design, Ç , for problem (L) is on 
the boundary 
Proof If~ Theorem 2.9.1 of Federov (1972), Ç is on the 
boundary. 
Suppose that'^/^C^ and that M(5 ) is not on the boundary of"^'^. 
Then, there exists an e > 0 such that the corresponding information 
matrix of a design Ç e S, M(Ç) = (l+e)M(Ç )e 
From (4.40), L(m"^(5)) = L(((1+£)M(Ç*))"^) 
= (l+e)"^L(M"Hç*)) < L(M"H?*)) . 
•k * 
This contradicts the definition of Ç . Hence, Ç must be on the boundary 
The directional derivative of L at M(Ç) in the direction N(n) is as 
follows : 
F^(M(Ç), M(n)) 
1 -1 —1 
= xxm — iLvn -i- an; - L,(.ra 
= Urn ^  {L(M"H(l-a)Ç + an) - m"\ç))} (4.42) 
= L{lim ^ [((l-a)M(Ç) +a M(n))~^ - m"^(Ç)]} (4.43) 
= L{- M"^(5)(M(n) - M(Ç))m"\ç)} (4.44) 
= L(M -( ;))  -  L(M"^(Ç)M(n)M~^(Q) .  (4.45) 
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In this sequence of assertions, (4.42), (4.43), and (4.45) follow 
from the linearity of L. 
* 
The following theorem gives a N. and S. condition for Ç to be 
optimal. 
* 
Theorem 4.12 Ç is a constrained L-optimal design iff 
L(m"\ç*)) > L(M"^(Ç*)M(n)M~^(Ç*)) V n e S. 
Proof This result follows from Theorem 4.1 and Eq. (4.45) immediately. 
4.5. Design Measures Involving Singular Information Matrices 
A problem that we skipped previously is the situation when the 
information matrices are singular. This problem occurs in particular if 
we are interested in estimating a set of estimable function. A' . Two 
optimality criteria often considered are: 
'1> Q^(M(0) = loglA'M"(OAl , 
^Ai^^^Ç)) = tr(A'M (Ç)A) . 
If M(Ç) is singular, function (^(M(Ç)) is nondifferentiable. Silvey 
(1978) gives an example to show that the N. and S. condition, 
F,(M(g*), M(n^)) 2 0 for all X £ X ,  
for the ordinary optimal design Ç is no longer true when M(Ç) is 
singular. However, he gives a sufficient condition for and 
^^^-optimal designs without the assumption of nonsingularlty of M(Ç). 
The basic idea of Silvey's sufficient condition is based on the 
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existence of the full rank generalized inverse of M(Ç) and the invariance 
property of A'M A with respect to any M . 
One way to obtain a full rank generalized inverse was discussed in 
Searle (1971). We describe his result in the following. 
Let be the set of M such that A'B is estimable. Let MQ be a 
singular matrix of rank s < k. Let H be a matrix of k x (k-r) that is of 
full column rank with its columns also independent of the columns of MQ. 
Let W(Mg) be the set of all such matrices H. The columns of H together 
with those of thus span R . Hence, we have that MQ+HH' is a symmetric 
positive definite matrix. Searle (1971) showed (MQ+HH') ^ is a 
generalized inverse of MQ. 
Pukelsheim and Titterington (1983) showed that Silvey's condition is 
sufficient as well as necessary by using subgradient theory. We state 
their result in the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.13 Let MQ £ 7!'^ be a singular information matrix. A necessary 
and sufficient condition that <j) be minimal over IfJ at is that there 
exists an H ^^«{(MQ) such that 
F^(MQ+HH', M(n„)) > 0 , ¥ xex • (4.46) 
Proof See Pukelsheim and Titterington (1983). 
We now consider the constrained problem: 
(C<j)): Minimize (^(M) subject to Mc^ 
The function ^(*) has the form: 
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^(M) = A) if M £ 
= » otherwise , 
where ^ is a real-valued convex function and it is finite on PD(s). 
According to Pukelsheim and Titterington (1983), the singular matrix 
MQ minimizes (j)(M) iff there exist matrices H e )c^ (MQ) and B e 8<}>(MQ+HH') 
such that 
< D, B > j< < M+HH', B > for all D E JD, (4.47) 
where 3i(MQ+HH' ) is the set of all subgradients of at M+HH' and J^is a 
compact subset of NND(k). 
We note that the assumption that ^ is a convex and continuous 
function and the set^is a compact subset of NND(k) suffice to show the 
N. and S. condition of (4,47) (See Pukelsheira and Titterington, 1983), 
For the constrained problem (Ctj)), we assume that ^ is a convex and 
continuous function and the set^7^ is a closed subset of ^ . Thus, the 
condition of (4.47) must be a N. and S. condition for a singular matrix 
MQ to be optimal for problem (C^). 
Corollary 4.13.1 Let ^ be a singular matrix. Then a N. and 
S. condition for to be optimal for problem (C^) is that there exists 
matrices He )<=|(MQ) such that 
F^ (Mq+HH' , M) _> 0 V ME 
Proof Since ^ is a continuous convex function defined on a compact set 
Tfl^, the minimum points of cji among all ME always exists. Hence, 
according to Pukelsheim and Titterington (1983), the result holds. [] 
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5. GENERAL CONSTRAINED OPTIMAL DESIGNS (II) 
3.1. The Explicitly Constrained Problems 
The constrained optimal design problems with an arbitrary convex 
subset, S, of 5 have been discussed in Chapter 4. The necessary and 
sufficient conditions are the same as those for ordinary problems. But 
the equivalence relationships are different from Kiefer's (1974a) 
equivalence relations for ordinary problems. The difference occurs 
because max / d(x, Ç) n(dx) ^  max d(x, Ç). We shall now study the 
neS ^ XEx 
problems with inequality constraints. We first define the explicitly 
constrained problem in the following: 
P2: Minimize <j)(M(Ç)) subject to Ç e S, 
where S = { ÇeH |(j»^ (M(Ç) ) ^ 0, j=l,2, m} (5.1) 
and may be optimality criteria or some restrictions that are useful 
in obtaining optimal designs. The inequality constraints for D-
restricted, D^-restricted and A-restricted optimality are related to the 
optimality criteria, while those for E-restricted and Constantine's 
(1981) restricted problems are the restrictions which make the constrained 
optimal designs better than the ordinary optimal designs for some 
particular purposes. 
The 4y's are assumed to be convex and differentiable for all 
j=l, ..., m, and 
iy(M) = + = if M e NND(k) - PD(k) . (5.2) 
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We note that for the family of optimality criterion, ({> , we have 
<}) (M) = [f tr(M"P)]P = = if McNNDCk) - PD(k) for all p e [0, «]. 
p K 
However, for the family of criteria <{) -optimality. Equation (5.2) no 
Ap 
longer true. In fact, we have 
<|>^p(M) = [-^ tr(AM if M e 
= if M . 
The inequality constraints ^0 V j show that are bounded 
above by zero. Hence, according to Equation (5.2), the set'^ must be a 
subset of PD(k). Therefore, there is no problem involving singular 
information matrices if there is no constraint that is the function of 
A'M A. We shall concentrate on the problems involving nonsingular 
matrices unless noted otherwise. 
Lemma 5.1 Under the assumption of convexity of for all j, the 
following statements hold: 
(1) The level set of cj)^ , Sj(r) = {ÇeH ] (1>^(M(Ç)) _< r} and 
^ (r) = {M(Ç)| ÇeS (r)} are all convex. 
(2) S andare convex. 
(3) % (r) and % are closed. 
Proof 
(1) Let ^2 E Sj(r) and = (l-oJC^ + ciE [0, 1], we have 
(1>^(M(ÇQ)) = <j)^(M(l-a)Ç^ + aÇ^)) 
177 
(l-ot) +G' 
< r for each j=l,2, ..., m. 
Hence, Eg e SyCr) and Sj(r) is a convex set for each j=l,2, 
..., m. By definition of^ (r), it is convex as well. 
(2) According to the preceding result, the sets S and^^ are both 
convex, since 
m m 
S = n S (0) and^ =0 ^ (0) • j=l ^ j=l j  
(3) Let the sequence of matrices {M^} belong to ^  (r) for a given 
j E {1,2, ..., m} and suppose that lira M = M. For a given real 
n-x° 
value r, the inequality (j)j(M(Ç)) ^  r implies that M(Ç) e PD(k), 
by Equation (5.2). Hence, by continuity of ^ , lim M = M 
n-»oo 
implies that 
lim <{)^(M^) = 4j(M) r » 
and hence 
M e ?D(k).  
This proves that (r) is a closed set for any finite real 
j 
number r and any j e {1,2, ..., m}. Therefore, the set ^  is 
closed, by definition. [] 
Since the set 7^ is included in ^  and ^ is a compact set, the set 
must be bounded. Therefore, according to Lemma 5.1, the set is a 
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k(k+l) ! 2 
compact subset in R . Thus, the solution for the problem P2 must 
exist. According to Lemma 4.4, the set of optimal design measures for 
problem P2 is also a convex set. 
We now define feasible directions with respect to design measures 
and feasible directions with respect to information matrices. 
Definition 5.1 
Let = { ril(l-a)ç + an e S, Ç e S, n e H, a e[0, 1]} 
and 
= {M(n) |ne S^} .  
and are the sets of feasible directions w.r.t. design measures 
and information matrices, respectively, are both convex. In addition, we 
have = S and . 
Lemma 5.2 S^, defined as above are both convex, and furthermore, =» 
S and 
Proof To show the convexity, let rij^> ng e and rig = (l-X)rij^ + Xri2» 
À e[0, 1]. Then, for a given Ç e S, we have 
<t>j CM((l-a)Ç + + XTI2))) 
= ij>j {(l-X)((l-a)M(ç) + aM(nj^)) + A ((l-a)M(ç) + XM( ti2))} 
_< (1-X) 4y((l-a)M(r) + aM(rij^) + x4>j ((l-a)M(ç) + aM(^2)) 
< 0 . 
Hence, (1-))^^ + Xn2 - and is convex. 
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The convexity of follows immediately from the definition of 
To show that = S and ^ we first show that S c and^^"-^. 
Let S^ E s .  Then, for a given ÇeS, we have (l-a)Ç + ag^ e S, and hence, 
Sl^Sf. 
Thus, S cSg and ^ • (5.3) 
Conversely, to show that d S and ^ ^, we suppose that ne 
but Its, i.e., M(n)£ ^  but M(ri) ^  Let ÇeS be such that M(Ç) is on 
the boundary of Now M(n) E ^ shows that ( l -a)M(Ç) +a M(ri)e V 
ctE [0, 1]. If a = 0, then M(n)e and if a = 1, we must have M(r i )e 
Hence, we need only to consider ae(0, 1). By the closedness of 2^, 
M(n) ^ implies that for any given E > 0, there is a ae (0, E) such 
that M(Ç) + a(M(n) - . Thus, according to the definition of , 
we have M(n) But, this contradicts the assumption that M(n) 
Therefore, we have M(n) e ''Tl^  and ^  C Together with Equation (5.3), 
we have and S = S^. [] 
This lemma says that the set of feasible directions is exactly the 
same as the set of feasible design measures. Therefore, in finding the 
improving direction of ^ at a given matrix ME we need only to 
consider those designs in 
5.2. Geometric Optimality Conditions 
We shall give necessary and sufficient conditions for the optimal 
designs of problem P2 in terms of feasible directions. 
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Definition 5.2 Let I be the index set defined as follows: 
I = {i| = 0, ÇQ is optimal to P2} . 
The constraint (J)^(14(0) ^  0 is active if i e I, otherwise it is inactive. 
Definition 5.3 We define the sets D(£) and C(Ç) as follows: 
D(S) = {M(n) |F^(M(Ç), M(TI)) < 0} , 
C(Ç) = {M(ri) lF^(M(Ç), M(n)) <0 V ici}. 
i 
where and are the Fréchet derivatives. 
We see that the set D(Ç) contains all directions along which (j) can 
be improved at M(0. The set C(Ç) contains all directions along which 
can be improved at M(Ç) for all i e I. 
Theorem 5.1 Suppose ÇQ is feasible to P2. Then, Cg is optimal to P2 if 
and only if 
= 0 . 
Proof We first note Thus, we shall prove 
that 
D(?o)n'^2^ = 0 . 
Suppose that^Q is optimal to P2. Then, by Theorem 4.1, 
F^ CMCÇQ). M(n)) >0 ¥TI eS . (5.4) 
By defining the set D^ as 
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Dq = {M(n)|F^(M(ÇQ), M(n)) >0} (5.5) 
We have M(n) £ for any M(Oe i.e., c Dq. But D(5q) A Dg is 
null, we thus have.'1 D (?q) = 0. 
Conversely, suppose 0(5^)H = 0. Then, since DQ H D(ÇQ) = 0 
and both DQ and D(ÇQ) are convex sets, there exists a separating 
hyperplane 
H = {M(n)|F^(M(CQ), M(n)) = 0} (5.6) 
which separates D(?q) and Dq. Hence, for any matrix M(n), we have 
M(n) E DQ < = > M(n) ^ D(ÇQ) . (5.7) 
Now, D(Çg) n ^  = 0 implies that for any M(n) G M(n) ^ D(ÇQ). 
Hence, M(n) E D^. Thus, we obtain 
1%* c: Dg . (5.8) 
By definition of and Equation (5.8), we have 
F^(M(Ço), M(n)) >0 V M(n) 
Hence, 5^ is optimal to P2. [] 
The result 0(5^)H 7^^ = 0 tells us that there is no feasible design 
better than the design 5^. This is the same as saying that ÇQ is optimal 
for P2. Recall that D(Ç) is the intersection of ^  and the open half 
space defined in terms of the gradient vector <^(M(Ç)). But, the set of 
feasible directions is not necessarily defined in terms of the 
gradients of the functions involved. 
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As Theorem 5.2 indicates below, we will be able to show that 
C(?Q)c:'^. Since 0(5^)0'^ is null for any optimal design we must 
have C(ÇQ) f) 0(5^) = 0. However, this is only a necessary optimal 
condition, but not a sufficient one since we do not know whether 
(7t^ - C(ÇQ)) n DCCg) is null or not from the facts that C(ÇQ) H D(?Q) = 0 
and We now show the necessity. 
Theorem 5.2 Suppose that be feasible to P2. Then is optimal to P2 
and 
D(Çq) n C(Çq) = 0 . (5.9) 
Proof We first show or equivalently, that there exists an 
c > 0 such that for any c €-(0, e), 
<{.^(M(5Q) +A (M(n) - M(ÇQ))) £0 , ¥i=l,2, ..., m . 
Since 5^ e S, we have + ^ (1- E =, a ^[0, 1], for any ne-. For 
the case of i e I, we have (ji^CMCÇ^)) < 0. Then, by the continuity of 
9^,3 0^ > 0 such that for V e (0, 
<j)^(M(ÇQ + CI(TI-Çq))) = + G(M(n) - M(Çq))) < 0 (5.10) 
For the case of i I, we have 
OKSq). < 0 
for any M(N) e C(5Q). By definition of F^ , there exists a > 0 such 
that 
(t)^(M(CQ + c(n- ^q))) - 4^(M(ÇQ)) < 0 
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for all Cl £(0, Gg). Hence, choosing S = min Gg}, we have 
( |)^(M(CQ + a(n- Sg))) < 4^(M(ÇQ)) =0 V i e I 
and 
+ a(n- ÇQ))) <0 V i I . 
This implies CQ + «(n- Ç^) e S. Thus, we have n e and M(n)e , and 
hence, M(n) sby Lemma 5.2. This shows that CCCg) C Hence, by 
Theorem 5.1, we must have 
c(ÇQ) n d(ÇQ) = 0 . [] 
An equivalent formulation of the problem P2 is to minimize ^(M(Ç)) 
subject to M e Gribik and Kortanek (1977) addressed this problem. They 
first determined the optimal information matrix and then applied the 
cutting plane method to determine the corresponding design measure. 
There are two drawbacks of this two-stage algorithm: one is that it may 
take longer computer time to solve the problem; the other is that the 
cutting plane method may not be able to find the corresponding design 
measures. However, if we consider minimizing ^(M) among M E the 
problem is just a regular convex programming problem. Since we assume 
that (|), are convex and differentiable, the Fritz-John conditions 
hold for any optimal matrix. Furthermore, if we assume that {<^^}, 
¥ i E I, are linearly independent (the constraint qualification), then 
the Kuhn—Tucker conditions hold for any optimal M. In addition, the 
saddle-point theorem holds as well. The theory and algorithms developed 
for solving convex programming problem can be utilized for finding 
optimal M. 
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Unfortunately, as we mentioned, this two-stage method has two 
critical drawbacks. Hence, we shall not try this approach here. The 
idea that we shall use to solve the problem P2 is the directional deriva­
tive approach involving extra parameters, the Lagrangian multipliers. 
5.3. Directional Derivatives 
We first define the Lagrangian function for problem P2. 
Definition 5.4 The Lagrangian function for the problem P2 is given by 
m 
L(M(0, U) = (j)(M(Ç)) + u^ (5.11) 
= 4(H(C)) + U' 4(M(S)) 
where U' = (u^, u^, ..., u^), 0 V i=l, ..., m, 
and 
= (4^, 4,2, ..., 4^)' 
Thus, L(M(%), U) ; NND(k) x —> R, where R^ is the nonnegative orthant 
m m 
of m dimensional Euclidean space. 
The Gâteaux and Fréchet derivatives of L at (M(Ç), U) will be given and 
the properties of these directional derivatives will be discussed. 
Definition 5.5 The Gâteaux derivative of L at (M(Ç), U) in the 
direction of (M(ri), V), where U) and (M(n), V) c R^, are given 
by 
G^((M(Ç), U), (M(n), V)) 
= lim^ [L((M(0, U) + a(M(n), V)) - L(M(g), U) ] (5.12) 
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If L is differentiable at (M(c), U), then, 
G^(M(S), U), (M(n), V)) = < VL(M(Ç), U), (M(n), V) > (5.13) 
= < V(^(M(Ç)) + U' 7*(M(5)), M(n) > + < 4(M(S)), V > 
= G,(M(E), M(n))+ U'G^ (M(S), M(n))+ < *(M(S)), V > (5.14) 
= G^(M(5), M(n)) + G^(U, V), (5.15) 
where G^(M(Ç), M(n)) = G,(M(S), M(n)) + U'G^ (M(C), M(n)) 
and 
G^(U, V) = < 4'(M(S)), V > . 
Definition 5.6 The Frêchet derivative of L at (M(C), U) in the direction 
of (M(n), V), where (M(S), U) and (M(n), V) e R^, is given by 
F^((M(Ç), U), (M(n), V)) 
= lim {L[((M(Ç), U) + G((M(n), V) - (M(5), U))] - L(M(£), U)} . 
a->0 
(5.16) 
If L is differentiable at (M(C), U), then, 
F^(M(Ç), U), (M(n), V)) 
= < V^(M(Ç)) + U' V*(M(S)), M(n) - M(C) > + < *(M(C)), V - U > 
(5.17) 
= F^(M(Ç), M(n)) + F^(U, V) , (5.18) 
where F^(M(C), M(n)) 
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= < V(t)(M(Ç)) + L" 7*(M(S)),  M(n) -  M(Ç) > ,  
and 
F^(U, V) = < *(M(S)), V - U > . 
Several important properties of and and their relations are 
summarized in Lemma 5.2. 
Lemma 5.2 Let M(Ç), M(ri) and U, V e R^. Then the following statements 
are true: 
(1) G^((M(Ç), U), (M(n), V)) is linear in M(n). 
(2) FJM(Ç), U), (M(Ti), V)) 
= G^((M(0, U), (M(n), V)) - G^C(M(Q, U), (M(5), U)) . 
(3) F ((M(g), U), (M(TI), V)) is linear in M(N). 
(4) F^(M(0. M(n))= F^((M(C), U), (M(n), U)) 
and 
F^CU, V) = F^C(MCç), U), (M(ç), V)), 
G%(M(C), M(n)) = G^((M(ç), U), M(n), u)) 
and 
G^(U, V) = G^((M(Ç), U), (M(S), V)) . 
(5) If and are convex, then 
F^(M(G), M(n) < L(M(Ç), u) - L(M(n), u) , 
(6) F^(U, V) = L(M(5), V) - L(M(Ç), U) , 
G^(U, V) = L(M(Ç), V) - L(M(C), 0) 
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(7) FJM(Ç), M(n)) = F,(M(S), M(n)) + U'F^(M(S), M(n)) , 
G^(M(Ç), M(n)) = G,(M(S), M(n)) + U*G^(M(Ç), M(n)) 
(8) F^((M(Ç), U), (M(n), V)) 
< L(M(n), U) + L(M(Ç), V) - 2L(M(Ç), U) . 
Proof 
(1) G^((M(Ç), U), (M(n), V)) = /^G^((M(Ç), U), V)) n(dx) 
is trivial. 
(2) F^((M(Ç), U), (M(n), V)) = F^(K(Ç), M(n)) + F^(U, V) 
= G^(M(Ç), M(n)) - G^(M(Ç), M(Ç)) + G^(U, V) - G^(U, U) 
= GJ(M(Ç), U), (M(n), V)) - G^ ((M(Ç), U), (M(Ç), U) ). 
(3) FJ(M(Ç), U), (M(n),V) = /^FJCM(Ç), U), (M(n^), V)) n(dx) 
is trivial. 
(4) F^^U, U) = 0 implies that 
F,^((M(Ç), U), (M(n), U)) = < V<),(M(C)) + U'V4-(M(Ç)), M(n) - M(Ç) > 
= F^(M(Ç), M(n)) . 
Similarly, F^(M(Ç), M(Ç)) = 0 implies that 
F^((M(Ç), U), (M(?), V) = F^(U, V) . 
(5) This follows from (4) of Lemma 4.5 immediately. 
(6) F^(U, V) = < V - U > 
= < *(M(C)), V > - < 4(M(5)), U > 
= t(M(G)) + V'^(M(C)) - <t)(M(Ç)) - U'V(M(5)) 
= L(M(0, V) - L(M(5), U) . 
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G^(U, V)  = V'^(M(Ç))  = L(M(Ç),  V)  -  L(M(Ç),  0)  .  
(7) F^ (M(0, M(n)) = < V(j,(M(Ç)) + U'7^ (M(C)), M(n) - M(Ç) > 
= < V4(M(C)), M(n) - M(Ç) > + U' <9V(M(S), M(n) - M(Ç) > 
= F,(M(S), M(n) + U' M(n)) . 
Similarly, 
G^(M(Ç),  M(n)) = G,(M(S),  M(n)) + U'G^(M(Ç),  M(n)). 
(8) F^ ((M(Ç), U). (M(n), V)) 
= F^(M(Ç), MCn) + F^(u, V) 
< L(M(n) ,  U) -  L(M(Ç),  U) + L(M(Ç),  V)  -  L(M(Ç),  U) 
= L(M(Ç),  V)  + L(M(ti) ,  U) -  2L(M(0,  U) .  [ ]  
We are now in the position of finding the necessary and sufficient 
conditions and equivalence relations for optimal solutions of the problem 
P2. 
5.4. Equivalence Relations 
We first find the necessary conditions for ÇQ to be optimal in 
Theorem 5.3, and Theorem 5.4 show that these conditions are also 
sufficient. 
Theorem 5.3 (Necessary optimality conditions) 
Let ÇQ be feasible to P2. Suppose that 4 ^ are convex and 
differentiable at M(CQ), and suppose that there exists an interior 
feasible information matrix to P2. If solves P2, then there exists 
a scalar vector, U' = (u^, u^, u^), such that 
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F^(M(ÇQ), M(TI)) > 0 ¥ n E 
U' *(M(GQ)) = 0 
(5.19) 
(5.20) 
>_ 0 V 1 ) 2 y •••y (5.21) 
Proof We first show the existence of U = (u, ) with u. > 0 
— i Z m 1 — 
for all i. 
We define the sets 
It is easy to see the following facts: 
(1) A, B are both convex. 
(2) A, B are both nonempty. 
(3) A, B are both closed. 
(4) A n int B is null, where int B denotes the interior of B. 
(1) and (3) are trivial. To show (2), since H , and 4'(M(5)) ^ 0, 
we have (^^M^Cg)), 0) £ A, so A. is nonempty. Given any & = 
û^) > 0, we have (^(NXCg)), - 5^, ..., -6^) e B, i.e., B is 
nonempty. To show (4), since int B = {(s, U)1 s < ^(M^Sg)), U < 0}, for 
any (s, U) e int B, we have s < ^(M^Cg)) <j>(M(C)) ^  r for all Ç e S, and 
since V 2 4KM(C)) for V Cc S implies that V 0, we have U < 0 V, i.e., 
(s, U) ^  A. Hence, A il int B is null. 
According to the separating hyperplane theorem, there exists a 
nonzero scalar (r^, UQ) such that 
A = {(r, V)|r >_ 4(M(g)), V > *(M(S)) for some S e =} (5.22) 
and 
B = {(s, U)|s < tCMCSg)), U < 0} (5.23) 
inf { ( r g ,  UQ)'(r^, V ^ ) }  >_ sup {r^, UQ)'(SJ^, U^)} 
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where (r^, V^) E A and (s^, U^) e B, i.e., 
Vl * i Vl "o'"l • (5-24) 
Claim 1: (r^, UQ) 0 . 
Since the component (s^, U^) E B can be made arbitrarily negative, 
if (r^, UQ) < 0, for any given (r^, V^) e A, there always exists an 
element in B, say (Sg, U^), such that r^r^ + U^'V^ < t-QS2 + U^'Ug, which 
contradicts (5.24). Hence, 
(cg, uq) > 0 . (5.25) 
Claim 2: rQ > 0 
Let (r^, vp = (*(%(;)), i})(M(0)) 
and 
(s^, U^) = (<^(M(Çq)), 0) . 
Then, Equation (5.24) becomes 
+ uQxm(ç)) > rg^ cm s^g)). (5.26) 
Suppose that rQ 0. Then by Equation (5.25), we have r^ = 0, and 
by Equation (5.26), we have 
uq'*(m(c)) > 0 . (5.27) 
By the assumption of existence of an interior feasible information 
matrix, there exists a design, , such that ^(M(g^) < 0. Since (rq, Uq) 
is nonzero, there must exist at least one component of UQ that is greater 
than zero, such that 
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UqXM(Ç^)) < 0 . (5.28) 
Since (5.28) and (5.27) are contradictory to each other, we have 
Dividing Equation (5.26) by r^ on both sides, we obtain 
*(M(g)) + U'4(M(S)) l*(M(go)) V SG 5, (5.29) 
where U = Ug/rg >. 0 . We now show that U'4'(M(ÇQ)) = 0. Let Ç = ÇQ in 
Equation (5.29), we have U'i1;(M(ÇQ)) 2 0» But, U 0 and tJ;(M(ÇQ)) < 0 
implies that U'^CM^gg)) ^  0. Hence, we have 
UXM(Çq)) = 0 . (5.30) 
The third step is to show that F^(M(ÇQ), M(n)) >^0 ¥ rie S. The Fréchet 
directional derivative of (^(M(Ç)) + U'i})(M(Ç)) at M(ÇQ) in the direction 
of M(n) is given by 
l im_^ i  {[f((l-a)M(CQ) + aM(n)) + U'i | j (( l-a)M(ÇQ) + aM(n))]  
a^O 
- [<|>(M(Çq)) + U'*(M(5o))]} . (5.31) 
By use of differentiability of (j), expression (5.31) is equal to 
< 94(M(5 )) + U'Vi1)(M(Çq)), M(n) - M(Çq) > = F^(M(Çq), M(ti)). Combining 
(5.29) and (5.30), we have 
(J)(M(0) + U'V(M(C)) > 4(M(GQ)) + U'II)(M(ÇQ)) V S G =. 
This implies that 
(j)((l-cx)M(£;Q) + CiM(r,)) + U''4/((l-a)M(ÇQ) + aM(n)) 
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> ^(M(ÇQ)) + U'VCMCGg)) . 
Hence, F^(M(ÇQ), M(n)) >_ 0 V ne 5. [] 
According to this theorem, if is optimal and some assumptions are 
satisfied, then F^(M(ÇQ), M(n)) 2 0. This implies that there does not 
exist any improving direction at M(ÇQ) for some U ^  0. Since 
U* ^(MCCg)) = 0, u^ must be zero for i I and hence, those inactive 
constraints do not affect the optimal designs. 
The existence of nonnegative Lagrange multipliers is proved by using 
the convexity of ((», and the assumption that there is an interior 
feasible information matrix. The proof can be found in many nonlinear 
programming books (e.g., Sposito, 1975). The optimality conditions that 
we obtain are different from the Kuhn-Tucker conditions. The difference 
occurs from the fact that we are interested in finding optimal design 
measures instead of optimal information matrices directly. 
Theorem 5.4 (Sufficient conditions) 
Suppose that Cg is a feasible design for P2 and that <j), ^ are convex 
and differentiable at M(Ç„). If there exists an scalar vector U e r"^ 
U m 
such that 
F^(H(Çg), M(n)) 2 0 ¥ n e H (5.32) 
U''P(M(Cq)) = 0 
Then, is optimal to P2. 
Proof By (5) of Lemma 5.2 and Equation (5.31), we have 
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0 ^ F^(M(ÇQ), M(n)) < L(M( r i ) ,  U) - L(M(ÇQ), U). 
This implies that there exists an U 0 such that 
L(M(n), U) > L(M(Çq), U) V n e H 
or t(M(n)) + u'*(M(n)) > 4(M(ÇQ)) + U'^CMCGg)) = *(M(5Q)) V n C 5. 
Hence, we have 
inf{4(M(n)) + U'*(M(n))] > (M(Ç )) . (5.33) 
neE 
On the other hand, 
inf [(j>(M(ri)) + U'4^M(n))] < inf [<j.(M(n)) + U'^(M(n))] < (j.(M(ri)) 
neH neH 
(5.34) 
for ail n E S . 
Combining Equations (5.33) and (5.34), we have 
t(M(C ) _< inf [<})(M(n)) + U'^ (M(n))] _< t(M(n)) ¥ n e S . 
ncE 
Hence, is optimal to P2. [] 
Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 give necessary and sufficient conditions for a 
constrained optimal design for the problem P2. We change the constrained 
problem to an unconstrained problem by adding a new parameter vector, 
Lagrange multiplier vector. 
According to (3) of Lemma 5.2, F^(M(ÇQ), M(n)) is linear in M(n). 
Therefore, the condition (5.3) can be written as 
F^(M(ÇQ), M(n^)) > 0 for all x e X. 
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Theorem 5.5 Let ÇQ be a feasible design to P2. Suppose the assumptions 
in Theorem 5.3 hold. Then, is optimal to P2 iff there exists a scalar 
vector U 2 0 such that 
F^(M(ÇQ), M(n^) >0 V xex , (5.35) 
U'iP(M(Çq)) = 0 . 
Proof Suppose that is optimal to P2. 
If we let n = then (5.31) becomes 
BL(M(C_), M(n )) >0 V X e X-
L U  X  —  
Thus, according to Theorem 5.3, these conditions are necessary. 
Conversely, by (3) of Lemma 5.2, the condition F^(M(5Q), M(n^)) >^0 
V X E X implies that 
F^(M(ÇQ), M(n)) 2 0 , ¥ n e 5. 
Hence, according to Theorem 5.4, these two conditions are sufficient as 
well. [] 
The condition (5.35) tells us that if Ç is not optimal, then 
min F- (M(g), M(n ) < 0 
XGX ^ * 
and we can improve the design Ç by moving M( Ç) along the direction M(ri^). 
Another form of writing the optimality conditions is in the 
following Corollary. 
Corollary 5.5.1 Suppose the assumptions in Theorem 5.4 hold. Then KQ 
is optimal to P2 if and only if there exists a scalar vector U with U >_ 0 
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such that 
min FJ^(M(ÇQ), M(ri^)) = max min F^(M(ç), M(n^)) = 0 
xex ÇeH xex 
U'^CMCCg) = 0 . 
Proof By Theorem 5.5,  we have F^(M(ÇQ) ,  M(r t^)  0  ,  V x e x 
Hence, we have 
min F (M(Ç ), M(n ) > 0 . (5.36) 
XGX * 
According to (5) of Lemma (5.2), we have 
min Fj^(M(Ç), M(n^ )) min L(M(n^), U) - L(M(ç), U) < 0 . (5.37) 
XEX XEX 
Combining Equations (5.36) and (5.37), the quantity min F^(M(ÇQ), M(^^)) 
is obtained by maximizing Equation (5.37) w.r.t. Ç. Hence, we have 
min F^(M(Çy), M(n^ )) = max min F^(M(Ç), M(n^)) = 0 . 
xcY EeE X£Y 
Together with U' ti(M(?Q)) = 0, the result follows, by Theorem 5.5. 
The equivalence relations for problem P2 are described in Theorem 
5.6 below. We first introduce some notation. Let 
G^(M(C), M(TI)) = < V^(M(C)) + U' Vii;(M(C)), M(n) > 
= -(d^(n,ç) + z d^ (n,S)) = - d (^n,ç) , (5.38) 
G^(M(Ç)), M(ri^)) = f'(x) V&(M(c))f(x) + Z u^f'(x) V<t>^(M(ç ) )f (x) 
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m 
(d,(x,Ç) + Z u d| (x,Ç )) = d (x,Ç ) , (5.39) 
^ i=l ^ 'fi ^ 
FJM(S), M(n))  = -  d^(n,ç)  + d^(Ç,Ç) ,  (5.40) 
and 
F^(M(Ç), M(n^)  = - d^(x,ç) + d^(S,G) . (5.41) 
We then have the following equivalence theorem. 
Theorem 5.6 (Equivalence Theorem) 
Suppose the assumptions in Theorem 5.5 hold and there exists a 
scalar vector U with U ^  0 such that U'iJj(M(ÇQ) = 0. Then the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
(1) gg is optimal to P2. 
(2) ÇQ minimizes max d (x,Ç) . 
xex 
(3) max d^(x, C^) = ?Q) • 
xex 
Proof 
According to Corollary 5.5.1 and Equation (5.39) 
max min F (M(Ç), M(n )) = min F (M(Ç„), M(n )) = 0 
Ç— Ij X u X xex xex 
The first equality is equivalent to 
rain max [d^(x,Ç) - d^(C,Ç)] = max [d^(x, Ç^) - d^(gQ, Çq)] (5.42) 
xex xex 
The second equality is equivalent to 
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max [d^^x, Ç^) - = 0 . (5.43) 
X£X 
By combining (5.42) and (5.43), we have 
max d^(x, Ç^) = d^(?o' min max d^^x, Ç) 
xex ÇeH xex 
Hence, (1) < = > (2) < = > (3). [] 
Corollary 5.6.1 At the points of the constrained optimal design ÇQ, the 
function d^^x, Ç^) attains its maximum value, Sg)» 
Proof We assume the contrary: 
where x is one of the points of the constrained optimal design CQ. Then, 
in view of (3) of Theorem 5.6, 
/^d^(x, Co)n(dx) < ÇQ)ÇQ(dx) = ÇQ) . 
But, 
=/^ - f'(x)[V4(M(ÇQ)) + Z u^V,|,.(M(Çy))]f(x) ?Q(dx) 
= -tr[(V<|,(M(?Q)) + Su^V,1,^(M(Çq))) ; f(x)f'(x)So(dx)] 
= < V<^ (M(ÇQ)) + U' V^ (M(Çq)) , M(ÇQ) > 
The contradiction obtained proves our assertion. [] 
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Corollary 5.6.1 is particularly useful in that instead of verifying 
that the inequality 
d^(x,Ç) _< d^(?,Ç) 
is satisfied over the entire region X, we verify only that the equality 
=• d^(S, S) 
is satisfied for support points {%_} of the design. 
In solving convex programming problems, the duality approach is very 
important in both theory and algorithms. We shall discuss dual problems 
for P2 in the next section. 
5.5. Duality Approach 
Duality theory is a very important subject in linear or nonlinear 
programming. It depends, in an essential way, on convexity. We shall now 
describe the fundamental idea very briefly. 
Let the function F be defined as 
F : Z X U 
where U and Z are arbitrary sets, and define 
g(u) = inf F(z, u) (5.44) 
zEZ 
f(z) = sup F(z, u) . (5.45) 
u£U 
Consider the two optimization problems: 
minimizing f(z) over all z £ Z , 
and 
(5.46) 
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maximizing g(u) over all u e U . (5.47) 
It is easy to see that 
f(z) F(z, u) 2 g(u) for all z £ Z, u £ U 
and consequently, 
inf sup F(z, u) = inf f(z) ^  sup g(u) 
zeZ ueU zeZ ueU 
= sup inf F(z, u) . (5.48) 
ueU ZEZ 
If the equalities in Equation (5.38) hold, the common value is called the 
saddle-value of F. The saddle-value exists in particular if there is a 
saddle-point of F, (z^, u^), such that 
F(z, UQ) 2 FCZg, Uq) >. FCzg, u) . (5.49) 
A pair (Zq> u^) satisfies the saddle-point condition (5.49) if and only 
if Zg solves (5.46) and UQ solves (5.47), and 
inf f(z) = sup g(u) . (5.50) 
zeZ uEU 
We say the minimization problem of (5.46) and the maximization problem of 
(5.47) are dual to each other. The fundamental question is this: 
starting from a problem of (5.46) on the space Z, how can we introduce a 
space U and a meaningful function F on Z x U so that (5.44) holds? For F 
to be meaningful, there should be some natural interpretation of F(z, u) 
in terms of the initial problem of (5.46) and also the function F should 
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belong to some class of functions for which the existence of a saddle-
value is at least not beyond hope. 
There are several well developed duality theories in the literature 
of nonlinear programming, Lagrangian duality (e.g., Luenberger, 1969; 
Bazaraa and Shetty, 1979), conjugate duality (Luenberger, 1969; 
Rockafellar, 1972, 1974), and general duality (Tind and Wolsey, 1981). 
We now discuss the Lagrangian duality. 
Definition 5.7 A pair (ÇQ, UQ) with Cg e 5, UQ 0 satisfies the global 
optimality conditions for problem P2 if 
(1) 4(M(Çq)) + KM(Cq)) (5.51) 
= inf {t(M(S)) + U' *(M(5))} . 
(2) KM(Çq)) = 0 . (5.52) 
(3) KM(Çq))<0. (5.53) 
Lemma 5.3 If (E_. U_)£ H x R*" satisfies the global conditions, then 
U' u m ~ u 
is optimal to P2 . 
Proof By (5.53), we have EQ e S. Thus, 
4(M(Çq)) = (^(M(CQ)) + KM(ÇQ)) 
< 4(M(5)) + *(M(S)) < 4(M(Ç)) V SES. 
The equality follows from (5.52), the first inequality follows from 
(5.51) and second inequality follows from Ç £ S. [] 
The Lagrangian dual problem for P2 is given by 
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D: Maximize L(U) subject to U 0 , 
where L(U) = inf {4(M(Ç)) + U' ^ (M(S))}. 
ÇeH 
It is easy to see that L(U) is a concave function. 
We now give a brief geometric interpretation of the problem D. For 
simplicity, we consider the case of only one constraint. Then, the primal 
problem is to minimize <{)(M(Ç)) subject to ^ 0, Ç e In the 
(x, y) plane, the set {(x, y)|x = y = ^(M(Ç))}, denoted by G, 
is the image of under the mapping of <})). The problem P2 asks to 
find a point in G to the left of the y-axis with minimum ordinate. 
Suppose that U 0 is given, we would like to minimize 4(M(Ç)) + 
U^^(M(5)) over all S E 5, or equivalently, to minimize y + Ux over points 
in G. We note that y + Ux = a is a straight line with slope U and 
intercept a. Hence, the set {(x, y)|y + Ux is minimized over G} is the 
lower boundary of G. The dual problem is to find the slope of the 
supporting hyperplane of G such that its intercept on the y-axis is 
maximal. Under the convexity assumption of the Set G, such a hyperplane 
has slope UQ and supports the set G, at (4J^(M(5Q)), ^CMCSg))). Thus, the 
optimal dual solution is with L(UQ) = (|>(M(5Q)), which Is the minimal 
value of <j) for the primal problem. If we let v = min {<}>(M(Ç)) 14^(M(5)) ^  
0, i=l,2, ...» m}, then L(U) for any U 0, since 
L(U) < <j)(M(Ç)) + U^ (M(C)) < 4(M(Ç)) for all S e S. 
This is usually called weak duality. We now show if (5Q» UQ) 
satisfies the global optimality conditions, then UQ solves the dual 
problem. 
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Lemma 5.4 Suppose (5^, UQ) satisfies the global optlmality conditions. 
Proof According to the first global optimality condition (5.51), we have 
Since U 0, according to condition (5.53), we have U' 4'(M(ÇQ)) < 0. 
Hence, by condition (5.52). 
Thus, UQ solves Problem D. [] 
From Lemmas 5.3 and 5.4, we know that if (Cg, UQ) satisfies the 
global conditions, then ÇQ solves the primal problem and UQ solves the 
dual problem. Theorem 5.7 indicated below shows the global conditions 
are necessary as well if some assumptions are satisfied. 
Theorem 5.7 Let ?Q be optimal to P2 and UQ be optimal to D. If ^ and 
are convex and there exists an interior feasible information matrix, then 
then UQ is optimal to the dual problem D 
L(U) = ((.(M(ÇQ)) + U' *(M(GQ)) . (5.54) 
L(U) = ^(M(Çq)) + U''J^(M(ÇQ)) 
< <KM(Çq)) + U(5^(M(ÇQ)) 
t(M(SQ)) = L(UQ) (5.55) 
and (M(ÇQ), UQ) is a saddle-point of L satisfying 
L(M(Çq), U) < L(M(ÇQ), UQ) < L(M(0. UQ) (5.56) 
Furthermore, the global optimality conditions hold. [] 
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This theorem includes two important results in Mathematical 
Programming, one is the strong duality theorem, the other is the saddle-
point theorem. The proof of these two theorems can be found in many 
mathematical programming books (i.e., Sposito, 1975; Bazaraa and Shetty, 
1979). Hence, we skip the proof here. We now give a necessary and 
sufficient condition for a point to be the saddle-point of L. 
Theorem 5.8 Suppose that the saddle-point of L exists. Let 
(ÇQ, UQ)£ E X Then (M(ÇQ), UQ) is a saddle-point of L if and only if 
FJ^(M(ÇQ), M(n^)) >0 V X E X (5.57) 
and 
Fl(U)(UO, U) < 0 V U > 0 . (5.58) 
Proof Suppose (Çq» U^) is a saddle-point and satisfies (5.56). Then, 
from L(M( ^ ), U^) j< L(M(Ç ), U^) V Ç £ 5 , we have 
<|)(( l-a)M( Çq) + ctM(Ç )) + Uq (1-a )M(Çq) + aM(Ç )) 
> 4(M(Çq)) + ^(M(ÇQ)). 
Thus, according to the definition of , we have 
F^(M(ÇQ), M(n)) >0 ¥ n £ = , 
or, equivalently, FJ^(M(CQ), M(n^)) >^0 V x £ x • 
From L(M(^Q), U) _< L(M(ÇQ), UQ), we have 
L(U) L(Uq) V U >_ 0. 
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Hence, there exists 6 > 0 V ae(0, 6), 
L(UQ + KCV-UQ)) < L(UQ) ¥ V >_ 0. 
Thus, by the definition of we have 
« < » • 
Conversely, F^(M(ÇQ), M(n^)) >^0 V xex Implies that 
F^(M(Ço),  M(n))  >0 ¥ n e H .  
Therefore, according to (5.55) and the convexity of L in M(Ç), we have 
0 < F^(M(ÇQ), M(Ç)) < L(M(Ç), UQ) - L(M(ÇQ), UQ) , i.e., 
L(M(ÇQ), UQ) < L(M(Ç), UQ) for all Ç e H . (5.59) 
By the concavity of L(U) and (5.58), we have 
0 >. FL(U)(UO, V) > L(U) - L(Uo) , i.e., L(UQ) < L(U), or 
equivalently, 
L(M(ÇQ), UQ) < L(M(ÇQ), U) . (5.60) 
Then, from (5.59) and (5.60), we see that (Çq, Ug) is a saddle-point of L 
and satisfies (5.56). [] 
There exists some relationship between the existence of a saddle-
point of L and necessary and sufficient optimality conditions described 
in Theorem 5.3. 
Theorem 5.9 Suppose ÇQ is a feasibility design measure to P2, and 4 and \p 
are convex and differentiable at M(£_).  If there exists a U„ e such 
u u m 
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that 
F^(M(Cq), M(Tl)) > 0 VneH, (5.61) 
and 
^(M(Çq)) = 0 (5.62) 
then, C?Q> UQ) is a saddle-point of L. Conversely, if (CQ, UQ) is a 
saddle-point of L satisfying (5.56), then (5.61) and (5.62) hold. 
Proof For a given feasible design, 5^, we have 
FL(U)CUO, V) = (V-UQ)' *(M(SQ)) ¥ V > 0 . 
The feasibility of ÇQ implies that V'^(M(ÇQ)) ^ 0 V V >_ 0. 
Hence, from (5.62), we have 
\cu)«0- i 0 ' V > 0-
Condition, (5,51) implies that 
F.(M(5.), M(n )) > 0 ¥ X e X . 
LI U X 
Hence, according to Theorem 5.8, (S^, U^) is a saddle-point of L. 
Conversely, if (5q» U^) is a saddle-point of L, then this implies that 
FJ^ (M(ÇQ), M(n^)) 2 0 ¥ X £ X which is equivalent to 
F^(M(Çq), M(n)) >_ 0 ¥ n E 5. 
It is also true that the equation 
F^(y)(Uo, U) = (U-Ug)' ^ (M(ÇQ)) <0 ¥ U > 0 (5.63) 
implies that 
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u^^-CmCÇq)) = 0 . 
If this is not true, we can find a U 0 such that U-Ug < 0 and by 
4,'(M(ÇQ)) ^  0, we have V) > 0 which contradicts to (5.63). [] 
This theorem says that under the assumptions of convexity and 
differentiability, and suppose that there exists a scalar vector UQ with 
Uq 2. 0 such that conditions (5.61) and (5.62) hold, then (5q, Uq) is a 
saddle-point of L. On the other hand, if (Cq> Ug) is a saddle-point of 
L, then conditions (5.61) and (5.62) hold and Zq is optimal to P2 and Ug 
is optimal to the dual problem D. 
5.6. Algorithms for Solving Primal-Dual Problems 
In Section 5.5, we introduce the Lagrangian dual problem of the 
primal problem P2 and show that if (Cg, Ug) satisfies the global 
conditions (5.51), (5.52), and (5.53), then Cg solves P2 and Ug solves D. 
In addition, if Sg solves P2 and Ug solves D, under the assumptions that 
and are convex and that there exists an interior feasible matrix, then 
4(M(5g)) = L(Ug) and (Çg, Ug) is the saddle-point of L(M(Ç), U), and the 
global conditions hold. We shall now propose a method to determine the 
saddle-point of L(M(0, U). 
We first discuss the differentiability of the function 
L(U) = inf {(|)(M) + U'^(M)} . 
For convenience, we let %U) be defined as 
'^L'(U) = {MjM minimizes ^(M) + U'^(M) over M E . 
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Lemma 5.6 Suppose ()> and 4' are strictly convex and differentiable on 2^. 
Let E Then consists of only one element, denoted by M«, and 
u ni ^ V/ u 
L is differentiable at UQ. Furthermore, the gradient of L at UQ is 
•HHg). 
Proof By the assumptions of strict convexity and differentiability of ^ 
and 4' the function ^(M) + is uniquely minimized at MQ. Thus, 
•ÎCD(,) - IMq). 
Since is compact, for any given U 0, there exists an 
My We now show that L(U) is dif ferentiable at UQ. According to 
definition of L(U), we have 
L(U) - L(Ug) < ^(Mq) + = (U-UQ) 
(5.64) 
and 
L(UQ) - L(U) < (j)(My) + -(})(My) - U'^(My) = (UQ-U)'^(My) . 
(5.65) 
Combining Equations (5.64) and (5.65), we have 
0 > L(U) - L(U„) - (U-U^)' iKM^) > (U-Un)'(*(%,) - ^ (M.)) 
— 0 U V — V U V 
> - MU-UqII li^(My) - ^(Ng)!! . 
This implies that 
L(U) - L(U_) - (U-U_)'^(M_) 
0 > - ^ (Mn)||. (5.66) 
l l u - u J I  -  ^  °  
Now, as U —> UQ, we must have —> M^. If not, consider a sequence 
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{Uj^} with limit UQ and with 1|MJ^-MQ|| > E > 0. Since ^  is 
compact, there exists a convengent subsequence of {M^] with limit M such 
that 1[M-MQI1 >_ e > 0 . For each U^, we have 
(|>(Mj^) + < tCMg) + U^'J^CMq) . (5.67) 
Taking the limits, and —> M, the inequality relation 
(5.67) becomes 
4(M) + U^i|;(M) < 4(MQ) + U^^(MQ) . 
By the definition of ^Xu^), we have M e ^U^), so the set ^(Ug) = 
{M, Mg} , which contradicts the fact that ^ (UQ) consists only 
Therefore, —> MQ. Thus, by the continuity of we have (|^(M^) —> 
^(Mg). Therefore, from condition (5.66), we have 
L(U) - L(Un) - (U-UL) 
lira — = 0 . 
U->Uo HU-UQ H  
Hence, L is differentiable at UQ and the gradient of L at UQ is ^(M^). [] 
We note that if ^L(UQ) 9^ 0, VL(UQ) is the steepest ascent direction 
and L will increase by moving from UQ along the direction VL(UQ). The 
maximum of L along the direction VL(UQ) is attained at UQ + VL(UQ), 
where the value is obtained by maximizing L(UQ + XVl^U^)) under the 
restriction that + X VL(U,,) e r"*". 
U U U in 
If some component of is zero and a corresponding component of 
^(Mg) is negative, then UQ + XiP(MQ) < 0 for X > 0 and 
Uq + X (^mq) ^ Therefore, we modify the direction iP(Mq) by the 
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following 
(MQ) if UQ >0 
= > 
I.max {0, if = 0 
Thus, 'I^CMQ) is always a feasible ascent direction of L at UQ, since 
^L(UQ)i]'(MQ) > 0 if 'I^CMQ) ^ 0. If = 0, there is not any ascent 
direction for L at and L is thus maximized at UQ. 
We now give the following algorithm to determine the UQ that 
maximizes L, and at the same time, the optimal design CQ is determined as 
well. 
Algorithm A 
Step 1: Choose a vector U^ with UQ >_ 0 and a design measure Ç^Q 
supported on {x^.xg, .., x^}, where xex, such that M(5^Q) is 
nondegenerate. Let n-l=i and k=0. Go to Step 2. 
Step 2: Find the optimal design and its corresponding supports 
by solving the following subproblem: 
Minimize &(%(%)) + ^(M(S)) 
subject to C E = 
Go to Step 3. 
Step 3: Calculate the value of If 0, then stop, 
and U^) is an optimal solution, otherwise go to step 4. 
Step 4: Determine the optimal U , = U + A i|j(M(Ç )), lAiere X is 
TlT X H Tl TliC Ti 
obtained by solving the following problem: 
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Maximize L(U^ +X 
subject to U +X ip(H(^ )) > 0 
n iiK. — 
X 2 0 
and go to step 2. 
There are several ways to solve the subproblem in step 2. Two most 
popular methods are F-W method and Wu's gradient projection method. We 
now describe the F-W method for solving the subproblem. 
Algorithm F-W for solving the subproblem in step ^  
For the given and the design supported at (x^.xg, ...» 
X  ,), find X  such that x maximized d^(x, Ç, ,»,) over X. If 
n-i n n L In-ljk 
dl/^n' G(n_l)k) = V^(n-l)k' ^(n-l)k^' ^^(n-l)k' V 1= 
optimal. If not, calculate M(Ç(x^)), where 5(x^^ is the design which 
puts mass 1 on x^. Then, determine E(0, 1) such that L(M((I-a)Ç^^_ 
+ GC(x )) is maximized at ct and form the new information matrix, l;k n n 
"(Gnk) = (l-*n)M(S(n-l)k) + *nM(S(Xn))' 
We note that there are some other methods to determine the optimal U. 
For example, the cutting plane method and the simplex method can be 
applied to determine the optimal U. Therefore, further studies of 
numerical algorithms for solving the constrained optimal design problems 
are needed. We now leave this topic as an open problem and shall do a 
more detail investigation in the future. 
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6. PARTICULAR CRITERIA FOR EXPLICITLY CONSTRAINED CAS3 
We have discussed necessary and sufficient conditions for optimal 
designs under different optimality criteria for the implicitly 
constrained cases in Chapter 4. We also discussed optimality conditions 
for the general cases with explicit constraints in Chapter 5. We shall 
now apply these results to some important optimality criteria and give 
some examples. 
6.1. Constrained D-optlmality 
We introduced four types of constrained D-optimality in Chapter 2. 
Several results and examples for polynomial regressions were given. We 
now discuss more general formulations for general linear regression 
setting. We shall also include Stigler's C-restricted D-optimality in 
our discussion. 
The general constrained D-optimal design problem is as follows: 
D1: Minimize - log iM(5)j 
subject to 
4\(M(5)) <. 0 , i=l,2, ..., m, 
where {4^} are assumed to be convex and differentiable. 
According to equation (5.2), we see that M(Ç ) is nonsingular for 
each Ç e S. According to Lemma (5.1), the sets S and are convex and 
is a closed set. Hence, optimal solution for problem D1 must exist and 
the solution is global. If, in addition to convexity and differentia­
bility, we assume that there exists at least an interior feasible 
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information matrix, then the results in Theorems 5.3 to 5.6 hold 
immediately. We first consider the C-restricted D-optimality. 
6.1.1. C-restricted D-optlaallty 
Recall the general setting of C-restricted D-optimality problem; 
CD: Maxiraize | ( Ç) ] 
subject to 
|Mll( Ç )l k-s. 
( 6 . 1 )  
where is a s x s matrix, is a (s+i) x (s+i) matrix, 
M , .  i s  t h e  i n f o r m a t i o n  m a t r i x  f o r  t h e  f u l l  m o d e l  w i t h  k  p a r a m e t e r s ,  
ll(k-s) 
the set of constants {C^} is given in advance, and can be 
partitioned as follows: 
M ll(i) 
M 11 M 12(1) 
^21(i) ^22(1) 
Let A_ be k x (s+i) matrix such that 
= [I 1 0] ( 6 . 2 )  
where I is the identity matrix of order s+i and 0 is a null matrix of 
(s+i) X (k-s-i) . Then we have 
Mi^(i)(ç) = A^M(ç)A^, for i = 0, 1, ..., k-s. (6.3) 
and (6.1) becomes: 
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|Mil(5)| , _1 -1, 
lMli(i)(01 
- < . (6.4) 
|AjM(s)Ai| 
The objective function and the constraints are thus as follows: 
<i>(M(ç)) = -log|M^^(g)| = -logjA^M(ç)AQ| (6.5) 
and 
<t>^(M(ç)) = loglA^M(ç)A^l - log (6.6) 
The convexity of (j) is trivial. The convexity of (j)^ can also be seen 
easily by the following argument. According to Eq. (6.4), we have 
<j>^(M(ç)) = -log|M22(i) - M2i(i)MÏiMi2(i)l' assumption that 
- 1  
M( Ç) is nonsingular, the matrix ^22(i) ~ ^ 1(i)^11^12(i) nonsingular. 
Hence, the convexity of for each i follows immediately. The problem 
CD thus has the following form: 
CDl: Minimize - loglAQMCf^A^I 
subject to 
log|A^M(g)AQ| - log|A^M(Ç)A^| - log C^ < 0, i=l,2, ..., k-s. 
M( O is nonsingular . 
We now let m = k-s and define the Lagrangian function for problem CDl as 
follows: 
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m 
UM(0, U) = -loglA^ M(ç)AQl + I loglA^ M(Ç)AQ| 
i=l  
m 
- 2 u (log|A!M(ç)A 1 + log C ) 
1=1 
m m 
( Z u -1) loglA'M(ç)A I - z u (log|A'M(ç)A 1 + log C ) 
1=1 ^ u u 1=1 1 11 1 
(6.7) 
The gradients of ^(M) and are calculated, respectively, as 
below: 
VJ^<t>(M(Ç)) = -AqCA^MAQ)"^ A^ = 
and 
-"n » (6 .8 )  
H"
 
O
 
^ l l ( i)  0 
O
 
o
 O
 ( 0 / 
(6.9) 
The Gâteaux and Fréchet derivatives of L at (M(ç), U) in the 
direction of (M(n), V) are as follows: 
G^ (M(C), U), (M(ç), V)) 
— G ^(M(ç), M(n)) + G^(M(Ç), M(n)) + Gi^(U. V) 
= < V^4(M(g)) ,  M(ç) > + Zu^ < ,  M(n) > + ZVi4 i (M(5))  
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- 1  ™  ,  - 1  
( z u^-1) < M^^Cn) > - Z > 
i=l 1=1 
m 
+ Z v.4.(M(^)), (6.10) 
i=l 
((M(ç),  U),  (M(n),  V)) 
m 
F,((M(ç), U), (M(ti), V)) + Z F, ((M(ç), U), (M(%), V)) + F^(U, V) 
" i=l "i 
® -1 
( u^-1) < MjJ(ç), Mj^(n) - Mjj(ç) > 
i—1 1—1 
( 6 . 1 1 )  
m _ m 
( Z u -1) < M ,(ç), M (n) > - s (z u -1) 
1=1 ^ 1=1 
m mm 
Z uu < > + Z u^(s+l) + Z (v^-u^)4^(M(ç)), 
( 6 . 1 2 )  
^(m(ç) ,  M(n)) 
m m 
( Z u^-1) < M^^(s), M^^(n) > - z ^ 
1=1 1=1 
m 
+ (s + z u 1) . (6.13) 
1=1 
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Theorem 6.1 given in the following states a necessary and sufficient 
condition for a design to be optimal. 
Theorem 6.1 Let ÇQ be feasible for problem GDI. Suppose that there 
exists a design Ç such that (j>^(M(ç)) < 0, V i. Then ÇQ is optimal for 
problem GDI if and only if there exists a vector U' = (u^/ug; •••» 
such that 
(1- u^ ) < , m^ ^(n) > + < ^ ll(i)^^^' *ll(i)(^ ) ^  
m 
^ s + Z u .  i  V n e E ,  ( 6 . 1 4 )  
1=1 
u^ lioglm^^cç^)! -
= u^ log ¥ i=l,2, ..., m , (6.15) 
u^ ,> 0 ¥ 1=1,2, ..., m . (6.16) 
Proof According to Theorems 5.3 and 5.4, N. and S. conditions for Çg 
to be optimal for problem GDI are that there exists a U = (u^, Ug, ..., 
u ) such that 
ra 
F^(M(ÇQ), M(n)) >.0 for all n £ E > 
Ui<l>i(M( ÇQ)) = 0 for all i=l, ..., m, 
u^ _> 0 for all i=l,2, ..., m. 
By the condition that F^(M(ÇQ),  M(n)) >. 0, we obtain the result 
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(6.14) from equation (6.13). The result (6.15) follows from the fact 
that = 0 for all 1=1,2, ..., m. Hence, according to to 
Theorems 5.3 and 5.4, we obtain the results. [] 
The equivalence relations are given in the following Theorem. 
Theorem 6.2 (Equivalence Theorem) 
Let ÇQ be feasible for problem CDl and assume that there exists an 
interior feasible information matrix. Suppose that there exists a vector 
U' = (u^.ug, u^), u^ 0 V i, such that u^4^(M(ÇQ)) =0 V i. Then 
the following three assertions are equivalent: 
1) is optimal for problem CDl, 
2) Sg minimizes max d^(x, Ç), 
xex 
m 
3) max d^ ^x, Çq) = s + Z u^  i , 
1=1 
where d^(x, Ç ) = - G^(M(0. M(n^)) 
= (1 -Zu^) fj^(x) M^JCÇ) f]^(x) + Z u 
fjiCx) = (f, (x) , fg/x) , • • • > 
and 
f[i^i)(x) = (f^(x), f^Cx), fg(x) 
' •••' ^ s+i (x)) 
Proof d^^x, Ç) follows from (6.10) by letting n = n^. 
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m 
= ( 1 -  z  u ) s +  y  u  ( s + i )  
i=l 1=1 
m 
= s + z u. i . 
1=1 
According to Theorem 5.6, these results follow immediately. [] 
As we saw in section 5.5, the conditions in Theorem 6.1 are also 
necessary and sufficient for (ç^, U) to be a saddle-point of L. 
In order to have the existence of an interior feasible information 
matrix, we need to choose constants {C^} appropriately. We now consider 
one of the constraints. 
-1, 
z 1 (ç)| t-^i ' 
lmli(i)(ç) 
or equivalently, 
i zi(s)| 1 
r > (^)/max 1 Z,(S)| . (6.17) 
raaxjl.(Ç)| "i Çe-
çeh  ^
1 Ic" s " i Let = pr max | E.(g)| and let t = k-s-i. Then, constraint 
i^ "• 
(6.17) can be written as: 
(«) - p, . 
max !e^ (ç)| 
sce 
D 
where 0 < < 1 and e^^(?) is the D^-efficiency of design C. If < 1, 
D 
then there must exist a design such that e^ (Ç) > p^, in other words, if 
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E [0, l/(p^ max |2^(ç)|)] with e[0, 1], then there exists a design 
such that 1^2^(5) I < and hence, the assumption that there 
exists an interior information matrix holds. Hence, the value of must 
be chosen from the interval [0, 1/ max |Z.(E^|] with p e [0, 1]. 
6.1.2. D-restrlcted D-optlmality 
A general setting of D-restricted D-optimality is given in the 
following: 
DP ; Maximize |M(g)| 
subject to 
> Ci , V i £ J 
çee 
where is a i x i matrix, J is a given index set, which is a 
subset of {1,2, ..., k-1}, and M(Ç) can be partitioned as follows: 
m(0 = 
M 11(1) M 12(1) 
M, 2 1 ( 1 )  M, 22(i) 
The objective function and constraints are defined in logarithms as 
follows: 
and 
*(M( 0) = - log|M(S)| , 
4^(M(S)) = - log|A'^M(Ç)A^i 
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where A'^ = (l|0), I is the identity matrix of order i and 0 is the null 
matrix of i x (k-i). 
Thus, problem DD has the following form: 
DDI ; Minimize - log 
subject to 
- log|AjM(S)A^t + log _< 0, ¥ i E J , 
Ç e H 
M(ç) is nonsingular 
The nonsingularity of M(ç) holds automatically, since if M(ç) is 
singular, then we have -log|M(^)| = + œ . Convexity of functions 
- logjM(ç)| and - log[A^M(ç)A^[ is trivial. Hence, problem DDI is a 
convex programming problem. The Lagrangian function for DDI is given by 
L(M(Ç), U) = - log|M(C)| + Z u (-loglAÎM(Ç)A 1 + log C ), (6.18) 
icJ 
where U = {uu|i e J, u^ >_ 0} 
The gradients of <|>(M) and ^^(M) are found to be: 
and 
(6.19) 
4icm(ç)) = -a^(a m^(ç)a^) a^^  
(6.20) 
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The Gâteaux and Fréchet derivatives of L at (M(Ç), U) in the 
direction of (M(n), V) are given as follows: 
G^CCMCS), U), (M(n), V)) 
G^(M( 0, M(n)) + Z u, Gj^. (M(G), M(n)) + Gj^(U, V) 
"P icJ ^ 'Pi 
= < - M~\ç), M(n) > + Z u < -A (A'M(ç)A )~^A', MCq) > 
ieJ 
+ Z V (-loglA'M(Ç)A 1 + log C ) , (6.21) 
ieJ 
Fj^(M(ç), U), (M(n), V)) 
= < - M(n) - M(0 > + z U < - A.(A:M(Ç)A )~^ A' M(n) - M(Ç) > 
ieJ ^ 
+ 2 (v^-u^)(- logjA^MCOA^I + log Cj,) 
icJ 
= - < M ^(O, M(n) > - Z < A^(A^ M(Ç)A^)~^A^, M( n) > 
ieJ 
+ k. + I u i + I (v -u. )(- logiA'M(Ç)A i+ log C ), (6.22) 
i£j isJ 
F^(M( g) , M(n)) 
= - < H"^(0, M(n) > - Z u. < A.(A'M( OA.)~^ A' M(n) > 
icJ 1 ^ 
+ k. + Z u. i . (6.23) 
ieJ 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for Sg to be optimal for problem 
DDI are stated in the following theorem. 
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Theorem 6.3 Let ÇQ be feasible for problem DDI, Suppose that there 
exists a design Ç such that <j>^(M(Ç)) <0 Vie J. Then ÇQ is optimal 
for problem DDI if and only if there exists a vector U = {u^^ | i e J} 
such that 
< M(n) > + U. < > 
< k +  Z u .  i ,  V  n  E  5  ( 6 . 2 4 )  
iej ^ 
u^ log = u^ log , Vie J, (6.25) 
u^ ,> 0 , ¥ i e J . (6.26) 
Proof Similarly to Theorem 6.1, these results follow immediately from 
Theorems 5.3 and 5.4. Conditions (6.25) and (6.26) are exactly the same 
as the conditions in Theorems 5.3 and 5.4. Also, condition (6.24) 
follows from (6.23) and FJ^(M(ÇQ), M(n)) >^0 for all n e H • [] 
The equivalence relations are given in the following Theorem. 
Theorem 6.4 (Equivalence Relations) 
Let ÇQ be feasible for problem DDI and assume that there exists a 
design ^ such that (t>^(M(ç)) < 0, ¥ i e J. Suppose that there exists a 
scalar vector U = {u^ | i e J, u^ 0} such that u^ log ^ 
u^ log CL, ¥ i e J. Then the following assertions are equivalent; 
(1) gg is optimal for problem DDI, 
(2) ÇQ minimizes max d^^x, g), 
xex 
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(3) max d^(x, ÇQ) = k + Z uu i , 
x ex i ej 
where d^^x, Ç) = - G^(M(Ç), M(ri^)) 
= f'(x)M ^(Ç)f(x) + lu^ 
f[l(i)(x) = (f^(x), f^Cx) f^(x)) . 
Proof d^^x,Ç ) follows from (6.21) by letting n = and since 
= k + Z u. i , 
icJ 
these equivalence relations hold immediately by Theorem 5.6. [] 
As we mentioned in section 2.3.1, in order to have the constraints 
to be active, constant is restricted in the interval 
[|Mli(i)( Ç**)1, each i e J, where ç maximize 1m(ç)1 
and f maximizes ) | , then the constraint 
will be inatlve and the corresponding Lagrange multiplier will be zeroc 
1 * 1  *  If ? ) I , then the set of constraints is null, since Ç 
maximizes Therefore, in order to ensure the assumption 
that there exists an interior feasible matrix, must be chosen to be 
* 
less than ^ ) for all i e J. Thus, we must have 
e [0, all i e J. 
6.1.3. D^-restricted D-optliaallty 
Recall D^-restricted D-optimality of section 2.3.2. A general 
setting of D^-restricted D-optimality is given as follows: 
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DsD: Maximize 
subject to 
|M*i(i)(Ol > , i e J , 
s e 5 , 
where J is a given index set, which is a subset of {1,2, k-1}, 
Is * 1 1 **crlx and ' Mi2(l)(S) *22<1)(G) 
M2i^i)(ç). We note that matrix M(Ç) can be partitioned as 
^ll(i) ^12(i) 
M = 
_ ^21(i) ^22(i) 
and the ratio of |M(C)|/|M22(i)(5)| is equal to ~ ^12(i)^22(i) 
, . * , 
^21(i)' ~ I^ ll(i)'' Hc^ce, our inequality constraints for problem DsD 
can be written as: 
|m(e)|/|m22(i)(s)l 2l ci . (6.28) 
Let A_ be a k % (k-i) matrix with the form 
Aj = [0 I I] , 
where 0 is a null matrix of (k-i) x i and I is the identity matrix of 
order (k-i). Then, we have ^22(i)^^'^ ~ A^M(g)A^, V i e J, and 
constraint (6.28) becomes 
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|m22(i)(5)l |a[m(ç)a 1 
_££ii2 = —i Ï. < jr- . (6.29) 
|m(g)| |m(c)| 
The objective function and constraints of problem DsD can then be written 
as: 
4(M(C)) = -  log|M(s)|,  (6.30) 
<t)^(M(ç)) = log|A|M(ç)A^l - loglM(ç)l + log . (6.31) 
The convexity of (j)(M(ç)) is trivial, and the convexity of <t)^(M(ç)) 
follows from the fact that <i)^(M(ç)) = - log|M^^^^^(g)|, which is a convex 
function. 
Problem DsD can then be written as follows: 
DsDl: Minimize -log|M(ç)| 
subject to 
log |AjM(S)Ai| - log|M(s)| + log _< 0, Vie J, 
ç e 5 
The Lagrangian function for problem DsDl is given by 
L(M(g), U) 
= - logjM(^)l + Eu^ClogiA!^îl(ç)A^l - log|M(%)| + log C^) 
= -(Zu^+1) loglM(ç)| + Zu^loglA^M(ç)A^I + zu^log . (6.32) 
The gradients of ^(M) and <[>^(M) are given by 
7M,t(%(5)) = -Mrl(() , (6.33) 
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and 
V^(j,^(M(0) = xV(A^'M(OA^)"^Aj^ - M \ç) 
^ï2(i)(g) 
- m !(%) (6.34) 
The Gâteaux and Fréchet derivatives of L at (M(Ç),U) in the direction of 
(M(n),V) are as follows: 
GJ(M( 5),U),(M(ri),V)) 
= G^(M(0, M(n)) + Zu,Gi (M(Ç), M(n)) + G, (U, V) 
= -( Z u^+1) < M(n) > + Zu^ < M22(i)(S), M22(i)(n) > 
+ z v^(loglA^M(ç)A^| - log|M(ç)| + log C^) , (6.35) 
Fj^((M(ç), U), (M(n),V)) 
= - ( Z u^+1) < M ^(ç), M(n) > + Zu^ < ^22(1)^^^' ^2(i)^^^ ^ 
+ Zv^ (log|A^M(ç)A^l - loglM(ç)j + log C^) 
+ k + Z u^i . (6.36) 
F^^M(S), M(n)) 
= - ( Zu^+1) < M ^(ç), M(n) > 
+ z 
- 1  
"i ^  ^ i2(i)(s)' m22(i)(^) > (k + Z u^i) , (6.37) 
The following theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for 
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an optimal design of problem DsDl. 
Theorem 6.5 Let be feasible for problem DsDl. Suppose that there 
exists a design Ç such that < 0, V i £ J. Then Cg is optimal 
for problem DsDl if and only if there exists a scalar vector 
U = {uu|i e J} such that 
(Zu^+1) < M(n) > -  lu^ < M2^(i)(So). > 
k + Zu^i , (6.38) 
u^ loglAjMCSqlA^I + u^ logC^ = u^ loglMCSg)!, V is J, (6.39) 
u > 0 , V i e J . (6.40) 
Proof. Similarly to Theorem 6.3, these results follow immediately from 
Theorems 5.3 and 5.4. 
F^ ( M(ÇQ) ,  M(ç)) 2 0 V n  E  5  together with Equation (6.37) give 
condition (6.38). Conditions (6.39) and (6.40) are exactly the same as 
the conditions in Theorem 5.3. [] 
The equivalence relations are given in the following. 
Theorem 6.6 (Equivalence Relations) 
Let be feasible for problem DsDl and assume that there exists a 
design ^ such that <J>^CM( Ç)) <0 for ail i £ J. Suppose that there exists 
a scalar vector U = {uu|i c J, u^^ 0} such that 
Uj^(log| A^M( Çq)A^ I + log C^) = u^ log|M(%q)| for all i. Then the 
following statements are equivalent: 
(1) ÇQ is optimal to problem DsDl , 
(2) ÇQ minimizes max d^^x, Ç ) , 
X EX 
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(3) max d^(x, = k + Z i , 
where d^(x, C) = - G^(M(O, M(n^)) 
= (Zu^+l)f ' (x)M ^(ç)f(x) + ^22(i)^^^^22(i)^''^ 
and 
f22(i)(x) = fi+2(*)' •••' ' 
Proof d^(x, Ç) follows from (6.35) by letting n  = n^, and since 
d^( ÇQ, ÇQ) = - G^(M(ÇQ), M(ÇQ)) = k + Z u^i , these equivalence 
relations hold immediately by Theorem 5.6. [] 
As we discussed in section 2.3.2, the values of the constant 
should be chosen from the interval ) | . ) | ], where 
•kk * 
Ç and Ç are the ordinary D- and D^-optimal design, respectively. If we 
choose within this interval, the corresponding inequality constraint 
will be active. However, it is not necessary to assume that every 
constraint must be active. In other words, can be chosen such that 
* ** 
< ) I for some !• Hence, the possible choice of C. is from the 
• lilu ' y f i 
interval [0, )|]. On the other hand, in order to ensure the 
assumption that there exists an interior feasible information matrix, 
must be less than )|« Hence, we restrict constant to be in 
the interval [0, (i)^^ ^^* 
6.1.4. A-restricted D-optimality 
We recall A-restrict D-optimality from section 2.3.3. 
API ; Minimize - log|M(Ç) 
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subject to tr(M ^(5)) - C < 0 , 
5 E 5 
The convexity of - log|M(g)| and tr(M ^(ç)) are both trivial. 
Hence, problem ADl is a convex programming problem. 
The Lagrangian function for problem ADl is given by 
L(M(ç), u) = - log|M(ç)| + u(tr(M ^(ç)) - C) . (6.41) 
The gradients of ^(M) and ^^(M) are given by 
V%t(M(S)) = - , (6.42) 
and 
V^4^(M(Ç)) = - M"^(Ç) . (6.43) 
The Gâteau and Fréchet derivatives of L at (M(Ç), u) in the 
direction of (M(Ç), v) are as follows: 
G^(M(0, u), (M(n), v)) 
= G^ CM(Ç), MCn)) + Zu (M(g), M(n)) + G^(u, v) 
= - < M(n) > + u < - m"^(C), M(n) > + v(tr (M~^ (5)) - C), 
(6.44) 
G^(M(C), M(n)) = - tr(M"^ (Ç)M(n)) - u tr (m"^(Ç) M(n)), (6.45) 
F (^(M(Ç), u), (M(TI), V)) 
= - < m"^ (ç), M(n) - M(ç) > + u < - M~^ (Ç), M(n) - M(S) > 
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+ v(tr (M r)) - C) 
- tr (M ^(ç)M(ti)) - u tr(M ^(ç)M(n)) + k + u tr M ^(ç) 
+ v(tr m"^(Ç) - C) . (6.46) 
Theorem 6.7 Let ÇQ be feasible for problem ADl. Suppose that there 
exists an interior information matrix. Then ÇQ is optimal for problem 
ADl if and only if there exists a scalar u 0 such that 
tr + u tr(M"^(ÇQ)M(Ti)) <k + uC, V ne 5, (6.47) 
u tr (M (^Cq)) = u C. (6.48) 
Proof According to Theorems 5.3 and 5.4, condition (6.48) holds 
immediately. Condition F^(M(ÇQ), M(n)) _> 0, ¥ n e 5, together with 
Equation (6.46) imply that 
tr (M"l(Sg)M(n)) + u tr (M"^(çQ)M(n)) 
< k + u tr (m"^(ÇÇ^ )) . (6.49) 
From conditions (6.48) and (6.49), we obtain condition (6.47). Thus, the 
results follow immediately from Theorems 5.3 and 5.4. [] 
The equivalence relations are stated in the following Theorem. 
Theorem 6.8 (Equivalence Theorem) 
Let ÇQ be feasible for problem ADl and assume that there exists a 
design Ç such that tr(M (ç)) < C. Suppose that there exists a scalar 
u 0 such that u tr(M ^(ç^)) = u C. Then, the following statements are 
equivalent: 
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1) ^ is optimal to problem DAI, 
2) Ç minimizes max d (x, ç), 
xex 
3) max dj^(x. Eg) = k + uC, 
x ex 
where d^Cx, Ç) = - G^CM(ç), M(n^)) 
= f'(x)M ^(ç)f(x) + uf'(x)M ^(ç)f(x) 
= f'(x)(M ^(Ç) + uM ^(Ç))f(x) . 
Proof d^^x, Ç) follows from (6.45) immediately. 
4^(50» Sg) = - G^(M(ÇQ), M(ÇQ)) = k + u tr(M~^(ÇQ)). 
Since u tr(M (ÇQ)) = U C, we have d^Cq^, ÇQ) = k + U C. According to 
Theorem 5.6, these relations are equivalent. [] 
As we discussed in section 2.3.3, the constant C must be chosen from 
— 1 —1 
the interval [tr(M tr(M (Ç^))] to ensure the constraint to be 
active, where and are ordinary Û- and A-optimal designs, 
respectively. However, if we let C = tr(M (5^)» the only feasible 
design is the ordinary A-optimal design, and the assumption that there 
exists an interior feasible informatrix is not satisfied. Hence, we must 
let C > tr(M (g^)) to ensure this assumption to be satisfied. Thus, the 
— 1  — 1  
value C should be chosen from the interval (tr(M (5^^), tr(M (5^))]. 
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6.2. Constrained ^p-optimality 
Ordinary -optimality requires minimization of tr(M ^(ç))]^ 
P K 
for any p e (0, <»). Constrained ^^-optimality is defined to be the 
following problem. 
PQ: Minimize [-^ tr(M ^(ç)]^ 
subject to 
[i tr(M"9(;))] S < Cq, q e Q , 
where p e (0, «=), Q is the index set with Q e (O,® ) and p ^ Q . 
We can see that A-restricted D-optimality is a special case of 
constrained (jj^-optimality with p —> 0 and Q = {1}. 
The function [— tr(M ^(Ç))]^ is convex for p e [1, ™) and, thus, the 
problem PQ is a convex programming problem. The Lagrangian function for 
the problem is given by 
1 1 
L(M(ç), U) = [1 tr(M"P(ç))]^  + Z [(^  tr(M"4(g)))q _ C ] . 
^ qcQ 4 t  q (6.50) 
The gradient of <j»p(M) is given by 
— - 1 
v4_(M(ç)) = - ["T t:r(M M ^ ^ , p e (0, ») . 
P ^ 
Therefore, the Gateaux and Fréchet derivatives of L at (M(Ç), U) in the 
direction of (M(ç), V) are as follows: 
G,^ (CM(Ç), U), (M(n), V)) 
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= G, (M(ç), M(n)) -!• Z u G. (M(Ç), M(n)) + G (U, V) 
P q  eQ "q  
= w < - M P ^(g), M(n) > + Zu w <-m' ^ ^ ( ç), M(n) > 
^ qcq ^ ^ 
+ Z V (-r tr(M ) , (6.51) 
qeQ ^  
- - 1 
where w = Or t:r(M ^(ç)))^ , 
P K 
F^CCMCÇ),  U) ,  (M(TI) ,  V))  
= w < - M(Ç)-M(n) > + z u w < - M(TI)-M(Ç) > 
qeq 4 % 
+ Z (v^-u )Cp tr(M 
qeQ ^  ^  
=  -  w < M M(n)  >  -  Z u  w <  M(n)  >  
p qcQ 4 4 ^ 
+ w t r  Î1  ^ (Ç)  +  Z u  w t r  M ^ (C)  +  Z (v  -u  ) (^  t r (M ^(C)) )^  
p qcqs 4 q c q  q q k 
(6.52) 
and 
F (M(Ç) ,  M(n))  = - w < M P 1 (5), K(n)  >  -  Z u w < m"^~1(Ç ), M(n) > 
P qeQ 9  q  
+ w tr M ^(Ç) + Z u w tr M ^(Ç) . (6.53) 
p qa 4 9 
The following theorem gives a necessary and sufficient condition for 
^ to be optimal for problem PQ. 
Theorem 6.9 Let Çg be optimal for problem PQ. Suppose that there exists 
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an interior feasible information matrix. Then ÇQ is optimal for problem 
PQ if and only if there exists a scalar vector U = {u^ | q e Q and 
u >0} such that q — 
Wp < M(n) > + Zu M(n) > 
< Wp tr(M"P(^Q)) + k Z UqWq V n E 5 (6.54) 
Uq (-^ tr(M = u^ ^ q e Q • (6.55) 
Proof (6.55) is the condition ^^(M(ÇQ)) = 0, V i of Theorem 5.3. 
According to the condition FJ^(M(ÇQ), M(n)) >^0 V n E 5 in Theorem 5.3 
and (6.53), we have 
w < m"^"^Çq), M(n) > + E u w < M"9"1(SQ), M(n) > 
qeq 
^ Wp tr(M ^(Çq)) + Z UqWq tr(M "^(Cq)) • (6.56) 
Condition (6.54) follows immediately from (6.56) and (6.55). 
Theorem 6.10 (Equivalence Relations) 
Let ÇQ be feasible for problem PQ and assume that there exists an 
interior feasible information matrix. Suppose that there exists a scalar 
vector U = {u lu > 0, q e Q} such that q q -
u [^(i - c^l - 0. 
Then, the following statements are equivalent: 
1) ÇQ is optimal for problem PQ, 
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2) ÇQ minimizes max d^^x, Ç) 
xex 
3) max d (x, Ç ) = w tr(M~P(Ç )) + k I u w , 
xex l ° p 0 qd s q q 
where d (x, Ç) = w f'(x) M ° ^(Ç) f(x) + Z u w f'(x) M ^ ^(ç)f(x) . 
^ P qsQ 4 q 
Proof d^^x, Ç) follows from (6.51) by letting n = 
= ~ gt/mcso)' tr(m"p(çq)) + ^ w^  tror^ c^ç^ )) . 
(6.58) 
From the assumption that u (r^ tr(M '^(Ç^)))*^ - u C , we have 
 ^k. u q  ^
tr (M"^(C)) = k if u >0 . (6.59) 
0 q q 
Combining equations (6.58) and (6.59), we obtain 
d^CSg, Sg) = Wp tr(M-P(SQ)) + k Z Uq Wq C^. 
Hence, these results follow immediately from Theorem 5.6. [] 
The constant C should be chosen in such a way that there exists an q 
interior feasible information matrix. To do so, the value of must be 
greater that [t^  tr(M *^(5 ))]^ , where Ç is an ordinary 4 -optimal K q 
design. Hence, the possible choice of C is C e [Or tr(M *^(5 )))^ , « ). q q K 
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6.3. Constrained ^^-optimality 
Suppose we are interested in certain linear transform of g, say A'6, 
with A' g estimable, where A is k x s matrix, k > s. Let be the 
subset of consisting of the information matrices such that A=M(ç)W for 
some W. The (j)^-optimality criterion is defined to be: 
= v(A'M"A), M E . 
An important class of ^^-optimality criteria is ^^^-optimality criterion, 
which we mentioned in Chapter 1. Two popular ^^-optimality criteria are 
fCA'M A) = log|A'M a] 
and 
^ïCA'm'a) = tr(A'M~A) . 
The constrained ^^-optimality is defined as follows: 
AB: Minimize (A'M~^(Ç)A) 
subject to 
(BSH 1(5) B^) _< C^ i=l,2, ..., m, 
« \. 
1=1 1 
C E 5 , 
where B^S are estimable for all i and B^ is of k % s^ matrix, k > s^. The 
set consists of all possible information matrices such that B^g is 
i 
estimable. Since the transforms A'g and B'g for i = 1,2, ..., m are all 
estimable, the corresponding information matrix of any design that 
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satisfies the inequality constraints must also belong to the set 
m 
n "W In addition, we need to assume that there exists an interior 
i=l 
feasible information matrix. Therefore, we shall assume that the set 
{ç| < C ,^ m £ n % n \ ' V 1 and C E = } 
i=l i 
is nonempty. 
We now consider the constrained D^-optimality problem. The problem 
AB becomes: 
ABl: Minimize log]A'M ^A| 
subject to 
loglBpr^B^l < i=l,2, ..., m 
i=l i 
The Lagrangian function is given by 
ni 1 
L(M(Ç), U) = logjA'M (Ç)A| + E u (log|BlM *'(ç)B j - C ). (6.60) 
i=l ^ 
We now calculate the gradient of (j): 
v„4(m) = v_ y (a'm'^ a) = - (m"^ a(a'm~^ a)~^  a'm"^ . (6.61) 
m. m 
Hence, the directional derivatives of L at (M(ç), U) in the direction 
(M(ri), V) are given as the following: 
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G^((M(ç), U), (M(n), V)) 
= -  < M~\Ç)A(A'M"^(Ç)A)"^ \*M~^(Ç) ,  M(n)  >  
- l u ,  <  M ~ ^ ( ç ) 8  ( B ' M " ^ ( Ç ) B  ) " ^ B ' M ( ç ) ,  M ( n )  >  
1=1 1 
m 
+ z v,(log|B!M (C)B.I - C.) , (6.62) 
1=1 
F^((M(Ç), U), (M(TI), V)) 
= - < M"^ (Ç)A(A'M"^ ( Ç)A)"^ A'M"^ (Ç) ,  M(n)  >  
-  I u ^ <  m " ^ ( ç ) B J^(b^m"\ç)b^)~^b^m"\ç) ,  M(n)  >  
+ (s + E U^ s.) + z(v^-u^)(loglB^M"Hç)B^| - C) . (6.63) 
The following Theorem gives necessary and sufficient conditions for 
ÇQ to be optimal. 
Theorem 6.11 Let be feasible for problem ABl. Suppose that there 
exists a design Ç such that <j)^(M(Ç)) <0. Then ÇQ is optimal for problem 
ABl if and only if there exists a scalar vector U = (u^.ug, .u^), 
u^ > 0 for all i=l,2, ..., m such that 
< M~\çq)A(A'M~^(ÇQ)A)~^A'M"^(ÇQ),  M(n) > 
+ z UU <  m"\çq) B^ (B' ^m"^(Çq) B^ )"^BI^ m"^(Çq) ,  M(n)  >  
i=l 
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m 
^ s + E u. s , (6.64) 
1=1 
Uj, log]B^M ¥ 1=1,2, ..., m . (6.65) 
Proof These results follow Immediately from Theorems 5.3 and 5.4 and 
Equation (6.63). [] 
The equivalence relations are stated in Theorem 6.12. 
Theorem 6.12 Let be feasible for problem ABl and assume that there 
exists an interior feasible information matrix. Suppose that there 
exists a vector U = (u^, u^), ^ 0 for all 1 such that 
u^  loglb^m"^(ç)b.i = u^  v 1 . 
Then the following statements are equivalent: 
1) ÇQ is optimal for problem ABl, 
2) ÇQ minimizes max d^^x, Ç ), 
xex 
m 
3) max d^(x, ÇQ) = s + I u^ s^, 
xex 1=1 
where d^(x, Ç) = - G^(M( O, M(n^)) 
= f •(x)M~\ç)A(A'M l(S)A) ^A'M"^(Ç)f(x) 
+ zu^ f'(x)m~^(03^(b^m~^(ç)b^)"^b|m \ç)f(x) 
Proof d^(x, Ç) follows form (6.62). 
~ M(ÇQ)) s + Z u^ s^ 
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According to Theorem 5.6, these results hold. [] 
A special case of problem ABl is to let A' = (I [ 0), where I is the 
identity matrix of order s and 0 is the null matrix of order s x (k-s). 
We now define constrained D^-optimality. 
DsB: Minimize - log «2^^(5)1 
subject to 
log <C^ i = 1, 2, m . 
M E,1 n 2%. 
i=l ®i 
The Lagrangian function is given by 
L(M(Ç), U) = - log |m^^(ç) -
+ zu^ (loglb^ m"^(ob^| - c^) . (6.66) 
The directional derivatives of L at (M(Ç), U), in the direction 
(M(n), V) are as follows: 
G^((M(S), U), (M(n), V)) 
= - tr{B~\c)M^^(n) - B"^(0D(Ç)M2^Cn) " D'(Ç)B"^(Ç)M^2^^^ 
+ d'(e)b"l(s)d(s)m22(n)} - zu^  tr{m~\ob^(bj^m"^ (ç)b^ )~^ b^ m~^  (ç)m(n)} 
+ Iv^ (log|B^M"l(s)B^| - C^) , (6.67) 
where B(ç) = M,^(ç) - ^ 
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and 
dcs) = 
G^(M(g), M(n)) 
= - tr{B"^(Ç)M^^(n) - B~^(Ç)D(Ç)M2^(TI) " D'(ç)B~^(ç)M^2^n) 
+ d'(ç)b"^ (ç)d(ç)m22(n)} - zu^  tr{m"^ (ç )b^ (b^ m"^ (ç)b^ )~^ b^ m~\ç)m(n)} , 
(6 .68)  
G^(M(Ç)> M(n )) = - (s + Zu^s^) = - d^(ç, ç) , (6.69) 
F^(M(S ), U), (M(n), V)) 
= G^(M(Ç), M(n)) - G^(M(ç), M(ç)) + Fj^(U, V) 
= Gj^(M(Ç), M(n)) + (s + zu^s^) 
+ Z(v.-u^) (loglB!^M~\ç)B. 1 - C^) . (6.70) 
Corollary 6.11.1 Let ç ^ be feasible for problem DsB. Suppose that there 
exists an interior feasible information matrix. Then is optimal for 
problem DsB if and only if there exists a scalar vector U = (u^.ug, , 
u ), u, > 0 V i such that 
ni l — 
m 
Ç ) < . s  +  E  u ^ s ^  , Ç e H  ( 6 . 7 1 )  
i=l 
u^ log|B^M"l(Sg)B^| = u, = 1, 2, ..., m , (6.72) 
where d^^S^.S ) = - G^(M(ÇQ), M(C)) . 
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Proof According to Theorems 5.3 and 5.4, we have 
° "i 4i(M(CQ)) = 0 » V i. 
Now, F J^ (M(ÇQ), M(q)) 0 in this case is equivalent to 
G^(M(ÇQ), M(n)) - (s + u^s^) > 0 , 
which implies (6.71). 
Condition = 0, V i, in this case is just condition 
(6.72). [] 
Corollary 6.12.1 (Equivalence Relations) 
Let Cg be feasible for problem DsB and assume that there exists an 
interior feasible information matrix. Suppose that there exists a scalar 
vector U = (u^, ..., u^), u^ 0 V i. Then the following statements are 
equivalent: 
1) ÇQ is optimal for problem DsB, 
2) ÇQ is minimizes max d^Cx, ç), 
xex 
3) d^(x, Çg) = s + Zu^s^, 
where d^^x, Ç) = - G^(M(Ç), M(n^)) 
= f|^ (x)b~^ (ç)f^ (^x) - fli(x)erl(g)d(e)f22(x) - f%2(x)d'(g)b"l(g)fii(x) 
+ f 2^(x)d'(g)b"l(s)d(g)f22(x), 
and 
f'(x) = (f^^(x)|f^2(x)) = (f,(x), .... f^(x)lf^^^(x), ..., f,_^(x)) . 
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Proof d^(x,ç ) is obtained from (6.68) by letting ^ = n^» 
ÇQ) = s + zu^s^, by (6.69). 
Hence, according to Theorem 5.6, these results hold. [] 
6.4. Examples 
Example 6.4.1. The D—restricted D-optimal design for P2. 
Recall the example we discussed in section 2.6, 
_D: Maximize (l-d2)^d2 subject to l-d^ >, c, 0 ^ d^ ^ 1 • 
The solution to this problem is ÇQ = (d^, d^, d^) = 1-c, 
supported on {-1, 0, 1}, respectively. 
In terras of logarithms, problem D becomes: 
D1: Minimize - log (l-d2)^d2 
subject to 
- log (i-d^) + log c ^ 0 
0 < dg < 1 
We shall consider only the case that the inequality constraint is 
active. The Lagrangian function for Dl is 
L(d2, u) = - log (l-d2)^d2 + u(- log (1-^2) + log c) . (6.73) 
We shall now apply the results of section 6.1.2 to solve the 
problem. We first find d^(x, C) for this example. 
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d, (x, Ç ) 
.  -1 
[1, x, x ] 
1 
0 
1-d. 
l-d„ 
l-dg 0 
0 1-d, 
+ u [1, x] 
1 
0 
-1 
0 
1-d, 
' 1  I  
-X j 
= [x^ + (3+ud -2)x^ + (l-d„)] + u . (6.74) 
(l-d2)d2 
According to Theorem 6.4, N. and S. conditions for ÇQ to be optimal for 
problem D1 are 
max d^ (x, ÇQ) = 3 + 2u , 
x e x  
u (l-d^) = uc , (6.75) 
i 
u > 0 . 
According to Corollary 5.6.1, the maximum of d^^x, ÇQ) is attained at 
every support point of For this example, the support of ÇQ is known 
to be {-1, 0, 1}. The value of d^(x, ÇQ) at each of {-1, 0, 1} is 
follows : 
V°' Go) = " ' 
co) = d^;i. co) 
as 
l-d2 
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Since we consider only the case in which the constraint is active, the 
value of u must be greater than zero. Hence, (6.75) becomes 
— + u = 3 + 2u 
"^2 
l-dg = c . 
(6.76) 
The solution of (6.76) is as follows: 
J ^2 = 
_ 3c-2 
" 1-c 
(6.77) 
We note that we must also have the equality; 
+ u = d^(-l, Çq) = max d^(x, Çq) = 3 + 2u . 
By solving this equation with respect to u and replacing d^ by 1-c, we 
3 c™2 
obtain that u = . This u is exactly the same as the one obtained by 
solving the equations in (6.76). Since the Lagrange multiplier is 
unique, we can also use the uniqueness of u as a criterion to check if 
the obtained design is optimal or not simply by solving the equation 
d, (Xj^, Eg) = 3 + 2u 
with respect to u for each x^, the support point of Çq, and compare these 
different values of u; if they are unique, then the design 5^ must be 
optimal; otherwise, is not optimal. 
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We also note that the solution of and u can be obtained by 
solving the systems of equations: 
It is easy to see that the result is the same as that in (6.77). 
If numerical algorithms are applied to find optimal designs, then 
the condition (3) of Theorem 6.4 
can be used as a criterion for checking if an obtained design is optimal. 
Example 6.4.2 The C-restricted D-optimal design for PI. 
Recall the C-restricted D-optimal design problem for PI which 
Stigler (1971) considered: 
CD: Maximize (l-d^) 
subject to 
L(d2, u) = 0 and V^L(d2, u) = 0 . 
max d^(x, ÇQ) = k + zu^i 
x ex 
i 0 < dg < 1 
The solution to this problem is ^ = (d^, d^, d^) 
) , (6.78) 
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with support on {-1, 0, 1}, respectively. 
If we use logarithms, then problem CD becomes: 
GDI : Minimize - logCl-d^) 
subject to 
-log(l-d2)d2 - log c 0 
v 0 < dg < 1 
The Lagrangian function for problem GDI is 
LCdg, u) = - logCl-dg) + u(-log(l-d2)d2 - log c) . (6.79) 
Taking derivatives of L w.r.t. d2 and u, respectively, we can easily 
find d„ = - /-7 - — and u = d„/(l-2d_). We shall now use the results / Z '^4 c z Z 
in section 6.1.1 to solve the problem. 
According to Theorem 6.2, N. and S. conditions for ÇQ to be optimal 
for problem GDI are the following: 
( max d, (x, ç= 2 + u, 
%ex 
u((l-d2)d2 = 7 ' 
u > 0 
(6.80) 
The function d^(x, S ) for this example is: 
dy(x, Ç ) 
= (I-u)[l x] 
1 0 
0 1-d 2 j 
-1 
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1 0 1—d 2 -1 1 
+ u[l X x^] 0 l-dg 0 X 
i-d^ 0 i-d^ i ..x^; 
[x  ^+ (2d2-2)x^ + (l-d2)l-u ( 6 . 8 1 )  
It is routine to solve d^ and u from Equations (6.80). Instead of 
repeating similar calculation as that in example 6.4.1, we only check if 
the solution in (6.78) an optimal design or not. We again apply 
Corollary 5.6.1 which states that the maximum of d^^x, Sg) is obtained at every 
support point of the optimal design ÇQ. This gives 
dL(0, Çq) = 1 + ^  - u = 2+u (6.82) 
(6.83) 
By solving (6.82) with respect to u, we obtain u = d2/(l-2d2). By 
solving (6.83) with respect to u, we also obtain u = d2/(l-2d2). Thus, 
we obtain the same Lagrange multiplier for each design point of 
Hence, the solution in (6.78) must be optimal and the corresponding 
1 
Lagrange multiplier isu = -|-(-|---^) ^ - y . 
Example 6.4.3: D^-restricted D-optimal design for P2. 
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We recall the problem In section 2.7; 
2 Ds; Maximize (l-d^) 
subj ect to 
(l-dg) dg > c 
0 < d, 1 
The solution for this problem is 
^0 = (^1, dg, dg) = (| + Y - c, i - J J - c ' i + i Jj- ) 
with support on {-1, 0, 1}, respectively. 
Using logarithms, problem Ds becomes: 
(6.84) 
Dsl: Minimize - log (l-d2)^d2 
subject to 
- log (l-d2)d2 + log c £ 0 
( 0 < d^  < 1 . 
The Lagrangian function for problem Dsl is: 
L(d2, u) = - log(l-d2)^d2 + u (- log(l-d2)d2 + log c) . (6.85) 
We shall assume the inequality constraint to be active as usual. It 
is easy to find d2 and u by solving 
V L(d u) = 0 , 
ai ^ 
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u) = 0 
We have d. 1- tïT 
2 N 4 
sd^ -l 
c and u = • We shall now apply the results 
in section 6.1.3 to solve the problem. According to Theorem 6.6, N. and 
S. conditions for to be optimal for problem Dsl are 
max d^^x, CQ) = 3 + 2U 
X£X 
u((l-d2)d2) = uc (6 .86)  
u > 0 
The function d^(x, C) for this example is as follows: 
d (^x, ç) 
-1 
' 1 0 l-d^ ' 1 
= (u+1) [1, X, x^] 0 l-dg 0 X - u(x^)(l-d2) ^ (x^) 
l-d„ 0 1-d^ 
2 
X i c 
(x^ + (3d2-2)x^ + (l-d^)) 
(l-d2)d2 
(l-d2)d2 
[(l-d2)x^ + (sdg-z)*^ + (l-d2)] (6.87) 
We now check if the solution in (6.84) and the Lagrange multiplier 
3d -1 
u  =  - — a r e  o p t i m a l  b y  c h e c k i n g  i f  t h e  s o l u t i o n s  o f  u  o b t a i n e d  f r o m  t h e  
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following two equations, respectively, are the same. 
d^CO, ÇQ) = -^ + ^ = 3 + 2u , (6.88) 
^ = 3 + 2u . (6.89) 
l-d^ 1-^ 2 
By solving (6.88) and (6.89) w.r.t. u, we indeed obtain the same value of 
36,-1 
u, which is . Thus, the design in (6.84) is optimal and the 
 ^ 1 
11 2 3 
corresponding Lagrange multiplier is u = - c) - y . 
3d2-l 1 I 
We note that u = > 0 implies that d^ e (y » 2^' This is true 
since d^ = ^ ~Jt ~ ^ ^ s (^ , implies that E (y , ^ 0. 
Example 6.4.4 A-restricted D—optimal design for P2. 
Recall the example in section 2.8: 
2 AD: Minimize - log (l-d^) d^ 
subject to 
2/((l-d2)d2) < c 
0 < d < 1 . 
The solution for this problem is given by 
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çq = d^ , dg) 
= (i + Ji - i  .i  - - i  » » (*'*0) 
with support on {-1, 0, 1}, respectively. 
The Lagrangian function of ADl is 
LCd^, u) = - log (l-dg)^ dg + u ( ^j c) (6.91) 
We note that we also assume the constraint to be active. Hence, by 
solving LCdg, u) = 0, and V^L(d^, u) =0, we obtain 
(3d„-l)d,Cl-d„) 
- - 2(1-2^ 
Since the Lagrange multiplier u must be greater than zero, we have 
d^ E (-J, y) from (6.92) and hence, C £(8, 9). 
We shall now apply the results in section 6.1.4 to solve the 
problem. According to Theorem 6.8, N. and S. conditions for to be 
optimal are as follows: 
r max d^(x, Ç^) = 3 + u tr(M ^(Ç^)) , 
xex 
u[2/(l-d2)d2)] = uc ; (6.93) 
u > 0 
The function d^(x,Ç ) for this example is given by 
d^(x, Ç) = f'(x)M ^(Ç)f(x) + uf'(x)M ^(Ç)f(x) 
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[x^ + (3d2-2)x^ + (l-d^)] 
(l-d2)d2 
= rr [(!+(! + d_)2)x4 + (d^-2(l-d„)(2-d_))x^ + 2(l-d,)^]. 
(l-d_)^d, 2 2 2 2 2 
(6.94) 
We now solve the following two equations with respect to u: 
d (0, Ç ) = ^ + % = 3 + ^ , (6.95) 
d, ,2 (i_d2)d2 
dl(-l, çq) = d^(l. çq) 
, (4+2d_)u _ 
— + = 3 + — . (6.96) 
l-d^ (l-d^) (l-d2)d2 
The solutions are found to be the same and they are 
(3d„-l)d„(l-d„) 
— . (6.97) 
2(l-2d2) 
By the uniqueness of u. we conclude that the design in (6.90) is 
optimal and the corresponding Lagrange multiplier is 
^ ^ - f • 
We now make some remarks about applications of theorical results we 
obtained in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. 
1) According to Theorem 5.6, N. and S. conditions for ÇQ to be 
optimal are 
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•nax *:o> • V =.,• '-o> 
X ) 
Ui 4^(MCÇQ)) = , i « 1, ..., m, (6.98) 
According to Corollary 5.6.1, every support point of optimal 
design attains the maximum of d^(x, ÇQ). Therefore, if Ç is 
optimal, then d^(x^, Ç) = d^(Ç, Ç) for each of the support {x^} 
of Ç. 
If the support points of optimal design ÇQ are known, then the 
weights attached and the corresponding unique Lagrange 
multipliers can be obtained by solving the system of equations: 
, i e I , 
where is any support point of design ÇQ and I is the index 
set that consists of all index i such that ^^(MCÇQ)) = c^. 
A criterion of checking if a design is optimal or not is to 
solve the equation d^Cx^, 5Q) = d^( ÇQ, ÇQ) with respect to u 
for each of the support {%_} of the design ÇQ, and then compare 
these solutions; if they are all the same, then Sg is optimal; 
otherwise ÇQ is not optimal. 
Remarks (2) and (4) can be used to check if an obtained design 
is optimal or not in numerical algorithms that are developed for 
solving constrained optimal design problems. 
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7. SUMMARY 
In our work on constrained optimal designs, we study two main 
topics: one is constrained optimal designs for polynomial regressions in 
Chapters 2 and 3, the other is general constrained optimal design problem 
in Chapters 4, 5, and 6. The basic ideas behind the development are the 
following. In general, every ordinary optimal design has its own charac­
teristics and it is not possible Co have a design which satisfies more 
than one optimality criteria simultaneously, except with D- and G-
optimality and for some very restricted classes of models, for example, 
the orthogonal models. A "good" design thus may be considered to be 
efficient up to some degree with respect to several criteria 
simultaneously. 
One way to achieve this purpose is to introduce constrained opti­
mality criteria. The idea pursued is that we have criteria ^(M(ç)) and 
{<})^(M( ç))} , and we wish to obtain a design that optimizes (j)(M(Ç)) subject 
to requirements that _< C^ for all i. It is seen that a con­
strained optimal design is "worse" than the ordinary optimal design which 
minimizes the objective function, alone. However, the con­
strained optimal design i?, "better" in the sense that it takes into 
account several criteria simultaneously. 
The main results in Chapters 2 and 3 are as follows. We obtain 
general analytic constrained D-optimal designs via Theorems 2.1, 3.8, and 
3.9. These results are based mainly on the theory of canonical moments 
which is described in Chapter 3. We give several examples and discuss 
their performance in terms of efficiencies in sections 2.6 to 2.9. Fur­
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ther examples are given in section 3.6. These examples also illustrate 
how the theorems are applied to real problems. 
Unfortunately, the theory of canonical moments is applicable only in 
problems related to determinants. The A-restricted and E-restrlcted 
optimal design problems cannot be solved by using canonical moments. 
We discuss only the cases of polynomial regressions in Chapters 2 
and 3. Further investigations are needed for the problems related to 
quadratic or cubic regressions with the design spaces X having nice 
structures, e.g., a rectangle or a circle for quadratic regressions, a 
cube or a ball for cubic regressions. For the ordinary optimal design 
problems, Kiefer (1975), Galil and Kiefer (1977) and Pesotchinsky (1978) 
have given extensive systematic theory, particularly, on the comparison 
of ^p-optimal designs for different P. Consider the following problem 
2 2 2 for quadratic regression, y = 6^ + 6^x^ + 6^x^ + 6^x^ + + B^x^x + 
+ e, (x^, x^) e [-1, 1] X [-1, 1]; 
Minimize <j)^(M(C)) subject to ^^(M(%)) 2 q e Q, (7.1) 
where Q is an index set. 
The theory of canonical moments seems very difficult to apply to 
problem. However, the nice structure of x leads to symmetric optimal 
designs. The solutions to problems similar to (7.1) are not easy to 
obtain and this class of problems needs much more investigation. 
The main results in Chapters 4 and 5 are necessary and sufficient 
conditions and equivalence relations for constrained optimal designs. 
Chapter 4 deals with constrained problems for which the space of 
candidate designs S is an arbitrary convex subset of the space of all 
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designs => while Chapter 5 deals with explicitly defined inequality 
constraints. Préchet derivatives are the most important tools in 
developing theory in these two chapters. Theorem 4.1, 4.2 give N. and S. 
conditions for optimality of a design. It is seen that these conditions 
are very similar to the conditions given by Silvey (1980). Theorem 4.3, 
4.4 give equivalence relations of Kiefer's type. The statements in these 
theorems are different from the Kiefer's equivalence theorem (Theorem 
I.l). The difference occurs because max / d(x, Ç ) Ti(dx) is no longer 
neS ^ 
* 
equal to max d(x, Ç ). 
xex 
These theorems are applied with some constrained optimality 
and specific N. and S. conditions for optimality are developed for each 
criterion. Theorem 4.5 shows a N. and S. condition for a constrained D-
optimal design. This result was also obtained by Constantine (1981). 
Theorem 4.7 states that the four types of restricted D-optimal designs 
mentioned in Chapter 2 all satisfy the N. and S. conditions in Theorem 
4.5. Theorems 4.8 and 4.9 show N. and S. conditions for a constrained 
D^-optimal design and D^-optimal design, respectively. Theorems 4.10 and 
4.11 give N. and S. conditions for constrained ^^-optimal designs and L-
optimal designs, respectively. 
Design measures involving singular information matrices has been 
a difficult problem until Silvey (1978), who suggested addition to the 
information matrix, M(ÇQ), a matrix HH' which is in the space complemen­
tary to the column space of M(ÇQ), so that ^(CQ) + HH' is 
nonsingular and proposed a sufficient condition based on M(ÇQ) + HH' for 
ÇQ to be optimal. Pukelsheim and Titterington (1983) showed that 
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Silvey's sufficient condition is necessary as well. In Corollary 4.12.1; 
we apply this result to constrained optimal problems with singular infor­
mation matrix. 
Theorem 5.1 and 5.2 give geometric optimality conditions, which 
use the property that no feasible design can improve the optimal one. 
Theorem 5.3 and 5.4 together give N. and S. conditions for a constrained 
optimal design problem (1.18), which are highly related to the Kuhn-
Tucker conditions. The conditions in terras of the design points are 
given in Theorem 5.5 and the equivalence relations of Kiefer's type are 
given in Theorem 5.6. Corollary 5.6.1 states that the maximum of 
* 
d^(x, Ç ) is attained at every support point of the constrained optimal 
* 
design K . Section 5.5 deals with the Lagrangian duality for general 
constrained problems. The Strong Duality Theorem and Saddle-point 
Theorem from mathematical programming have similar form in constrained 
design problems as shown in Theorems 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9. 
The results in Chapter 6 are applications of the N. and S, 
conditions given in Chapter 5. we apply them to obtain N. and S. condi­
tions for each specific constrained optimality criterion. Theorems 6.1, 
6.3, 6.5, and 6.7 give N. and S. conditions for C-restricted, D-
restricted, D^-restricted and A-restricted D-optimal designs, 
respectively. Theorems 6.2, 6.4, 6.6, and 6.8 are equivalence rela­
tions for these 4 restricted D-optimal designs, respectively. A more 
general class of constrained optimal design problems involve constrained 
<^p- and (^^-optimality, and is discussed in Sections 6.2 and 6.3. 
Theorems 6.11 and 6.12 give conditions for a constrained <|)^-optimal 
design. Several examples are discussed in Section 6.4. 
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There are several open questions related to the general 
constrained optimal design problems. 
Numerical algorithms for solving constrained problems are needed. 
Although there are many algorithms available for solving ordinary 
optimal design problems, there is only one paper in the literature which 
gives an algorithm for solving constrained design problems. This result 
was given by Bohning (1981). The algorithm that he proposed is based on 
an exterior penalty approach and Wu's gradient projection method. 
Another possibilities is to use the methods based on the 
Lagrangian dual. The algorithm which we suggested in Section 5.6 is one 
of this type of algorithms. The basic procedures of this class of 
algorithms are the following. Starting with an initial Lagrangian multi­
plier vector with 2 0 and an initial design with support 
on {x^, ..., x^}, we solve a subproblera to determine a new design 
and its support {x^, ..., x^, by using the F-W (Fedorov-Wynn) method 
or Wu's gradient methods, and then solve a linear programming problem to 
determine a new multiplier vector We repeat these steps until we 
obtain some design which is approximately optimal for the primal problem 
and some multiplier vector which is approximately optimal for the dual 
problem. 
Another possibility is to use what is called the exact penalty 
method. This class of methods have been claimed to be possibly the best 
methods for solving nonlinear programming problems. The algorithms based 
on penalty methods and Lagrangian dual need to solve a sequence of 
subproblems. For exact penalty methods, we Introduce not only the 
Lagrange multiplier vector but also penalty parameters to form a new 
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function, and we need only to solve a single problem with respect to 
the design measure, the multiplier vector and the penalty parameters 
simultaneously. 
Another possibility uses feasible direction methods. The following 
strategy is typical of feasible direction algorithms. Given a feasible 
design a direction d^ is determined such that for X > 0 and 
sufficiently small, the following two properties are true: (1) 
is feasible, and (2) the objective value at + Xd^ is smaller than the 
objective value at In fact, the methods that Wu developed (1976) for 
solving ordinary optimal design problems are in the class of feasible 
direction methods. 
Another class of problems is the problems that constrained optimal 
design measures involve singular information matrices. As we mentioned, 
Silvey (1978), Pukelsheira and Titterington (1983) give a N. and S. 
condition for ordinary optimal designs involving singular information 
matrices. In the cases of constrained problems, the Lagrangian function, 
L(M(E^,u), depends on M(ç) and U. Hence, in applying the idea of polar 
functions (Pukelsheira, 1980), we meet much more complicated problems. 
The theory of subgradients is likely to be used rather extensively. In 
addition, the theory of nonlinear programming and the theory of convex 
analysis are also very important tools for solving these problems. 
We have discussed the continuous or approximate constrained 
design problems. A systematic investigation is need for solving exact 
optimal design problems. It is assumed that N observations of 
dependent variable will be determined in an experiment. Then a design Ç 
with finite support on {x^, ..., x^} is an exact design if Ç(x^)N is 
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integer for each 1=1, n and Iç(x^)N = N. There are two ways to 
obtain exact designs: one is first to determine optimal continuous 
designs, and then find exact designs that are close to these, the other 
is to develop numerical algorithms which will produce exact designs 
directly. Difficulties arise here, of course, because the problems 
involve optimization over some p-dimensional continuum and the lattices 
of positive integers. 
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